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ABSTRACT 
Extensive data collected each year from the streams and lakes of 
South Dakota necessitates a computerized system with which to efficiently 
utilize the large amount of material. A fisheries related data storage 
and retrieval system (FISARS) was developed sufficiently to provide cost 
estimates in creating and maintaining such a system. Detailed descrip­
tions were made to provide information in implementing and utilizing the 
retrieval system. 
A survey was made of state fish and game agencies currently operating 
storage and retrieval systems. '!his inf'ormation along with comments 
provided by the fisheries personnel in the state of South Dakota was used 
as a guideline in developing the FISARS Sy�tem. 
The FISARS System is composed of two data bases. One data base 
contains bibliographic reference material related to fisheries work with­
in the state of South Dakota. The other data base contains specific data 
about individual bodies of water. The two data bases can operate together 
or individually. 
Estimates were made concerning the cost of coding and transferrir..g 
data, keypunching and verifying, and building of both data bases. Two 
computer facilities are available with which the storage and retrieval 
systems could be used, therefore, estimates of costs in operating the 
system were made for each facility. 
The programs used to build and manipulate the bibliographic da�a 
bases were written in COBOL language and access of the data base utilized 
the Vs.AM (Virtual Storage Access Method) method. Only the computer 
programs providing the actual retrievals of the data base contair.ing 
lake a.�d st�eam survey information need to be written to make the s�orage 
and re�rieval system functional. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The importance and usefulness of computers in the field of 
fisheries has been well documented. Lackey (1975) enumerated current 
and potential applications of computers in fisheries science. These 
range from relatively simple programs which analyse specific data such 
as age and growth (Gerking 1965) to rather sophisticated data analysis 
(Hesse 1977); modeling systems (Patten 1969; O'Heeron and Ellis 1975); 
and extensive storage and retrieval systems (Nixon 1971; Brogden et al 
1974; Natch and Weber 1976). 
Lake surveys are often an important part of managing a fisheries 
r'!source. After years of collectillg baseline material and making 
continuous additions, manual filing systems have become large and 
inefficient to use. Because of this, along with the need to have quick 
and accurate access to this matetial, many states have begun or have in 
operation computerized data storage and retrieval systems (Clark et al. 
1977). These systems may also contain packages for performing various 
data analyses. 
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State fish and wildlife agencies often have different needs depend­
ing on the quality and quantity of their fisheries resources, money 
available and human populations. This necessitates designing individual 
storage systems for each state's particular needs. Large amounts of 
fisheries data are collected each year in South Dakota. Raw data 
collected in past years and publications are reports concerning projects 
and studies on various South Dako�a waters are on file. Pursuing these 
files to compile specific information or to determine the extent of 
studies on a particular body of water often requires many hours of 
sea.'W'China;. A fast and e£ficient sys�em is needed to handle stored data 
for maximum benefit. Such a system could save time, money and manpower 
in performing complicated or tedious data manipulations. 
With these criteria, the objective� for this project were: 
l. Test and sufficiently develop a storage and retrieval 
system in order to provide an estimate of cost of 
such a system including building, yearly operation 
and updating. 
2. Outline the capabilities of the system and project 
its future use. 
2 
MATERIALS AND ME.'I'HODS 
The Fisheries Information Storage and Retrieval System (FISARS) is 
comprised of two separate data bases, GIVEFISH and BIBFISH. GIVEFISH 
provides detailed information about individual lakes or rivers in South 
Dakota and BIBFISH is a bibliographic storage a.�d retrieval system 
which contains bibliographic references of published and unpublished 
material concerning the lakes and streams of South Dakota. Both data 
bases work in conjunction with each other or separately to form the 
mother system, PISARS. 
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The computer programs designed to manipulate the two data bases, 
GIVEFISH and BIBFISH, are similar in theory; therefore only the programs 
manipulating BIBFISH were completely written and tested. Test data 
for GIVEFISH was compiled and a data base was built to provide further 
infer.nation concerning cost estimates. 
Test data for GIVEFISH was taken from a 13 county area, Region rl, 
north and east of Beadle County and bounded by North Dakota on the nor�h 
and MiIUlesota on the east. This area was ideal for testing a retrieval 
system because it is near the computer facilities and it has numerous 
lake and stream records which were on file at Webster, South Dakota, 
144 km (90 mi) north of Brookings, South Dakota. Region DI contains 
15 permanent (never winterkills or summerkills), 22 semi-permanent 
(winterkills or summerkills once every ten years), and 97 marginal 
(winterkills or summerkills once every five years} lakes. As of l July 
1978, the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks (GPP) 
reorganization reduced the number of management regions in the state 
from five to four. Although this did not alter the tes'ting of data it 
must be noted that t.�e Region II/ referred to in this text no longer 
includes the counties of Beadle, Kingsbury and Brookir.gs, but new 
includes McPherson, Edmunds and Faulk counties. BIBPISH was tested by 
utilizing references from a collection of North Central Rese?'"roir 
Investigation studies (1976 Unpublishet!, North Central Reservoir 
Investigation, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pierre, South Dakota}. 
COMPtn'ER FACil.lTIES AND ACCESS MEI'HODS 
An IBM 370-148 computer was used to store and retrieve data at 
South Dakota State University, Brookings, South Dakota. The computer 
runs on OS/vSl with one megabyte of storage and six 3340 disc drives. 
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The data was accessed with VSAM (Virtual Storage Access Method) 
(IBM 1975). VSAM waa chosen because of its efficiency in using files 
on a disc pac. Files can be accessed both sequentially and randomly. 
VSAM also utilizes alternate indexes, which provides a unique way �o 
gain access to a related data base set, so it is not necessary to keep 
multiple copies of the same information organized in different ways 
for different applications. 
BIBFISH DATA BASE DESCRIPTION 
Data Base Organization 
The problems in maintaining and updating a reference file are 
numerous. There have been many manual methods devised to handle small 
reprint libraries (Burns and MJsby 1971}, but these become difficult to 
manipulate on a large scale. Lee, et al. {1971) developed a computerized 
system using key words from the title to be used as retrieval 
categories. 
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The BIBFISH programs (Appendix A) were developed to coincide with 
the GIVEFISH data base. The header cards (Columns 6-9) of most GIVEFISH 
data sheets (Appendix B) provide space for a four digit identification 
number. This is used when any of the data from each page is taken from 
a publication and not from a GFP survey. Publications are given numbers 
sequentially and stored in the BIBFISH data base. Therefore when a 
PISARS printout indicates that data was obtained from other than GFP 
surveys, a BIBFISH retrieval will provide a complete listing of the 
references. 
BIBFISH can also be used to retrieve references centering around 
a specific subject or a specific lake by using the subject index 
(Appendix C) , river codes (Appendix D) or lake codes (Appendix E). 
The subject index (Appendix C) was designed to ... contain all areas 
expected to be found in the field of fisheries. These were listed in 
alphabetical order by subject and the sub-headings under each subject 
were assigned a five digit code number. This index was used to create 
a key word format (alternate keys) for each bibliographic reference. 
Alternate indexes provide a method for organizing a file of 
references under more than one subject key. In this case the principle 
key is the individual number given to each bibliographic reference and 
the ten alternate keys are those describing the content of the reference. 
The data base was designed to store up to 5000 (560 characters) 
references or records and not more than 500 subject replicates. This 
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means that of the 5000 records, no more than 500 may be of the same 
subject. Core space allotted for these parameters can be set according 
to need and can be increased whenever needed. Test data was punched on 
cards and then read on tape to provide a printout for verification. 
The corrected tape was then read on disc and the VSAM File built. 
Each reference is coded on a date sheet (Fig 1) and given a five 
digit bibliographic code (Card 1, Columns 1-5) sequentially as new 
references are added. This is the primary key for retrieval. The 
following ten, five digit columns are the alternate inde.�es. Here the 
subject codes are placed pertaining to the reference. These spaces can 
also be used to indicate the code number for a particular body of water. 
A zero is added to the lake and river codes in order to complete the 
five digit space. This enables the retrieval of studies from only a 
specific body of water. Figure l presents an example of how these 
subject codes (Appendix C) would be used. On card one, columns 21-25, 
the number 16170 is written. This is the code for Lewis and Clark Lake 
(Appendix E) . 
The final five cards on the data sheet contain specific information 
about the reference itself. Column 80 of card three and four are used 
as stoppers. Should the title fill only one card, a • 1" is punched in 
"stop-l" indicating only one card was used and the remaining two cards 
are not added to the deck. If two cards are used, then a "2" is placed 
in "stop-2". This eliminates placing blank cards in the deck to fill 
the seven card record. 
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BIBFISH Retrievals and Programs 
Four COBOL programs were written to set �P and use the BIBFISH 
data base (Appendix A) . Both programs 1 and 2 are used to build the 
data base. Program 1 will read the card file ar.d record it on tape. 
A printout provides an opportunity to correct any errors before the 
V�� disc file is built. Program 2 reads the tape file after all 
errors have been removed and builds the VSAM file. It does not provide 
a printout. 
The actual retrievals are provided by program 3. BIBFISH retrie­
vals are made by punching the first five columns of a card or en a 
terminal with the subject code desired to be searched. There is no 
limit to the number of retrievals per run. The printout {Fig. 2) indi­
cates what is bei.."lg searched and the accompanying bibliographies. In 
this example, the first retrieval was for bibliography number "3" or 
record 113 11 • Immediately following is record number 113 11 • The third 
search, code number 120019 is for references related to crustaceans. 
Four references were retrieved. 
The final search code 1 47040 1 was used as a lake search. � the 
subject index (Appendix C) number 47040 does not appear, therefore, 
number 47040 or 4704 relates to lake 'Wetonka in McPherson county 
(Appendix E). Since the data base does not contain any references 
relating to Lake Wetonka, there were no retrievals. 
Program 4 is used to add or correct records. Correcting a record 
is a matter of reprocessing the complete record with its corrected 
identification code and the corrected reference. Adding a record is 
accomplished in the same manner except the identification code lllllst be 
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RtCORD CODE 
l 11001 11004 11005 10021 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
NfLSON w R N R HINES ANO l G B(CK'IAN l9S6 
AMIIFIAL PROPAGAIION Of SAUGEPS ANO HYURIOllAIION WITH WALLEYES 
PROGRESSIVE FISH - CULi 
RECORD CODE 14 
14 2400) 0000 25001 12002 12000 2)00) 12000 uooo 0000 0000 
SWANSON G A 1'161 
fACIORS INFLUENCING IHE OIURIBUT ION AND AltUNOANCE Of HEXAGENU NYl'HS IEPII 
EMEIIOPIERAI IN A HI SSOUII I RI VFR RES£RVOI R 
ECOLOGY 
SEARCl1 CUDE 12001 
2400) 2SOOS ODDO 30004 2)00) 12001 12000 0000 0000 0000 
IIIIOSON P l AND B t CIIWEll 1'166 
OISTRIBUIIDN AND ABUNDANCE OF PHYTOPLANKION AND MUllt�MS IN A "AIN Slf" nl 
SSOURI RIVER RtSERVOIR 
PROC SOUIH DAKOTA ACAD SCI 
'I 0000 2SOOI 25000 24003 2)00) 12001 12000 0000 0000 0000 
TASH JC GA SWANSON AND R E  SIEFERT 1966 
REPORT O TIIE OCCURENCE ANO DISTRIBUTION OF CLAOOCERA AND CDPEPDOA IN LEWI 
S AND CLARK IAKE SOUTH DAKOTA 
UNIV OF KANSAS SCI BULL 
10 0000 10020 10010 2)00) 12000 12001 ODDO 0000 0000 0000 
WALBURG C H AND .. R Nfl SIIN l'ISI, 
CARP RIIIER CARP SUCKER SNAllMDUTII IIUFFALO AND BICMOUIH BUFFALO IN UIIIS 
ANO CLARK LAKE MISSOURI RIVER 
• U S 8Ull(AU Of SPORI flSIIERIES AND WILUllfE RES REP 
II 2SOOl z�ooo 0000 )0004 2100) 12000 12001 0000 0000 0000 
COWELL 8 C 1961 
THE COPEP�D4 AND CLADlltERA Of A MISSOU�I RIVER RESERVOIR A COMPARISON Of 
SAMPLING IN Tltf RESl:RYOIR AND HIE DISCHARGE 
ll Ht40L OCE ANUG 
SEARCH CODE 41040 



































a number that sequentially follows the last identification code in the 
file. Adding and deleting should be done only after a back log of 
corrections and additions are available because this process utilizes 
a quantity of computer time and is therefore expensive. Adding and 
deleting should be done on a yearly basis as new material becomes 
available. 
GIVEFIS..� DATA BASE DESCRIPTION 
Data Base Organization 
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In order to obtain an accurate estimate of costs for building and 
maintaining a large data base such as GIVEFISH, the test data from 
Region r.l was used to create a trial data base. GrlEFISH was also 
orgainzed according to the VSAM access method as was BIEFISH. The data 
records were organized with the lakes or streams numbered sequentially 
as the prima..""Y Jrey. Five alternate - index clusters were established 
to more efficiently utilize related data sets. 
The first alternate index is the lake or river codes (Appendix D 
and E}. The alternate key provides access to each record by this code. 
The second alternate index is the ecological classification. The 
alternate keys are Trout, Walleye - Panfish - Bass, Game Fish - Rough 
Fish, Bullhead and Panfish - Bass. The third alternate index is water 
description and the alternate keys are Lake, River and Large Reservoirs. 
The fourth alternate index is status with alternate keys of Permanent, 
Semi-pennanent, Marginal and Waterfowl. Description of these parameters 
is given in the GFP Lake Survey Manual {1971 Unpublished, South Dakota 
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Department of Game, Fish and Parks, Pierre, South Dakota) . The final 
alternate index is region. As of l July 1978, there were four 
geographical regions or areas managed by GFP which serve as the alter­
nate keys. The use of these alternate indexes will enable, for example, 
the accessing of the records of permanent waters under status or only 
rivers under water description. 
To reduce the amount of disc space utilized, information from each 
water is only the most recent. Older data contained in Forms D, F, G, 
H, I,  J, K, L, N (Appendix B) would be kept on a storage tape. 
Infonnation on Forms A, B, C, E, M (Appendix B) will only be updated or 
deleted when needed. 
Storage and retrieval programs and data analysis programs are to 
be written in COBOL. Data will be stored and accessed on a disc with 
tapes and cards providing a security duplicate of records. 
Estimate of Cost 
In order to create a retrieval system in which its usefullness 
would be retroactive, it is necessary to store previously collected 
data. Data was stored from 1970 to 1976 for several reasons. This was 
a period in which the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks 
(GFP) did their most intensive survey work and recorded data in a 
form closely resembling the structure of the data sheets prepared for 
this study. 
Choosing these years also guaranteed that at least two years of 
test netting data was obtained from each water. On lakes where no test 
netting was done during this period of time previously collected data 
was stored. Although this older data could not be considered valuable 
as a recent population indicator, it was considered useful in relating 
a lakes possible potential even though more recent information was not 
available. 
To derive an estimate of the cost of storing this backlog of 
information the time spent transferring the records to the data sheets 
was recorded. Since Region rv contained the most extensive files of 
lakes and streams this provided an accurated estimate of the average 
time needed to record a typical lake. This was then expanded for the 
entire state. 
Coded data, after being checked for errors, was keypunched on 80 
column computer cards. Time and cost were recorded for keypunching. 
Data was then transferred to a VSAM disc for storage. Computer cost 
was recorded. 'With these costs calculated and using the total number 
of lakes and streams managed by GFP, the total cost for storing seven 
years of data statewide was estimated. 
Parameter Selection and Design of Coding Sheets 
12 
Lagler (1952) outlined the methods and purposes of lake and stream 
surveys. This inf"ormation could be used as the basic data with which a 
storage and retrieval system could be set up. 
Several methods were detailed to ensure that all parameters needed 
for storage were used. A survey was sent to state wildlife agencies 
known to have storage and retrieval systems (Clark et al. 1977). These 
13 
states were asked for data sheets, costs of operation and uses of their 
systems. This information was used as a guideline in designing the 
coding sheets, along with data sheets from the U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's STOIL� (Nixon 1971) and BIO-STO.REI' (Natch and Weber 
1976). 
A tentative parameter list was assembled using the GFP Lake Survey 
manual with necessary additions and deletions. This list was sent to 
all fisheries personnel and those involved in lake surveys for their 
comments. Changes were then made to the list and preliminary coding 
sheets were drawn up. These sheets were to be the basis for the storage 
and retrieval system. Two meetings were arranged with fisheries 
personnel to explain and discuss the retrieval system and coding sheets 
in detail. With information collected at these meetings the final 
coding sheets were prepared (Appendix B) • 
Description of Ceding Sheets 
All data sheets (Appendix B) were organized for information to be 
coded on 80 column computer cards. The following text provides instruc-
tions for completing each coding sheet. 
The field map of Lake Kampeska (Fig. 3) gives an example of the 
form in which all field maps should be prepared. These will be used to 
locate sampling sites, access areas, dams and other points of interest 
to coincide with coding sheets using a letter by number designation. 
A river field map will contain a river mile index rather than letter 
by number to locate different areas. These maps will help standardize 
1 4  
sampling sites along with locating other important sites for field 
crews. 
Form A - Legal Classification 
Each coding sheet contains a similar header card (Card 1 -
Columns 1-16) to provide necessary organization of information for 
storage. Each card contains a lake code and a card code to help 
with organization, prevent mix ups and card losses. 
Porm A contains the water name (Card 1, Columns 17-36) and 
legal classification of that water. Space is provided to contain 
only the legal classification of waters smaller than the mainstem 
reservoirs. Room for description of larger waters was left out 
due to the large amount of space required to create a much larger 
record with questionable benefit. 
The header card (Card 1) contains a lake or stream code 
(Columns 1-4), which is unique for that water (Appendix D and E) . 
Column 5 is a space provided for an agency code. This enables 
infer.nation other than that collected by GFP to be stored. Since 
all data in this study was collected by GFP, a number 'l' is used 
to identify that agency. Columns 6-9 are used for a.� identifica­
tion number of any data if it was obtained from published material. 
References are given a five digit code sequentially and are stored 
and retrieved by BIBFISH. Column 10 is provided for the ' Data Code' 
(DC)·, which indicates whether the data is new (N), to be deleted 
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Form B - General Water Descriptions 
Form B contains basic information as to water classification, 
population of surrounding areas, dam or outlet control and physical 
para.meters. Data on this sheet is entered only once and items can 
be deleted or corrected. 
The header card (Card 3) contains additional infonr.ation not 
contained on Form A. "Units" (Column 10) will indicate whether 
data is metric (M) or English ( E) units. Retrievals could be 
obtained in either English or metric units by personal choice. 
"River Index" (Colun-.ns 12-17) will be used to code a specific 
sampling site or a general area if the data is from a river. 
Columns 40-51 represent the sequence of water ways where river 
codes (Appendix D) of a lake drainage can be entered. The first 
two ( four digit) c odes are for the irmnediate waterways and the 
third indicates the major waterway into whic h it flows. 
Form C - General Water Description 
Form C c ontains several different c ategories of information. 
Parameters listed under "River Classification" were used to classify 
trout streams in the Black Hills of South Dakota (Glover 1975 ) .  
Other parameters under "Water Resource Use and Development" and 
"Inlets and outlets" are described in the GFP Lake Survey �.anual. 
Information on this form is entered once with periodic updates and 
deletions.  
Form D - Water Chemistry 
GFP currently takes the listed water quality data during 
four periods of the year. Therefore, four sheets of Form D can 
be stored per year. Old data would be kept on tape. 
Form E - Organism Abundance and Soawning Habitat 
Form E contains relative abundance ini'onnation of aquatic 
plants, fishes and other organisms (Appendix F). Card 12 can 
be repeated four times, enabling up to 72 fish species to be 
listed. 
Evaluation of spawning area {Card 13) contains information 
on five managed or important species and the locations of their 
spawning beds. This page will be recorded once with subsequent 
deletion or update of items. 
For.n F - Fish Stocking and Removal 
Fish stocking int"ormation is recorded on Form F (Card 14). 
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This card may be repeated twice to contain up to eight stocked 
species per year. Cards 15 and 16 may be repeated up to four 
times each per year to contain all commercial fishing information. 
Note that conmercial species are recorded by total weight removed 
per year and that game species are recorded by total number. Old 
data would be stored on tape. 
Form G - Natural Reproduction Summary 
Form G contains data indicating the success of natural repro­
duction. This information is usually collected during late sunmer 
or early fall and only the totals of up to 25 species will be 
recorded. Old data would be stored on tape. 
Form H - Netting Summary Sheet 
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Test netting data provides a rough estimate of the abundance 
and species composition of fishes present in a water. Form H 
used to record old data which was recorded in this manner. This 
form can be duplicated twice per year and old data stored on tape. 
New data will be recorded on Form N and a  program could provide 
the analysis. Description of sampling methods is discussed in the 
GFP Lake survey Manual. 
Form I - Length Frequency 
Form I coincides with Form H. Test netting information is 
also utilized on this form by recording length-frequencies of 
individual fish. Two pages can be used to record up to 12 species. 
Species lengths can be recorded in either 0. 5 inch increments or 
1 inch increments. Groups of fish under 12 inches utilize the 
0. 5 distribution in order to show a smoother length frequency. A 
duplicate form could be made to code lengths in metric with the 
appropriate metric increments. Larger fish use the 1 inch 
distribution. To indicate this, column 8 of card 22 is used to 
show the distribution chosen. Columns 9-40 are used to indicate 
the length increment and columns 41-72 are used to record the 
number of fish in the corresponding increment above. This form 
is used for old data and can be repeated twice to store up to 12 
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species'  length-frequency distributions per year. New data would 
be recorded on Form N. 
Form J - Age and Growth Distribu1ion 
Calculations of age and growth data can be recorded on Form J. 
Two pages can be recorded to provide information on 16 species. 
Data is recorded similar to that in the GFP Lake Survey Manual. 
Card 24 contains the species, total size of sample (Columns 8-11), 
the size of the subsample taken (Columns 12-13) and the back 
calculated lengths of fish up to seven years of age. Card 24 will 
contain the total number of fish in each  age-group and the number 
of fish from which back calculations were actually made . Old 
data would be recorded on tape. 
Form K - Pollution and Survey Data 
Card 26 of Form K contains pollution and fish kill estimates. 
Data can be entered yearly and old data will be stored on tape. 
Cards 27 through 29 contain information on creel survey and 
recreational survey data. Column 5 of c ard 27 and 29 are headed 
"AC" ; this is to indicate how accurate the survey information is. 
Only a limited amount of survey information is stored. When 
more complete in:fonnation is needed the source of the data, if 
published, can be located using the "Source I.D." in columns 6-9 
of cards 27 and 29. Old data would be stored on tape. 
Form L - Water Resource Improvements, Recommendations and Finances 
In an effort to provide information for planning future improve-
ments and budgets Porm L was created. Specific management and access 
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recormnendations (Appendix G} are listed on this sheet. Colu:nns 
17-24 of card 30 will keep track of recommendations that have 
been completed each 7ear. Card 31 lists new management recou:men-
dations, species of fish they will affect, benefit in man-davs . ' 
year to be completed and an estimate of cost. Card 32 c ontains 
access recoDUJlendations and in:formati on similar to  the management 
recommendations. 
Card 33, at the bottom of Form L, was left for any additional 
i.�fonnation. It was used in the testing to record winterkill dates 
a.�d management policies. Form L may be repeated twice and old 
data would be stored on tape. 
Fenn M - Access Facilities 
Form M allows a listing to be made of all access areas for 
each water as well as facilities available. Columns 48-77 of 
card 35 provide an estimate of the cost of maintenance, facilities 
and investment at each access site. This in:fol"I!'.ation will be used 
in planning of GFP budgets. Card 35 may  be repeated up to 35 times. 
Form N - Test Netting Field Sheet 
Fonn N would replace Forms H and I ,  which were used to transfer 
old data to the system. Al l  new test netting data would use this 
form. The header card ( :;6) is the same as i n  fonns E and I. One 
sheet is used for each species. Data acquired from up to 25 nets 
ca.� be placed on this sheet. Total weights, numbers and location 
of each net are recorded on the lower left side of the page, 
e xcluding the length and weight of individual fishes. The right 
hand side would be used to record the length and weights of up 
to 100 fishes from a random sample to obtain average length and 
weight information and length frequencies. Description of the 
data stored and analysed from this form will be given in the 
GIVEFISH Retrievals and Programs Seetion. 
Coding Paramenters 
Fish 
Bailey and Allum (1962 ) listed 93 species of fish occurring 
in South Dakota, but several exotics have been introduced since 
then. Future introductions had to be taken into consideration 
when creating a coding list; empty spaces were left in families 
where possible additions were anticipated. Fish were listed in 
phylogenetic order by family and given a code number starting at 
1 and ending at 1:,8 (Appendix F ) . 
Aouatic Plants 
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The abundance of aquatic plants indicated on Fonn E (Columns 
23-69) is only a subjective listing due to identification difficul­
ties and lac k  of time needed to obtain a more accurate estimate of 
aquatic plant abundance. 
Van Bruggen (1974) recorded over 190 marsh and aquatic plant 
species in South Dakota. In order to simplify identification and 
listing, codes were arranged by general families of aquatic plants 
and given a number (Appendix F). In some cases, when groups of 
plants could be easily identified within families, these groups 
were assigned more than one code per family ; such as the rushes 
(Cyperaceae) and the pondweeds (Najadaceae) . 
Management and Access Recommendations 
Standard methods used to manage water resources were given 
codes (Appendix G) to be used on Form L. To simplify this list 
it was separated into three categories: fish management, habitat 
. management and shore management. Access recommendations used a 
similar method. Recommendations may be added to the list as 
they become needed. 
Lake and River Codes 
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Lake and river codes are four digits. The la.�e codes used 
were already organized by GFP (Appendix E) . In these codes the 
first two digits signify the county number and the last two digits 
were given sequentially to the lakes in that county. Rivers and 
streams were given code numbers beyond the range of the lakes: 
0100 thru 6799 (Appendix D) . 
GIVEFISH Retrievals and Programs 
The program building the GIVEFISH data base (Appendix H) was 
completed to provide estimates of the size and cost of creating the 
data base. The complete development of the BIBFISH data base and 
programs has facilitated in making cost estimates for the FISARS 
System and has acted as an example of how GIVEFISH retrievals could 
be programmed. Therefore, no further programs were completed to 
manipulate the GIVEFISH data base .  This section will investigate the 
possible retrieval programs with which to manipulate the GIVEFISH 
data base. 
The simplest retrieval will be the standard retrieval. This 
program would simply research for a record and provide a printout. 
With the use of VSAM different related data sets co�ld be accessed 
separately. Further refinement of the program would enable only 
certain segments of each record to be retrieved. Therefore , the use 
of a partial retrieval would enable , for example, the recovery of all 
stocking records of the lakes in Region II. The various forms and 
combinations in which retrievals could be made would be limitless . 
One other essential program is for correction and deletions . It 
is necessary to be able to make corrections or deletions within each 
record and new records would eventually be added. These operations 
could be handled in one program such as with the BIBFISH data base. 
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Several additional sub-programs could be added to the GIVEFISH 
data base which would perform time saving procedures. Form N (Appendix 
B) was created to replace the use of Forms H and I after the initial 
test netting data was stored. Form N would be used to compile the test 
netting raw data and the sub-prog:-am would eliminate the need for 
additional computations and would store the information in the form of 
data sheets H and I. 
The construction of an additional coding sheet to contain only fish 
stocking records could be utilized by each region. These coding sheets 
would take the place of the present stocking record sheets . At the end 
of the season, this data would be keypunched and the sub-program would 
compile all stocking information and store it in the data base. This 
data could then be used to print o�t an annual stocking report. 
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Another sub-program could help maintain the quality of the data 
base. During the recording of the initial data for testing, it was 
noted that many areas of the lake records were incomplete or not up to 
date. This sub-program would search for incomplete sections of each 
record and provide a print out. It could also retrieve all data older 
than a preselected date. This would provide information for managers 
in planning for the upcoming field season and enable them to complete 
unfinished water records and keep them up to date. 
Since all old data would not be stored on a VSA.� disc file , access 
to this data would require a separate program. In all probability this 
information would not be needed frequently, therefore, it would be most 
economical to store it on tape. This program, in order to keep it 
simple, would only provide retrievals of individual records or parts of 
records. 
The complexity and length of programs necessary to manipulate the 
GIVEFISH data base would only be limited by the needs of the state and 
by its budget. The �se of standard retrievals only, would be the simplest 
and most economical. 
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DISCUSSION 
COSTS OF DEVELOPmG AND OPERATmG THE FISA.RS SYSTEM 
The FISARS System could be designed to make use of an on-line or 
off-line terminal. On-line retrievals are almost instantaneous. With 
this capability, terminals could be placed at many locations throughout 
the state. Hard copy terminals cost between $2000. 00 and $2500. 00. 
Portable ones are also available which allow use of the system at 
almost any location that has telephone facilities. Terminals could 
be used with the Tie Line network throughout the state, therefore 
there would be no additional telephone costs. GFP at the present time 
has a terminal at their main office in Pierre. 
There are at least two computer facilities available which could 
potentially use the FISARS System. Both the state facility at Pierre 
and the facility at South Dakota State University in Brookings utilize 
VSAM accessing. Each facility offers its functions at varying rates 
(Table 1). 
The Pierre facility utilizes an IEM 370-155 computer with 6 mega­
bytes of storage. They have 3350 and 3330 double density disc drives 
which have 317 million and 200 million bytes of storage space respective­
ly. Rental is presently $. 07 a track (13 , 000 bytes) per month for 
on-line storage. The SDSU computer center utilizes 3340 disc drives 
which will hold 70 million bytes of storage. CUrrent on-line storage 
cost is $. 02 per 1000 bytes per month, but in  the near future it will 
be lowered to $. 01. 
Table 1 ,  Summar'/ of cost estimates for creating and operating GIVEFISH 
and BIBFISH data bases at the computer facilities at Pierre, 
South Dakota and Brookings, South Dakota. 
GIVEFISH - Creating (1000 records or 10, 000, 000 bytes) 
Transferral of data $5187.00 
Keypunching and verifying $1591.00 
Building VSAM file 










$ 100. 00 
BIBFISH - Creating (5000 records or 5 , 000, 000 bytes) 
Transferral of data 
Keypunching and verifying 
Building VSAM file 




$ 25. 00/yr 
No estimate 
No estimate 
$ 25. 00 
*Includes cost for BIBFISH and GrlEFISH 
Brookings 
s1200 . oo/yr 
$ 600.00/yr* 
$ 7. 00/min 
.noo .oo/yr 
$603.00/yr 
$ 25. 00/yr 
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Cost of Building the BIBFISH Data Base 
The cost of recording the BIBFISH reference material onto coding 
sheets is difficult to estimate because it is impossible to determine 
the quantity of reference material available .  Mich of the cost would 
depend on how actively  old and new material was added to the data �ase. 
It would probably be rmich less than the cost of recording data for the 
GIVEFISH data base (Table 1) because the volume would be much less. 
The projected 5000 records will occupy about 5 , 030 ,000 bytes (one 
byte is equal to one character) . Storage costs would be about $132.00 
per year at $.07 per tract at the Pierre facility , and $}60 .00 per 
year at SDSU {Table 1). A dummy 3000 records were tested and cost of 
building the VSAM file was less than $20.00. Projected costs of 
b�ilding a VSAM file of 5000 records at either computer facility would 
be $25.00 (Table 1). 
Cost of Building the GIVEFISH Data Base 
Storing Old Data 
In the testing of the GIVEFISH data base , seven years of data 
was stored from Region 'IV for each water. The data for each record 
varied in completeness due to the classification of each lake 
(permanent, semi-permanent, marginal and waterfowl) with permanent 
waters having the most complete information and waterfowl having 
the least. A total of 15 permanent, 22 semi-permanent, 91 marginal ,  
30 waterfowl and 7 unclassified lakes were recorded along with 5 
streams. This gave a total  of 170 water records stored. Time to 
·i 
transfer this data to coding sheets was 27 . 6  days or 226 .9 :nan-
hours. At a rate of $3.57 per hour, cost of transferring this 
data to coding sheets was $773. 15. This data was keypunched and 
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verified, requiring 63 man-hours. At $4 . 15 per hour for keypunch-
ing and verifying this job amounted to $261 .45. 
There are 792 lakes in South Dakota (GFP Lake Inventory 1972 , 
Unpublished, South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks, 
Pierre, South Dakota) which potentially have records, but 237 are 
classified as "waterfowl lakes". Because "waterfowl lakes" 
typically have little or no information, the number of lakes 
having records may be less. In the Region r:v test data, of the 
103 waterfowl la.�es, only 30 had records. �.ost of these waterfowl 
lakes do have accesses, therefore, they may warrant a record even 
though detailed information is not available. 
Estimating the potential lotic environments which may have 
records is difficult because surveys have not been undertaken for 
many streams other than trout streams. An estimate of 124 was 
calculated by counting the rivers and streams with a substantial 
fisheries resource from the Stream Evaluation �.ap of South Dakota 
(U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1978) .  The lakes plus the rivers 
give 916 potential records or approximately 1000. 
Using 1000 as an estimate of the total number of water records 
the statewide cost was extrapolated for transferring and keypunch-
ing the test data. It will take approximately 1300 man-hours to 
code 1000 records. At $4. 50 per hour ( hourly rate was increased 
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to account for in!lation)  this would total $5127.00 minus the 
$662.94 already spent (Table l ) . 
Keypunching and verifying would total 370. 59 man-hours. 
$5.00 per hour ( hourly rate was increased to accoi;nt for inflation ) 
the cost would be $1591.00 minus the $261. 45 already spent . The 
estimated total cost of building a data base would be approximately 
$5778.00. 
There are several bias ' s  in this estimate. Regions with less 
water may spend �ore time in completir.g their lake surveys , there-
fore the average transferal time may be higher for some regions . 
Regions having more pe!'lT'.anent or wildlife waters would affect the 
estimate since it requires more time to code perma..�ent water than 
waterfowl waters . Bias may also occur in areas that have large 
quantities of stream data such as the Black Hills area. Since the 
test area (Region IV) was predominantly lakes and ponds with only 
5 streams, no accurate estimate could be made for stream transferal 
time. 
. . 
Cost of Building the VSA.i� File 
With an estimated 1000 records at 10,000 bytes in size the 
file would increase the files to approximately 16 ,004, 000 by�es. 
Much of the CPU ( Computer Processing Unit) time and costs in 
bu�lding a VS:.M file lies in  building the alternate indexes. 
Building of the 170 test data records took 2.00 CPU minutes at a 
cost of $7 .00. Extrapolating this for 1000 records the cost �ould 
be less than $100 .00 (Table 1 ) ,  
Updating Costs 
GFP is continuously updating its records . Most of the work 
done involves test netting , shoreline seining and a few complete 
su_-veys. Over the past five years there has been an average of 
62 water updates with a low of 58 and a high of 73 . 
The FISARS System will simplify this process. Transferring 
data to coding sheets wil l  not be necessar/ since the coding 
sheets can be used directly . Therefore, the only additional cost 
will be keypunching, verifying and the rebuilding costs. This 
process would be done only once a year ; after data for that year 
has been punched on computer cards . With an average of 62 record 
updates per year file rebuildir.g would be less than ll00 .00 per 
year .  (Table 1) . 
Storage Costs 
To operate on-line the GIVEFISH data base would require an 
estimated 10, 004, 000 bytes of storage space .  The cost a t  the 
Pierre computer center would be abo1�t $€36.00 per year, while 
charges at SDSU would be $100. 00 per month or $1200. 00 per year 
(Table 1). 
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One other alternative would be to . operate the FIS).RS System 
off-line. This would require the rental of an off-line disc pack. 
The advantage would be econom:r. Off-line disc rental at Pierre 
is $30.00 per year at SDSU (Table 1). The disadvantage would �e 
that retrievals  would not be instantaneous but wo�ld be dependent 
upon how busy the computer facility was at the time a retrieval 
was needed. Another disadvantage would be that there would be 
wasted space on a disc  on which only 16, 000, 000 bytes ( includes 
BIBFISH and GIVEFISH data bases) was stored. This extra space 
could be used by other GFP projects. If retrieval time is not 
the most important consideration and use of the system would not 
be heavy, operating off-line may be the logical alternative. 
Since only the most up-to-date data would be stored on disc, 
the older information would be stored on tape. Tapes can be 
purchased for aboi;,t $17 . 50 each and can store about 46 , ooo , ooo 
bytes of information. There is  no storage cost for tapes, the 
only cost would be in actual CPU time used in retrieving. 
OPERATING THE FISARS SYSTEM 
Many of the problems in establishing GIVEFISH would be to acquire 
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a reliable data base. Cost of doing this had been discussed. Most of 
this work could be done with the help of two or three summer temporaries . 
This job could be completed in one sununer. 
Maintaining the file or data base would not require a full time 
person. Since the initial keypunching and verifying could be contracted, 
the time keypunching and verifying updated data would be minimal. Major 
file revisions or updating would probably be done only once a year when 
a collection of data has been received. A secretary that was trained 
� keypunching could be in charge of file II'.ai ntenance. 
Cost of maintaining and developing the BIBFISH System is difficult 
to access as has already been discussed. Costs would depend on how 
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actively and intensely this  area was pursued. The more intense the 
literatu=e search, the more valuable the system would be. Large amounts 
of reference material has been compiled in specific areas • .All of tte 
Dingle-Johnson projects have been collected in a mineograph by GFP 
( 1978 Unpublished, South Dakota Dept. of Game, Fish and Parks, Pierre, 
South Dakota) . North Central Rese!"�oirs Investigations have a si�ilar 
summary of their work since 1964. Other institutions which have contri­
buted work to the field of fisheries potentially have silr.ilar lists. 
Much time could be spent in transferring these references to BIBFISH 
c oding sheets and completing the necessary subject  codings. Again, use 
of suxm:er temporaries may provide an economical method for building the 
initial data base. successful n:aintenance of the BI3PISH System would 
then depend on the cooperation of the institutions working in the areas 
of fisheries to provide the person in charge of file maintenance with 
copies of their publications and completion reports on a yearly basi s. 
Field maps play an important role in the operation of the FISARS 
System ( See ' Description of Coding Sheets ' ) J  GFP has been involved in 
:lil on-going lake mapping project. Although the maps created to date 
are not in a field map �a.rm, simple revisions would make them so. 
�ddition of letter by number coordinates or in the case of rivers, the 
�se of river mileage a..�d the reduction in size to 21. 5 X 28 cm (8! X 11 
inches) sheets would make func�ional field maps. Future mapping should 
include these requirements. Srn..aller or shallower lakes, not proposed 
for contour mapping, should have maps drawn from aerial photos or U .S. 
}eological Survey topographic maps in order to provide descriptions of 
important points of reference such as access areas , bench marks , and 
test net locations . 
Only a minimal amount of additional work would be req�ired of 
field people and managers to keep the FISARS System opera�ional, a.�d 
in �.a.�y cases time would be saved. �!ost lake survey infcr:r.ation r.as 
been completed and follow up work is routine such as tes�netting a�d 
shoreline seining. This work would merely require the use of FISARS 
coding sheets instead of the present lake survey for:ts. These cocing 
sheets could be kept in a file mucr. as the lake sursrey forms are kept 
today. 
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The ability to retrieve from a record, areas that are not cor::;,lete , 
would upgrade the present system and insure that water records are up 
to date and complete. At the present time there is little effort to 
complete lake survey information that was not completed in the initial 
surveys. A scan of the printout would reveal problem areas and these 
can be concentrated on and completed. Incomplete records would only 
degrade the efficiency and effectiveness of the FISARS System. It must 
be noted that each water record would occupy 10 , 000 tytes or characters 
whether all the information is there or not, therefore incomplete 
records are only wasting the space allc:tted for them. 
Additional work would be req�ired in certain other areas of ��e 
FISARS System. Field personal responsible for the lakes in a certain 
county or region must complete the following areas for yearly updates. 
K.�owing the species of fish occuring in a body of water can often 
be helpful. Often-times records list only the game species presen�. 
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Additional effort w hen routine shoreline siening is done could provide 
a specimen collection to be used in completing the section '?ish Species 
Know to Occur ' (For:n E, Card 12). 
Winterkill or sumnerkill is often an important factor used in lake 
�.anagement decision �.a.king .  The frequency of kills is also essential 
for the classification scheme of South Dakota water, i. e. permanen�, 
semi-permanent, marginal and waterfowl. Frequently in the test data 
this information was not present. A yearly record of win�erkills must 
be made for each water and coded on Form K, Card 26. It is often 
difficult to estimate the severity of winterkill or summerkill in 
numbers or degrees of completeness but testnetting may help reinforce 
the estimate. 
In order to provide essential information for budget planners 
Form L 'Water Resource Improvements, Recommendations and Finances' is 
to be completed yearly on waters where improvements are needed. For:n M 
' Access Facilities' should be completed for the same reason along with 
providing important information for access publications. Alt.�ough in­
formation on Form L is more stable it should be checked for yearly 
changes or additions to keep it up to date. The GFP Lake Inventory 
con�ains much of · th is information but does not contain water front 
distance, area and cost estimates of maintena...�ce, facilities and land 
investment. This information would have to be adced. The GFP Lake 
Inventory is not complete with description of private accesses. A 
survey form could be sent to resort owners and other commercial facili­
ties similar to Form M, excluding the cost estimates, to obtain this 
information. 
Other areas that deserve special attention are water chemistry, 
[ish stocking, commercial fishing and census data. �rnen water sa.n:ples 
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are sent to a water analysis laborator;, results are returned in a for:n 
requiring additional transferal of data before it can be filed or 
stored. Asking the lab to use t�e prepared water chemistry sheet 
(Form D) would increase the efficiency ar.d order of this process. 
Fish stocking reports are published yearly by GFP but individual 
lake records often do not contain a complete record. Use of Form F as 
1 fish s�ocking record for each water would provide a method of insuring 
this information is stored in the water record. This information co�ld 
then be compiled and su.'111Jlarized at the end of each year a.�d provide a 
�rintout which would eliminate the need for typing a.�d har.d calculating 
the F�sh Stocking Report. 
Form F also contains a yearly commercial fishing sun:mary which is 
taken from the monthly con:mercial fishing reports. This would require 
transferring the totals to Form F from the II:Onthly si.ar:maries, although 
chis work would not be great in a county or regional basis. There is 
1 problem using the monthly summaries wr.en more tha.� one cap�ure me�hod 
LS used per page. It is impossible to distinquish between total 
Joundage or numbers of a species for each method. Use of one capture 
oethod per page would alleviate this. If the work load warranted it, 
�aw data could be analyzed by an additional computer program and compute 
Uld store all commercial fishing data, thereby eliminating all work 
�xcept for the initial coding of raw data. 
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CAP .A3Il,ITIES 
The capabilities of the GIVEFISH and BIBFISH Systems are li!ti�less. 
One of its most important attributes is its ability to save time. L� 
this period of funding and pe�sonnel cuts, computers are becoming 
increasingly important in performing routine work more econo!:lically than 
hand calculating. Retrievals of a few seconds, which would take a 
worker several hours or even days to compile, not only saves time a.�d 
money but also frees the worker to pursue other work. 
This system would also create a syste��tic and orderly method of 
maintaining lake and river records. Standard retrievals of data no� 
yet completed would �nsure that records become co�.;ilete and prevent 
unnecessary repetition of data. M:>re efficient use could then be �zde 
of these files. 
So�e examples of how the system might be used are given below. 
1. CUrrently when lake surveys are completed a full draft is 
typed and placed i n  the files. From this a Lake Survey Sl:o�t 
Form 11n1st be completed and ty;ed which is used in �he lake 
management plans. Often times new su.�eys are r.ot complete 
and data such as physical parameters are repeated, since they 
do not change. The FISARS System would eliminate this wo�k 
and prevent the repetition of ciata. Standard retrie•,als 
would present this information in a printout which could be 
directly reproduced for these purposes. Both the complete 
record or a version similar to the present Lake Survey Short 
Form could be retrieved containing the newly compiled data 
and the parameters that have not changed since the last 
survey. 
2 .  The FISARS Sys·:;�:., could be used by !T.anagemen't to  provide 
instantaneous a."lswer.s for management decisions. RetrieYals 
of  stocking records , test netting and shoreline seining 
result and severity of  winterkill would be inst::-umental ir. 
planning next years management. Qµick and easy a�cesa to 
this data for each water would relieve some of the burden of 
this work. 
3. The geographical distribution or the ecological condi�ions 
ur.der which a given species of fis� has been fol.!n<! ::iay be 
quickly determined. Information of thi:J natUl'e is c:'ten 
necessary for developing and evaluating environmental impact 
statements or deter.nining the need of endar.gered species . 
4 .  People in research often are presented with the problem 
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of  reviewing past data which is useful in  designing or 
planning projects. The FISARS System would provide thee 
with quick access to this material and allow further u.a�ipu­
lation of  the data for statistical or other analysis .  The 
BIBFISH System would also provide material for a li�erature 
rev�ew used in planr.ir.g a research project. References 
could be found concerning a particular water in the state or 
a specific subject area. 
5.  Budget planning is a problem in fisheries resource managezent 
due to many factors . The FISARS Sys�em, by providing easier 
access to the fisheries records, will simplify analysis a.�d 
summaries of data necessary for budget plal".ning, whetcer it 
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be lake access improvement, population pressure or pinpointing 
areas needing the most attention. Although all portions of 
the FISARS System can be useful, Form L and M (Appendix A) 
may provide the most useful infonnation for planning if 
correctly completed. 
REDUCTION IN OPERATION COST AND COMPLETION OF THE FISARS SYSTEM 
Perhaps the most costly portion of operating the GIVEFISH and 
BIBFISH System is on-line storage {Table 1 ) .  Therefore, the sin:plest 
method of decreasing costs would be reduction of the water record size, 
thereby reducing the total storage space used or by operating off-line. 
One area might be that of ' Water Chemistry ' {Form D) . In the near 
future the South Dakota Department of Environmental Protection will  
assume the responsibility of monitoring water quality . They will 
utiliza the STORET System {Nixon 1971) a..�d could provide quick access 
to this data. Elimination of this info:nnation from the FISARS record 
would reduce it by 604, 000 bytes for 1000 lake records. 
The FISARS System, as it is designed now, reserves space for old 
test netting data {Form H and I - Appendix A) and for new data (Form N ) .  
Removal of old data in future years, storing this only on tape and 
utilizing t�e active file ( disc storage) to contain only ?ata analysed 
from Form N would reduce storage by 3, 0,34, 000 bytes. 
Test data from Region r:v indicated that age and growth data (Form 
J - Appendix A) was verf limited and may not warrant the additional 
storage space, altho�gh much more data could be fou.�d by searching 
special studies dore by GFP and other state institutions. Removal of 
this data would reduce the record size by 1 , 542 , 000 bytes. 
A final area which could assist in the reduction of s�orage costs 
would be by decreasing the number of records. Careful selection of 
bodies of water to be stored would be one method. Water classified as 
waterfowl may be eliminated since little or no material is usually 
available on these waters. Another possibility would be to store the 
waterfowl lakes in a separate file utilizing a reduced record size 
listing only the most pertinent information such as ; the physical 
parameters and the access descriptions. 
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Before the FISARS System is completely functional, several additional 
programs would have to be written to manipulate the GIVEFISH data base 
(Table 2). Only the GIVEF'ISH data base build program was written 
(Appendix H) to provide information in making cost estimates. 
Should South Da..�ota Department of Game, Fish, and Parks decide to 
utilize the FISARS System these programs would have to be completed and 
debugged by a computer programmer. The cost of writing these programs 
wo�ld depend upon the extent of which the data base is to be ma..�ipulated 
as described in ' GIVEFISH Retrievals and Programs ' (page 22) . This 
would be a one time expenditure, therefore there would be no additional 
yearly expenditures other than those already discussed. 
Table 2. Work to be completed before FISA.qs Sys tem is functior.al. 
BIBFISH Data Base. 
Compile and code reference material to produ ce a workable data 
base. 
GIVEFISH Data Base 
Complete coding and compiling of lake and stream survey data 
to produce a workable data base. 
Write computer program from which retrievals can be �.a.de from 
data base. 
Write computer program which would add, delete and update records 
to the data base. 
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/*�R A�ER 7 1 1 6 3 5 736 , ' D ICK  KRAMER 1 , �SGLE VE L; l , T I HE = t , CLA SS=8 
/ /J OBC AT  DO OSN= VSAM. CA TALOG . TE�P . F I L E S ,O I S P=OLO 
/ /STEP ! EXEC COBUC LG 
/ /CO B . SYS IN  00 * 
I DENT I F ICAT ION D I V I S I ON .  
P�Or.R A�- r o. B I BLOGRA PHY- 1 .  
AUTHOR - KRAM ER . 
REMARK S .  T H I S  PROGRAM R EADS  B I B L I OGR APH I C  C I TA T I ON S  FROM CARDS 
ANO WR I TE S  THEM ON A TAPE F I L E . 
R EMAP KS . L ENGTH OF  CARO R ECOPOS CAN BE  SHORTENED  BY  THE 
FOLLOW I NG ME THOD S � 
I F  THE  T I TL E  OCCUP I E S  ONLY ONE C ARO  THEN ' STOP- 1 •  
( S E E  DATA SHE ET >  I S  PUNCHED • 1 1 -- I F  T H E  T I T L E  OCCU P I ES 
2 CAR DS ,  S TOP-Z I S  PUNCHED ' 7. ' -- I F  THE T ITL E OCCUP I ES 3 
CARDS , NnTH I NG I S  PUNCHED -- TH I S  EL I MI NATES  THE NE ED  OF 
AOO ING  BL ANK CAR D S  TO THE C ARO DECK  • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ENV IR ONMENT D IV I S I ON .  
CONF I GURA T I ON S EC T I ON.  
SOUR C E-COMPUT ER . 1 811-3 70. 
OBJECT-COMPU T ER . 1 811-370. 
I NPUT-OUT PUT S EC T I O N . 
F I LE-CONTROL.  
SEL ECT CARD- F I L E  A S S J GN TO UR-2540R-S-C A RO I N. 
S E L ECT TAPE- F l LE A S S I GN TO UT-2400-S-TAPEO l .  
S EL EC T  NTAP-F I L E  ASS I GN TO UT-2400- S- TAPEOZ .  
S EL EC T  NEWWTA P E  AS S I GN TO  UR- 2 400- S- TA P E OJ • •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• • •• • ••••••••••••••••• ••••••• • 
IHT ,\  or V I  s (ON.  
F I L E  S ECT I O"I. 
FD NEWWTAPE  
R ECORD I NG �ODE F,  L A B EL R ECORDS ARE  O M I T TE D ,  R ECORD CONTA I NS 
560 CHAR AC T ER S ,  BLOC K CONT A I NS 1 RECOROS ,  DATA RECORD r s  
T AP E-OUT.  
0 1  T APE-OUT P [ C X l 56 0 t . 
F D  NTAP-F I L E  
R ECORD I NG MODE F ,  LABEL  RECORDS A R E  OM I TT E D ,  R ECORD CONTA I NS 
560 CHAR ACT ER S ,  BLOCK CONT A I NS 1 R ECORDS ,  DATA  R EC aRO  I S  
�TAP.  
0 1  N T AP P I C X l 560 1 . 
F D  C 4RO- F I L E  
L AB EL R ECORDS AP E O� I TT E D ,  R ECORD ING HOOE  F ,  DATA R ECORDS 
I S  C ARO-R EC. 
0 1  CARO-REC.  
04 F-PART  P I C X l 79 t .  
04 S TOP-1  P I C  X l l l .  
F D  TAP E- F I LE  P ECORD I NG �ODE  F ,  LABEL R EC ORDS  ARE  OM I TT ED ,  RECORD 
CONT A I NS 80 CHARAC T E R S ,  BLOCK C ONTA I NS 7 RECORDS ,  DATA 
R ECOR D r s  TAP F.-R ECORO. 
01  TAPE-RECORD P I C  � 1 80 1 . 
WQDK I NG-STOR AGE  S ECT ION . 
77 I NCRO P l C  99. 
77 BLANK-COUNTER  P I C  s q9999 VAL UE I S  l • •••••••• 
* FORMAT OF THE R ECOR D •••••••• 
0 1  TAPE-PEC .  
04 s r B-CnDe P IC 9 1 5 > .  
04 sua-r.noEo. 
0 5  SUB-CODE OCCUR S 10  T I ME S  P I C X 1 5 1 .  
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04 !' I L L ER P ( C  'I( (  ?. 5 1 VALUE SP AC E S .  
04 R-cioE-2 P I C  9 ( � 1 .  
04 AU- THOR P I C  X ( 5� 1 . 
04 YR P ( C  qqqq. 
04 F I LLER  P ( C  � 1 2 1 1  V�LUE SPACES .  
04 8-COOE-3 P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
04 T I TL E - 1  P I C X ( 74 1 .  
�4 ST�PPE R- l  P I C  X l l l .  
04 B-CODE-4 P I C  9 1 5 1 . 
04 T ( TLE-2  P ( C  X l 74 J .  
0 4  STOPPER-2 P I C  X ( l l .  
04 B-COOE- 5 P tC 9 1 5 1 .  
04 T I TL E-3 P I C X ( 74 l . 
0 4  F I L L ER P ! C X l l l  VAL UE SPAC E S .  
04  B-COOE-6 P I C  9 ( 5 ) . 
04 JOUR NAL P I C  1< 1 75 1 .  
04 8-CODE- 7 P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
04 VOLUME P I C X l l O J . 
04  NUM8 P I C  X ( l O l . 
04 PAGES P I C X ( lO I .  
04 F I LLER  P IC X l 45 1  VA LUE  S PAC E S  • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PRP.C FOUR� O I V I S IO�.  
9 EG I N. 
OPF.N I N PUT  C ARO- F I L E ,  OUTPUT TAPE-F ILE . 
R EA0- 1 .  MOVE SPACES  TO TAPE-RECORD.  �······· 
l DETER M I N ING T I T L E  S l l E  •••••••• 
R EAD  CARO-F I L E  AT  ENO GO T O  R EAD- 2 .  
I F  STQP-t 2 G O  T O  WR [ T-2 
EL S E  
I F  S TOP- 1 = l Gn  Tn WR I T-1 
H S E  
W R I TE TAP E-R ECOP D FRO� C ARO-R EC . 
GO Tn R E A 0- 1  • • ••••••• 
: CHA�G I NG 80 CHAR AC T F.R R F.COR D S  TO  560  CHARAC TER RECORDS  •• •••••• 
R E A0- 2.  CLOSE TAPE-F I L E ,  OPE N  I NPUT NTAP-F I LE ,  
OUT PU T NEWWTAPE .  
R E AD-3 . R EAIJ NTAP-F I L E  I NTO TAP E-R EC A T  END GQ TO EOJ.  
JF  RLANK -COUNTER  500  SUB TRAC T 499  FRO� BL ANK-COUNTER . = · · ····· 
F I LL I NG RL ANK AL TERNATE  I NDEX E S  W I TH B I NARY NUMB E R S  =······· 
P E�FQRM F I L L -BL ANK VAR Y ING I NC�O  FROM l a v  L UNT I L  
I NC RIJ = 1 1 .  
WR I T E TAPE-OUT F RO�  TAPE-REC.  
Gil TO R E A0- 3 .  
F I LL-BL ,�K .  I F  SUB-COOE ( INCR O )  = S PACES  �ave B LANK-COUNT ER T O  
SUB-CODE f I NCRO ) .  
AOn  l T O  BL ANK-COUN T ER . 
� R I T- 2 .  WR I T �  T APF.-R ECORD F ROM CARD-R EC . 
�OVE SPAC E S  TO T APE-R ECOR D.  
WR I T E  TAPE-RECOR9.  
GO TO R EAO- t .  
W R [ T- 1 .  WP I TE T 4 PE-R ECORD F R OM CARD-RE C .  
MOVE S P A C E S  T O  T APE-RECOR D .  
W� I TE T A P E-R ECORD .  
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I*  
MOVE SPACES  T O  T APE-R ECOR D. 
WR I T E  T A PE- RF.CORO. 
GO TO  R E A D- 1 .  
EOJ . Ctn.S E C ARO- F I L E ,  NTA P-F I LE , NEWWTAPE .  
STOP RUN . 
1 /GO. SYS OBOUT 00 SYSOUT=A 
IIGO.TAPE O l  DO UN IT=TAP E , D I SP= I NE W , PASS I ,  
II  DCB= ( R ECFM= F B , LRECL=80 , 8L K S I Z E=560 1 ,  
II DSNAME�t&TAPEOl , 
II LABEL = ( ,NL J , VOL=SER=MOE 
IIGO . TAP E0 2  00 UN IT=TAP E , D I SP= ( OLO , PA SS I , 
II OCB= I RECF M=FB , LRECL=560 , BLKS I Z E=560 1 , 
II OSNAME=& &T A P EO l ,  
I I  LABEL = l , NL l , VOL =S ER=MOF. 
IIGO . TAP E03 no UN I T=TAP E , D I SP = I OL D , P A SS I , 
I I  DC R= ( R ECFM= F S , LRECL=560 , BLK S I ZE=560 1 ,  
II OSNAME=&&TA PEO�,  
II  L A B EL= ( , Nl l , VOL=S E�= SHEP 
//GO . PR I NT 0 0  SYSOUT=A 
//GO .CARD I N  OD * 
I* 
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I I  F. XE C  PGH= [ nCAMS 
I I SYSPQ I NT on SYSOU T =A 
/ l �C � T C H  DD V8L=SER= XCRTCH , UN I T=3 l 40 , 0 I SP=nLn 
/ / SYS  IN on • , .  ·· ················· · · ······························ ··············­
* B I BL I OGR APHV-2 
* AUTHO� - JOHNSON 
* THI S P�OGRAM W I LL R EAD RECORD S  FROH A TAPE  ( B l BL I OGRAPHY-1 )  AND­
* CPE ATE A VSAH  D I SK F I L E  
·· ···················· ·· · · · ······································1 
DEF I N E  CLUS TER -
I NAME ( VSAH . CL USTER . F I SH I  
F I LE I  XCR TCH I  -
R ECO� OS I Z E l 560 560 ) -
VOLU�E ( XCRTCH I -
K EYS ( 5 0 I ·-
UN I QIJI= ) -
OAT A I NAME ( VSA� .OATA. F I SH I  -
�ECORDS 1 5000 1 1 -
INDEX ( NAHE ( VS AM . I NOE X . F I SH I I  
I I  E XE C  PGH= I OCAHS 
I ISYSPR I NT DO SY SOUT=A 
1/XC RTCH DO VOL = S E R=XCRTCH , UN I T=3 340 , D I S P=CLD 
//VS AHOUT on DSN=V SAM .CLUSTE� . F I S H ,D I SP=OLD 
1/NE WWT A P E  OD UN I T =T A PE , D I �P�OLO , 
I I  OCB= I R ECFH: F B , L R EC L = 560 , BLK S I ZE= 560 1 , 
I I  DSNAHE=TAP EOJ , 
I I  LABEL= f , NL l , VOL= S EQ =HOE 
IISYS I N  DD * 
P E PRO I NF I L E I NEWWTAPE I -
OUTF [ L E ( VSA�nur , 
DEF I NE ALTERNATE l �O E X  -
( NA H E I V S AM . ACLUSTER . F l SH l l -
R EL AT E I VSAH .CLUST ER . F I SH I  -
RFCOROS I Z E l 35 5 1 0 1  -
F I LE f  l(CRTCH I -
VOL UME I XC R TCH I -
KEYS ( 5  5 1  -
Ull4 1 QU E I-
OATA ( NAHE ( VS A H . AD A TA . F I SH l l -
RECORDS l 5000 1 1 -
I N OE X ( NAME I VSAH . A INOE X . F I SH l l l  
D EF INE  PATH -
I NA ME I VSAM . PAT�. F I SHl l -
PA THENTR Y ( VSAH. ACLUSTF.Q . F J SH L I J  
DEF I NE ALTE�NAT E t �DEX  -
I NA�E ( VSAM . ACLUST E � . F I SH2 1 -
R ELAT E ( VSAM .CLUS TE� . F I SH I  -
MOOEL ( VS AM . ACLUSTER . F t SH l l  -
F f l E ( XCR T C H I  -
KEYS  I 5 l O I I -
DAT A  ( �A�F ( VS A� .AOATA . l= [ SH2 1 1  -
[ NOEX I NA�E I VSAM . A I NDEX . F I SH2 ) 1  
DEF INE  PATI-I -
I NA ME ( VS AM . PA TH . F I SH2 1 -
PATHF.NTR Y ( VSAH .ACLUSTE R . F I SH2 1 1 
DEF I N E  Al TE�NAT E [ NnEx  -
( NAME ( VS A� . ACLUSTE� . F I SHJ I -
R ELAT E I VSAM . CL USTE � . F I SH )  -
MOOEL I VS A� . ACLUSTER . F I SH l J -
4 7  
F I L E ( XCQTC H I  -
K E  VS I 5 1 5  I I -
nA T A  I N A�E I VS A M . A O A TA . F I SHJ I I -
I �DEX I NAM F. I VS AM . A I NOE X . F I SH3 1 )  
DEF INE PATH -
I NA ME ( VS A� . PATH. F I SHJ I -
PA THENTR Y I V S AM . A CLUS TFP. . F ( SHJ I I  
nEF I NE AL TFQNAT E J NO E )(  -
( N A ME I VS AM . A CL USTEQ .F I SH4 1 -
R FL A T E ( VSAM .CLUSTER . F I SH )  -
MDOEL I V SAH . A C LUSTEQ . F f SH l ) -
F I L E I XCRTCH I -
K EY S l 5  20 1 )  -
QATA  I NAHE ( V S AM . AOATA . F J SH4 1 1 -
I NDEX I NA�E I V S A� . A I ND E X . F I SH4 1 1 
DEF INE PATH -
I NA�E I VS AM . P ATH . F I SH4 1 -
PA THENTR Y ( VS AM .ACLUSTEQ . F J SH4 ) 1 
DEF INE  A LTFRNAT E ( NOEX  -
I NA �F. I VS AM . iCLUSTEP . F I S�5 ) -
R E L AT E I VSAM . C LUSTER . F I SH I  -
MnOEL I VSAH . AC L U ST F.R . F l SH l l  -
F I L E I  )(CRTCH I -
KEYS l 5  25 1 1  -
DATA  ( NAME I VS A H . AOA TA . F I SH 5 1 1  -
INOEX I NAMF ( VS AM . A I NOE X . F I SHS I I 
DEF INE  P ATH -
I NA ME ( VS AM . P ATH . F I SH5 1 -
PATHENTRY I VSAM . ACLU STF.R . F I SH5 ) 1  
OF.F I N E  A L T�RNA T F. I NOE)( -
( N AME I VS A M . A CLUSTER . F I SH 6 )  -
R E L AT E I VS A M .CLUSTER . F I SH I  -
MOOEL I VS AH . ACLUSTER . F I SH l l  -
F I L E I XC RTCH I  -
KEYS C S 30 ) 1  -
OATA  I NA�E I VS AM . A DA T A . F I SH6 1 )  -
I NOEX ( NAHE I V S AM . A I NO E X . F I SH6 1 1 
DEF IIIIE PATH -
I NAHE I VS A� . PATH . F I SH6 1 -
PATHENTR Y I VSAM . ACLUSTFR . F I SH6 1 1 
DEF I N E  ALT F.RN A T E l �QEX -
I NAHE I VS AM . ACL US T ER . F I SH7 1 -
R F L AT E ( VS AM .CLUSTER . F I SH I  -
MODFL ( VSAH. ACLUSTER . F I SH l l -
F I L E l )(CRTCH )  -
K E YS I S  35 1 1  -
DAT A ( N AMF I VS AM .A0ATA . F I SH7 1 1  -
I �DE� ( NA�E I VS A M . A I NO E X . F I SH7 1 1  
DEF INE PATH -
C NA ME I VSA� . PATH . F I SH7 1 -
PAT�FNTRY ( VSAM . ACLUS Tl:P . F t SH7 1 1  
DEF I NE ALT ER�AT E I NQf � -
I NAME I VSA M . A CLUSTER . F [ SH 8 1 -
� EL AT E ! VSAM .CLUSTER . F I SH I  -
MODEL ! VSAM. ACLUSTER . F I SH l l  -
F I l l: (  XCR T<'.H I  -
KEYS  I '5 '+0 1 1  -
nAT A I NAME I V S A� . A DA T A . F I SH8 l l -
I N�E X C NAME I V S A M . A I NDE X . F I SH8 1 1  
D EF INE  PATH  -
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( NAME ( VSAM. PATH. F I SH8 1 -
PATHF N TQ Y ( VSAM. ACLUSTER . F I SH8 J I 
OEF I �E ALTERNATE I ND E X  -
f NAME I VS AM . lCL USTE R . F I SH9 1 -
R EL AT E I VSAH .CLUSTER . F I SH I  -
MODEL ( VS A M . ACLUST E R . F I SH l l -
F JLE I XCRTC H I  -
K EYS ( 5  45 1 1  -
DATA  ( N AM E ( VSAM . A OA TA . F I SH9 1 1  -
I ND E X ( N AM E I VS A� . A I NDE� . F I SH9 1 1  
DEF I NE PATH -
( NA ME C VS AM . PATH . F I SH9 1 -
PA THE NTR Y I VS A M . ACLUSTER . F I SH9 l l 
DEF INE  ALT ERNAT E I ND E X  -
( NAME ( VSAM . ACLUST ER . F I SH l O )  -
R EL AT E ( VSAM .CLUSTER . F I SH I  -
�OOEL ( VSAM.ACLUSTER . F I SH l l -
F I L E I XCRTCH I -
KEYS C 5  50 1 1  -
DAT A  ( NA ME I VS AM. ADATA. F I SH lO I I -
I NOEX ( NAME ( VSAM. A I NDEX . F I SH lO I I 
DEF INE  PATH -
I NAME I VS AM . PATH . F I SH l O )  -
PATHENTRY ( VSA M . ACLUSTEQ . F f SH lO I ) 
II EXEC PGM= I OCAMS 
I I SYSPR l �T DD svsnUT=A 
I I XCRTCH 00 VOL= SER= XCR TCH , UN I T=3340 , DI SP=OlD 
I IVSAMOUT DD nsN=VSAM.CLUSTE R .F I SH , D l �P=OlO 
I IF I SH l  00 DSN=VSAM . lCLUSTER . F I SH l , D I SP=OLD 
/ /F I SH2 DD OSN=VSAM. ACLUSTE R .F I SH ?. , D I SP=OLD 
I/F I SH3 OD DSN�VSAM . ACLUSTER . F I SH 3 , 0 I SP=OL O 
IIF I SH4 00 OSN=VSAM . ACLUSTER . F I SH4 , D I SP=OLD 
//F I SH5 OD OSN=VSAM . ACl USTE� . F l SH5 ,0 tSP=nLD 
I /F I SH6 OD DSN=VSAM. ACLUSTfR . F I SH6 ,0 I SP=OLD 
I /F I SH7 00 OSN=VSAM . ACLUSTFR . F t SH7 , n I SP =OLD 
I I F I SH8  00 DSN=VSA�. ACL USTER . F I SHS , O I SP=OLO 
/ /F J SH9 00 OSN= VS A M . ACLUSTER . F I SH9 , 0 I SP=OLO 
1/F I SH lO 00 OSN=VSAM .ACLUSTER . F I SH 1 0 , D I S P=OL� 
/ I SY S I N  on . 
BLO I NDE X -
J Nf ll E l VSAMOU T l  -
,. 
OUTF I LE l F I SHl  F J SH2 f t SH3  F I SH4 F I SH5 F t SH6 F I SH 7  F I SH�  F I SH9 -
F J SHlO I 
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/*K RAMER 7 1 1635736, ' D lCK  KRAMER ' , KSGlEVEL= l , T ( ME= l , ClASS=B 
//JOBCAT DO OSN= VSAH. CATALOG.TEHP . F I L E S , D l SP=OLD 
II exec COBUCLG 
/ /COB . SYS IN DO • 
I DENT I F ICAT I ON D I V I S I ON .  
PROGRAM- I D. B I BLOGRAPHY-3.  
AUTHOR.  K RAMER . 
R EMARKS.  TH I S  PROGRAM W i ll RETR I EVE REFERENC E S  BY REQUESTING 
A SUBJECT CODE O R  A R ECORD COD E .  
R EMARKS . REQU ESTS FOR R EFER ENCES CONCERN I NG A CERT A I N  SUBJECT  
�AY  BE R E TR I EVED BY  PUNCH I NG THE SUBJEC T  DES I R ED IN  THE 
F IRST 5 COLUMNS OF A CARD -- AN I ND I V I DUAL REC ORD REC OR D  
CAN B E  RETR I EVED  I N  A S I M I LAR HANNER E XCEPT  ' RECORD' HUST 
SE PUNCHED IN COLUMN 6 TO 1 1  • •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ENV I RONMENT D I V I S I ON .  
CONF IGURAT I ON SEC T I ON. 
S OURCE-COMPUTER .  I BM-370. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. I BH-370. 
I NPUT-OUTPUT S ECT ION.  
F I LE-CONTROL.  
SELECT CARO- F IL E  ASS I GN T O  UR-2540R-S-CARD I N. 
S ELEC T  PR INT-F I L E  ASS I GN TO  UR- 1 403-S-PR I NT .  
SELEC T  F I SH A S S I GN TO  F J SHB I B  
ORGAN I Z AT I ON I S  INDEXED ACC ESS  I S  DYNAM IC  
RECORD KEY  I S  B I B-CODE 
ALTER NATE  R ECORD KEY IS 8 1 8 1  W I TH DUPL I CA T E S  
ALTERNA T E  RECORD K E Y  I S  8 1 8 2  W I TH DUPL I CATES  
ALTERNAT E R ECORD KEV I S  8 1 8 3  W I TH  DUPL I CATES  
ALT ERNATE  RECORD KEY  I S  8 1 84 W I TH DUPL I CA T E S  
ALTERNATE R ECORD KEY I S  8 1 8 5  W I TH DUPl lCATES  
ALTERNAT E  RECORD KEY  I S  8 18 6  W ITH  DUPL I CATES  
ALTERNAT E RECORD K EY  I S  8 1 8 7  W I TH DUPL I CATES  
ALTERNAT E RECORD KEY  I S  B IBB  W I TH DUP L I CATES  
A LTERNATE RECORD KEV  I S  8 1 8 9  W I TH DUP L ICATES  
ALTERNAT E R ECORD KEY IS  8 1 8 1 0  W I TH DUPL ICATES 
F I LE  STATUS I S  ERRAT • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DATA D I V I S I ON. 
F ILE  S ECT I ON. 
F D  F I SH 
RECORD CON T A I N S  560 CHARAC TERS  
LABEL R ECORDS AR E STANDARD 
DATA  RECORD I S  REF.  
0 1  REF.  
04 B I B-CODE P I C  9 1 5 ) .  
04 8 1 8 1 P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
04 8 1 82 P I C  9 1 5 ) . 
04 8 1 83 P IC 9 ( 5 1 .  
04 8 1 84 P JC 9 ( 5 ) . 
04 B IBS P lC 9 ( 5 1 .  
04 8 1 86 P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
04 8 1 87 P l C  9 1 5 1 .  
04 8 1 88 P I C  9 1 5 1 .  
04 8 1 89 P I C  9 1 5 1 .  
04 8 1 8 10 P lC 9 ( 5 1 .  
04 F I LLER P I C  X ( 25 1 .  
04 8-COOE-2 P I C  9 l 5 J .  
04 AU-THOR P IC X ( 50 1 .  
04 YR  P I C  99q9 . 
so 
04 F I L L E R  P I C  X l 2 1 1 .  
04 B-COOE-3 P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
04 r l TLE- 1 P I C  X l 74 1 .  
04 STOPPE R- 1 P I C  X ( l l .  
04 B-COOE-4 P I C 9 ( 5 1 .  
04  T I TLE-2 P I C  X ( 74 J .  
0 4  STQPDER-2 P I C  X ( l ) .  
04 B-COOE-5 P I C  9 1 5 1 .  
04 T I T LE-3 P I C X l 74 1 .  
0 4  F I LLER P I C  X l l l . 
04 B-COOE-6 P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
04  JOURNAL P [ C  X ( 75 1 .  
04 B-CODE- 7 P IC 9 ( 5 1 . 
04 VOLUME P I C  X ( lO I .  
04 NUMB P IC X ( l O ) . 
04 PAG E S  P I C  X ( l O I .  
04  F I L LER  P I C  X ( 45 1 . 
FD  C AR O- F I L E  
LABEL RECORDS AR E OM I TTED,  RECORD ING MODE  F ,  DATA  R ECORDS 
IS CARD-REC.  
0 1  CARO-REC.  
04 SUB- SEARCH P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
0 4  B I B-SEARCH P J C  X ( 6 1 .  
0 4  F ILLER  P I C  X l 69 ) .  
F D  PR I NT-F I L E  
L A B EL RECORDS AR E OM I T TED,  RECOR D I NG MOD E  F ,  D A T A  R ECORDS 
I S  PR I NT-AREA.  
0 1  P R I NT-ARE A  P I C  X l l 33 l .  
WORK I NG-STORAGE SECT I ON.  
77  ERRAT P I C  99  VALUE  ZERO  • •••••••• 
* PR I N TOUT FORMAT •••••••• 
0 1  PR I NT-REC. 
04 F I L L ER P IC X ( S J  VALUE SPAC ES. 
04 B I BG P I C  9 1 5 ) .  
04 F I LL ER P I C  X l 5 1  VALUE SPAC E S. 
04 SU81 P I C  Z Z 9999 . 
04 SUB2 P I C  ZZ9999.  
04 SUB3  P I C  ZZ9999. 
04  SU84 P I C  ZZ9999. 
04 sues P I C  ZZ9999. 
04  S UB6 P I C  ZZ9999. 
04  SU87 P I C ZZ9999 . 
04  SUBS  P I C  ZZ9999. 
04 SUB9 P l C  ZZ9999. 
04  S UB lO P I C  ZZ9999. 
0 4  F I L L ER P I C  X l 5 7 1  VAL UE SPACES. 
01 PRI NT-REC-2 . 
04 F I L L ER P I C  X l 5 J  VALUE SPAC ES. 
04 THOR  P I C  X l 50 1 .  
04 F I LL ER P I C  X l lO l VALUE SPACES .  
04 YEAR P I C  9 ( 4 1 .  
0 4  F I LL ER P I C  X l 63 )  VALUE SPACES .  
0 1  P R I NT-REC-3 . 
04 F I LLER P I C  X l 5 1  VALUE SPAC E S. 
04 T I T L- 1  P I C  X l 74 J . 
04 F I LLER  P I C  X ( 5 3 1  VALUE SPACES. 
0 1  P R I N T-REC-4. 
04 F I LLE�  P I C  X ( 5 J  VALUE SPAC E S. 
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04 T I TL-2 P I C  X l 74 ) .  
04 F ILLER P I C  X ( 5 3 1  VA LUE SPACE S. 
> L  PR J NT-R EC-6. 
04 F ( LL ER P IC X I S I  VALUE SPAC E S. 
04 T I TL-3 P I C  X ( 74 1 .  
04 F IL L ER P I C  X ( l 8 1  VALUE ' VOLUME • .  
04 F I LLER  P I C  X l l 5 1  VALUE • NUMBER • . 
04 F I LLER P I C  X C 1 2 1  VALUE • PAGES • .  
04 F I LLER P I C  X ( B I  VALUE SPAC E S. 
1 1  PRI NT-REC-5 .  
04 F I LL ER P I C  X l 5 1  VALUE SPACES.  
04  JOUR P IC  X C 7 5 1 .  
0 4  F I LLER P I C  X C 5 1  VALUE SPACES.  
04  VOL P lC  X ( l O ) .  
04 F I LL ER P I C  X I S )  VALUE SPAC E S .  
0 4  NUN P I C  X l lO ) .  
0 4  F I LLER P I C  X C S I VALUE SPACES.  
04  PAG P I C  X ( l O I .  
04 F I LLER P I C  X l 7 1  VALUE SPAC E S .  
• l  HEA0- 1 .  
0 4  F I LLER P I C  X ( 5 1  VALU E  SPAC E S .  
04 F I LLER P I C  X ( l 6 1  VALUE • SEAR C H  CODE • 
04 SEARCH-1 P IC 9 ( 5 1 .  
04 F l LLER P I C  X C 106 J VALUE SPACE S .  
l HEA0-2 . 
04 F I LLER P I C  X C S I  VALUE SPACES .  
04  F I LL ER P lC  X l l6 1  VALUE ' RECORD CODE  ' •  
0 4  SEARCH-2 P IC 9 ( 5 ) .  
04 F I LL ER P I C  X l l 06 1  VALUE SPAC E S  • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••• 
ROCEDURE D IV I S ION.  
OPEN I NPUT F I SH ,  CARO-F I LE ,  OUTPUT PR I N T-F I LE.  
I F  ERRAT NOT = ZERO D I SPLAY ' EROR ON  OPEN ' ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ • •••••• 
DET ERM IN I NG I F  SUBJ ECT SEARC H  OR A R ECORD SEARCH •••••• 
E AO-CARD. READ CARO-F I L E  AT END GO TO EOJ. 
I F  8 1 8-SEARCH � ' RECOR D '  GO TO F I NO-R ECORD ELSE 
HOVE SUB-S EARCH TO  SEARCH- 1 .  
WR I TE PR INT-AR EA FROM HE AO- l AFTER ADVANC I NG 5 L I NE S .  
HOVE SUB-S EARCH T O  8 1 8 1 .  
S TART F I SH K EY I S  2 8 1 8 1  
I NVAL I D  KEY  GO TO KEY-2 • •••••• 
SUBJECT S EARCH •••••• 
E AO-O lSK- 1 .  
READ F I SH NEXT R ECORD AT E NO GO T O  KEY-2. 
I F  ERRAT = 00 PERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO KEY-2.  
I F  ERRAT = 02 P ERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO  RD l. 
I F  ERRAT GREATER T HAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCESSFUL READ•  ERRAT 
GO T O  EOJ .  
D l .  READ F I SH NEXT R ECORD AT END GO J O  KEY-2.  
I F  ERRAT GREATER THAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCESSFUL READ '  ERRAT 
GO T O  EOJ .  
I F  8 1 8 1  NOT � SUB-S EARCH Gil TO K EY-2  
E LSE  PERFORM WR I TO. 
GO TO ROl . 
EY- 2 .  
MOV E  SUS-SEARCH TO 8 ( 82 .  
START F I S H  K E Y  I S = 8 1 82 
I NVAl I D  K EY  GO TO  KEY-3 . 
R EAD F I SH  N EXT R ECORD AT END GO TO  K EY-3 .  
I F  ERRAT = 00 PERFORM WR I TO ,  G O  T O  KEY-3.  
IF  E�RAT = 02  PERFO RM WR I TO ,  GO TO  R02. 
I F  E RRAT GREATER THAN 02 D I SPLAY 1 UNSl.CCESSFUl READ • ERRAT  
GO TO EOJ.  
1 02 .  R EAD F I SH  NEXT R ECORD A T  E ND GO TO  KEY-3.  
I F  ERRAT GREAT ER T HAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCESSFUL R EAD ' ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ .  
I F  8 1 82 NOT = SU&-S EARCH GO T O  KE Y-3 
ELSE  PERFORM WR I TO .  
G O  TO R02.  
: EY- 3 .  
MOVE SUB-SEARCH TO  8 1 8 3 .  
START F I SH KEY I S = 8 1 83 
I NVAL I D  KEY  GO TO K EY-4. 
R EAD F I SH NEXT R ECORD AT E ND GO TO KEY-4. 
I f  ERRAT = 00 PERFORM WR J TO ,  GO TO KEY-4. 
I F  ERR AT = 02 P ERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO R03. 
I F  E RRAT GRE A T ER THAN 02 D I SPLAY 1 UNSUCCESSFUl READ '  ERRAT 
GO TO  EOJ . 
03 . R EAD F I S H  NEXT R ECORD AT END GO TO KEY-4. 
I F  ERRAT  GREAT ER T HAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCESSFUL R E AD ' ERRAT 
GO TO  EOJ .  
I F  8 1 83  NOT = SUB- S EARCH GO T O  KEY-4  
E LSE  PERF ORM WR I TO .  
GO TO ROJ. 
EY-4. 
MOVE SUB-SEARCH TO 8 1 84 .  
START  F I SH  KEY  I S = 8 1 84 
I NVAL I D  KEY  GO TO  KEY- 5 .  
R E AD F I SH NEXT R ECORD A T  ENO G O  T O  KEY-5. 
I F  ERR AT = 00 PERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO KEY-5 .  
I F  ERRAT = 02  PERFO RM WR I TO ,  GO  T O  R04.  
IF  E R RAT GREATER THAN 02 D I SPL AY ' UNSUCCES SFUL READ '  ERRAT 
GO TO  EOJ. 
04. READ F I S H  NEXT RECORD AT END GO TO KEY-5.  
I F  ERRAT GREAT ER T HAN 02  D I S PL AY ' UN SUCCESSFUL READ '  ERRAT 
GO T O  EOJ . 
I F  8 1 84 NOT = SU&- S EARCH GO TO KEY- 5  
ELSE  PERFORM WR I TO. 
GO TO R04.  
EY- 5 .  
MOVE SUB-SEARCH TO  8 1 8 5. 
START F I S H  KEY I S = 8 1 8 5 
I NVAL I D  K EY  GO TO  KEY-6.  
R EAD F I SH NEXT R ECORD AT ENO GO TO KEY-6.  
IF  ERRAT = 00 P ERFO RM WR I TO ,  GO TO  KEV-6. 
I F  ERAAT � 02 P ERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO ROS. 
I F  ERRAT GREATER THAN 02 D I SPLAY ' U�Sl.CCESSFUL R EAD '  ERRAT  
GO T O  EOJ . 
05.  R EAD F I S H  NEXT R EC ORD A T  END GO TO KEY-6. 
I F  ERRAT GREATER T HAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCESSFUL R E AD '  ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ . 
f f  8 1 85 NOT = SUB- S EARCH GO TO KEY-6 
ELSE  P�AFOAM WA I TO .  
GO  TO R05.  
EY-6. 
5 3  
MOV E SUS- SEARCH TO 8 I 86 .  
START F I SH KEY  I S = 8 1 86 
I NVAL I D  KEY  GO TO KEY- 7 .  
READ F I SH NEXT RECORD A T  ENO G O  TO KEY- 7. 
I F  ERRAT = 00 P ERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO KE Y- 7 .  
I F  ERRAT = 02 PERFORM WR I TO ,  GO T O  RD6. 
I F  ERRAT GREATER THAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSU:CE SSFUL READ ' E R RA T  
GO  TO  EOJ. 
06 . R EAD F I SH N E XT R ECOR D  AT  E ND GO TO KEY-7.  
IF  ERRAT GREATER THAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCE SSFUL READ '  ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ. 
IF 8 1 86 NOT � SUS-SEARCH GO TO KEY- 7  
ELS E  PERFORM WR I TO. 
GO TO R06. 
EY-7 .  
MOVE SUS-SEARCH TO 8 1 8 7. 
START F I SH K EY I S = 8 1 8 7 
I NVAL I D  KEY GO TO KEY-8 .  
READ F I SH NEXT RECORD AT END G O  T O  KEY-8.  
IF  ERRAT = 00 PERFORM WR I T O ,  GO TO KEY-8.  
I F  ERRAT = 02 PERFORM WR J TO, GO  TO  R07. 
I F  ERRAT GREAT ER THAN OZ D I SPL AY  'UNSUCCESSFUL READ ' ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ .  
>7. R EAD F I SH  NEXT  RECORD A T  END GO TO KEY-8. 
I F  ERRAT GREATER THAN OZ  D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCE SSFUL R E AD '  E RRAT  
GO TO EOJ .  
I F  8 ( 87  NOT a SUB- S EARCH GO TO KEY- 8  
ELSE  PERFORM WR I TO. 
GO TO RD7. 
:Y-8. 
MOVE SUB-S EARCH TO B I BB . 
START F I SH KEY I S = 8 1 88 
I NVAL I D  K E Y  GO TO K EY-9 .  
READ F ISH  NEXT RECORD A T  E N O  G O  T O  KEY-9. 
I F  ERRAT = 00 PERFORM WR l TO ,  GO TO KEY-9.  
IF  ERRAT = 02 PERFORM WR I T01 GO TO ROB .  
J F  ERRAT GREATER T HAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCES SFUL R E AD •  ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ .  
•B. R EAD F IS H  NEXT RECORD A T  ENO GO TO KEY-9. 
l F  ERRAT GREATER THAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCESSFUL READ ' ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ. 
I F  B I BS NOT z SUB- SEARCH GO TO KE Y-9 
ELSE  PERF ORM WR I TO. 
GO TO ROB. 
Y-9. 
MOYE SUB-S EARCH TO B IB9.  
START F I SH KEY  I S = 8 1 89 
I NV AL I D  KEY  GO TO KEY- 10. 
READ F I SH  NEXT R ECORD AT ENO GO TO KEY- 10.  
I F  ERRAT = 00 PERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO KEY- 10. 
I F  ERRAT a 02 PERFORM WR I TO ,  GO TO RD9. 
I F  ERRAT GR EAT ER T HAN 02 D I SPLAY ' UN SUCCESSFUL READ•  E RRAT 
GO TO EOJ .  
9 .  READ F I S H  NEXT  R ECOR D AT ENO GO TO KEY- 10. 
I F  ERRAT GREAT ER THAN OZ D I SPLAY ' UNSUCCESSFUL READ ' ERRAT 
GO TO EOJ .  
I F  8 189  NOT � SUS-S EARCH GO TO KEY-10  
ELS E  PERFORM WR I TO. 
GO TO R09. 
Y-10.  
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, .  
�OVE SUB-S EARC H  TO B I B LO .  
S TART  F I SH K E Y  I S = B l 8 L O  
I NVAL ID  K E Y  GO T O  R E AD-CARO.  
R EAD  F I S H  NEXT  R ECORD AT  ENO GO TO EOJ.  
I F  ERR AT = 00 P ER FORM WR I TO ,  GO TO R E AD-CARO .  
I F  E R RAT  = 02 P ERFOR� WR I TO ,  GO  TO  R O l O. 
I F  E RRAT GR E A T ER T HAN 02  D I SPLAY ' UN S UC C E S SFUL R E AD •  ERRAT 
GO T O  EOJ .  
R D lO .  R EAD  F I S H  N E X T  R ECO R D  A T  END GO TO R EAD-CARD. 
IF E R R AT GRE A T ER THAN 02 D I SPLA Y  ' UN S UC C E S S FUL R E AD '  E RRAT 
GO TO EOJ.  
I F  8 1 8 10 NOT = SUR- SEARCH GO  TO  R O lO 
EL S E  P ERFORM WR I TO.  
GO  TO ROlO  • •••••••• 
• R ECOR D  S EARCH •• •••••• 
F IND-RECOR D .  
HOVE SUB-S EARCH  T O  S EARCH- 2 .  
ijR ( T E PR I NT-AR EA FROM HEA0-2 A F T E R  ADVANC I NG 5 L I NE S .  
�av e SUB- S EARC H  T O  B I B-CODE . 
R EAD F I S H  INVAL I D  K E Y  GO TO  READ-CARO .  
PERF ORM W R I TO .  
G O  TO R E A D-CARO  • •••••••• 
• R E TR I EVAL PR I NTOUT •••••••• 
WR I TO .  
MOVE B I S-CODE  TO B I SG .  
MOVE  8 1 8 1  TO sue t .  
MOVE  8 1 82 TO SU8 2 .  
�ave 8 1 83 TO SU8 3 .  
�OVE 8 1 84 TO SUB4.  
HOVE  B I BS TO  sues .  
HOVE 8 1 86  TO  sue6. 
HOVE 8 1 87 TO SUB 7 .  
MOVE 8 1 88  T O  sue s .  
MOVE B [ Bq TO  S U89.  
MOVE  8 1 8 1 0  TO SU8 1 0. 
WR I T E  PP I NT-AR E A  FROM PR I N T-REC  A FTER  ADVANC I NG 3 L I NES .  
MOVE A U-THOR TO THOR . 
MOVE YR TO  Y E A R .  
WR I T E PR I NT-AR E A  FROM P R I N T-REC-2 AFTER ADVANC I NG L I NE S .  
HOVE T I T L E- 1 T O  T I TL- L .  
WR I TE PR I N T- A R E A  FROM P R lNT-REC-3 AFTER AOVANC I �G l L I N E S .  
MOVE T ( TL E- 2  T O  T I T L- 2 .  
W R I TE P R I NT-AR E A  FROM P R ( NT-REC-4 AF TER ADVANC I NG L J NE S .  
HOV E T l TLE-3  T O  T I TL- 3 .  
WA I T E  P R l NT- A R E A  FROH P R lNT-REC-6 AFTER  ADVANC I NG l L I N E S .  
HOVE JOURN AL TO J OUA.  
MOVE VOLUME TO  VOL.  
�OVE NUHB TO  NUH . 
MOVE PAGES  TO  PAG.  
WR I T E PR I NT-AR E A  FROH P R INT-REC- 5 AFTER  ADVANC I NG l L I NE S .  
EOJ . CLOS E F I SH. PR [ N T-F I L E , C ARO-F I L E .  
S T OP RUN. 
/ /GO. SYSDBOUT DO S YSOUT=A 
/ /GO . PR I N T  DO SYSOUT=A  
/ /GO . SYSCUT DO SYSOUT=A 
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//GO . F ISHB I B  00 
//GO.F ISHB I B l  DO 
//GO . F I SHB I BZ 00 
//GO . F I S HB I B3 DO 
//GO . F [ SHB [ B4 00 
//GO. F I SHB I BS 00 
//GO .F ISHBI B6 00 
//GO .F ISHB l 67  00 
//GO.F ISHB I B B  00 
//GO.F ISHB I B9 00 
//GO . F I S H8 I l0  DD 
//GO.CAR D I N  00 * ,. 
O SN=VSAM.CL U S TER . F I SH , O I SP=OLO  
O SN=VSAN . PATH. F I SH l , O I S P=GLD 
O S N= V S AM . PA TH. F ( SH2 , D I S P=OLO 
D S N2VSAM.PATH . F I SH l , O I S P20LD 
D SN=V S AM . PAT�. F ( SH4 ,D I S P=CLD 
O SN= VSAM . PATH. F I SH5 ,0 I SP=OLO 
O SN=YSAM . P A TH.F I S H6 , D I SP=CLD 
D SN=V S AM . PA TH. F I SH7 ,D ( S P20LO 
DSN=VSAM . P A TH. F I SHB , D I SP=OLD 
O SN=V S AM . P A TH. F I SH9 , 0 ( SP=OLO 
O S N=Y S AM . PATH. F I SH L O, O ( SP=OL O  
5 6  
I I  EXEC COBUCLG 
/ /COB . SYS IN  00 • 
I DENT I F ICAT ION D I V I S I ON.  
P ROGR AH- ( 0. B ( SL IOGRAPHY-4. 
A UTHOR. K R AMER . 
REMAR K S .  TH I S  PROGRAM W ill READ REFERENCE S  F ROM ' B l BL I OGRAPHY- 1 '  
AND u s e  THEM TO  ADD O R  UPDA T E  RECOR D S  O N  THE 
E X I S T ING VSAH F l L E  • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •••••••••••••• ••••••••• 
ENVI RONMENT D ( V t S I ON .  
CONF I GURAT ION SEC T ION.  
SOURCE-COMPUT ER. I BM-370 .  
OBJE C T-COMPUT ER .  I BM-3 70.  
I NPUT-OUTPUT  SEC T I ON. 
F I LE-CONT ROL . 
SEL EC T  NEWWTAPE  A SS IGN TO U T-2400-S-TAPE03.  
SELEC T  F I SH A S S I GN TO  F I SHB ( B  
ORG AN I Z AT I ON I S  I NDEXED ACCESS  J S  RANDOM 
RECORD K EY I S  B IB-CODE 
F I L E  STAT US I S  ERR A T  • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• •• •• •••••••••••••• ••••••• 
DAT A  D I V l S ION . 
F IL E  SECT ION.  
FD  F I SH 
RECORD CONTA I N S  560 CHAR AC TERS  
LAB EL RECORDS ARE S TANDARD 
DAT A RECORD I S  R E F .  
0 1  REF .  
04  B l B-CODE P I C 9 1 5 1 .  
0 4  HA I N- R EF P I C  X ( 5 55 l . 
FD NEWWTAPE 
R ECORD ING HOOE F ,  L ABEL  RECORDS ARE OM I TTED , R ECORD C ONT A I NS 
560 CHARAC T ER S , BLOCK CONT A I N S  1 RECORD S ,  DATA  RECORD I S  
NTAP.  
0 1  C ARO-REC . 
04 I D- IN P I C  9 ( 5 ) .  
04 NEW-REF P I C  X l 55 5 ) . 
WORK I NG-STORAGE SEC T I ON . 
77 ERRAf  P I C  99 VALUE  ZERO . 
7 7  SAVE-THE- K EY P I C  9 ( 5 ) • •••••••• 
• I N I T I AL I Z ING COUNTE R  FOR NUMBER OF RECORD UPDATES  •••• •••• 
7 7  U PDAT E-COUNT ER P I C  9 ( 3 1  VAL UE ZERO • •••••••• 
• IN I T I AL I Z I NG COUNTER  F OR NUMBER OF RECORD ADD I T I ON S  •••••••• 
77 ADO-COUNTER P I C  9 ( 3 )  VALUE  Z ERO • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •••••••• ••••••• 
PROC EDURE D I V I S ION . 
OPENS . 
OPEN I N PU T  NEWWTAPE ,  1 -0 F I SH. 
I F  ERRAT NOT = 0 D I SP LAY  ' ERROR ON OPEN ' E RRAT GO TO EOJ .  
R EAD- I N .  
R EAD NEWWT APE , AT  ENO GO TO EOJ . 
R EAD-OSK. 
MOVE I D- I N  TO B I B-CODE . 
R EAO F I SH  INVAL I D  KEY  GO TO  WR I TE-NEW  • •••••••• 




R EWR I TE-OlO. 
HOVE CARO-REC  TO REF .  
� EWR I T E  R EF  I NVA L ID  K E Y  EXH I B I T  NAMED ' I NVAL I D  REWR I T E •  
C ARO-R EC ,  SAVE- THE-KE Y ,  GO T O  READ- I N .  
ADD l T O  UPDAT E-COUN TER.  
ca TO READ- I N  • •••••••• 
* ADO NEW RECORDS •••••••• 
WR I TE-NEW. 
EOJ . 
�ave CARD-RE C  TO  REF. 
W R I TE REF  I NVAL I D  KEY E XH I B I T  NAMED ' I NVAL I D  WR I TE '  
CARO- R EC ,  SA VE-THE-KEY , GO TO  READ- I N .  
ADO l T O  ADD-COUNT ER. 
GO TO REA D- I N .  
CLOS E NEWW TAPE , F I SH. 
EXH I B I T  NAMED UPDATE-COUNT E R ,  ADO-COUNTER .  
S TOP  RUN. 
I IGO. SYSDBOUT DD SYSOUT= A 
IIGO. SYSOUT DD SYSOUT= A 
IIGD .F ISHB I B  DD DSN=VSAM.CLUS TER . F I SH , D I SP=OlD 
I/GO . TAP E0 3 DO UN I T=TAPE , D I SP= ( OLD , P A SS I , 
II OC 8= 1 R ECFM= F B , LR EC L= 560 , BLK S I ZE = 5 60 1 , 
II DSNAM E=&&TAPE03 ,  
I I  LABEL= C , NL l , VOL= S ER=SHEP 
I• 
58 
' 1  
1 1 










NAME OF WAT E R  
I I I I I I I I I 
17 - 3 6  





RANGE TWN SEC T I O N  
D DAT E 
c y y 
10 II 12 ll 14 I!> 16 
Card 
79 80 
rn 1 1  rn rn rnrn rn rn rn rnrn rn rn rn rn rn rn  
') - 6 7 -9 10 - ]9 
RANGE T WN SEC T I ON Card 
rn 1 1 1 1  rn rn rnrn rn rn rn rn rn rn rnrn rn rn rn  � 
40 41 42 - 44 
RANGE T WN 
CD 1 1  
5 6 7 -!l  
45 -74 79 80 
SEC TION 
rn rn rn rn  rn rn rn  rn m rn m rn rn rn rn  
10 - 39 
RANGE T WN SEC T I ON Card . rn 1 1 1 , ITJ rn rn rn rn rn rn rn rn rn rn rn rn rn rn 10121 
4 0  41 4 2 - 4 4  
L ake ___ _ Co ___ _ 




CODE I D. 





� D  GENERAL WATER 





6 1  
1 0  1 1  
CLA S SIFICATION 
1 2  • 1 4  15 . 1 7 18·1� 20- 21 2 2 - 2 3  
P = P�rman�..,t 
S: Se-m1c,o,.manont 
M , Margir.,11 
W= wa1.crtow1 
W: warm wat�r 
L. = Coot wat�r 




W: Walley� • ?.an 1•Sin-Bil$$ 
G�Gamr! 1isn - '1 o�n •1sn 
B: auunc,ad 
P: P a n f i , n  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -0 
2 4  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -0 
2 5  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-0 
27 
SP Sp. S� So 
�RIMARY SPECIES MANAGED - 1 I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
2 8 - 30 31 • 3 3  34 . Jo 37 • 33 
)RAINAGE ( SEQUENCE CF w .. T E F! WAYS TO Mol.JOF! CRAIN .. GE BASIN ) I I I I I I  I I 1 1  I I I I 
40· 4 3  44·47 48· 51 
)ATE OF M AP FIELDWORK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I I I 
20 MILES 
I I I I I I 
Dam Type Loc at ion 
1 : Concr'!te 
2 : Eii.rt,..en 
0 I I I 
;, . a  
Hectare er Ac,e 
: Plan,rnetat"flld 
J I  I I I I I I I 
22 • 28 
Location 
:ENCHMARK I I I 
50 ·52 
______ c o  
POPULAT ON 
40 MILES 100 MI L ES Care 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
62 • 57 68 • 7 3  79· il0 
DAM OR OUTLET CONTROL 
Da�e Spi l lway Spi l lway Ownership 
Construc:ed 1 i concreite W1C::th 1 ; ,..un•C1Po1I 3 : Fe-dt>ral 
2 : E artMn (m or It) 2 :  St•to 4: Priv.at• 
I I I I D I I I I 
9 . 1 2  1 3  1 4  · 1 S  19- 20 
SL;RFACE AREAS AND DE P THS 
Meander::d 
(hll or a c )  
I I I I I I 
29 · 34 
Annual Fli.:c,uat 1on 
( m  :r t � )  
· I  ..... "T'"I _,.I _,I · ,..;.I �I ...... , ...... ,
Ltttorat .,. Max 
Littoral Depth 
(�a or ac ) {m er �:)  
I I I I rn I I I I 
3, . 40 41 -42 43 - 46 
Lor.gter?J. f,!1f1tuat1on 
· I I I I - 1  I I I 
59 - 6 1  & 2 - 64 
- - - - - - - - -1.._ ............ I __._I ...... 1 ...... 1__._I ........ + ............ I __. 




(m or ltl 
I I I I 
47 • .a 9  
Elevation 
( m or •t) 









I . D  
(1- 9 10 11 
Tot a l  
GENERAL WAT ER 
DESCRI PTI ON FORM C 




Leng t n  Ch annel ized Width Oeotn Higr. Annual 
. tkm cr m,) (km or m,) ( m  Ot' ft ) tcm'. or rr�1 (e'"'s or ,,�> 
I I I I t I I I I 
24-29 30· 32  
?oci 'Nater Clas.s1ticat1cn 
1 2 3 4 5 co rn  rn rn rn 
48 49 50 s, 52 53 54 55 5(1 '37 
SHOAL 'NATER SOLS 
L AKE BOT TOM 
[I] I I I I I I I I I 
33.34 ::,. 37 le· .. 2 
Pool Arna R1rtle Ar�a Ave Grad,ent .,. . ,. rn rn I 
58 S9 60 61 
BOT TOM STRATA C OMPOS I T ION 
LEDGE 
. , . 
I I I 
62-64 
I I I I I 
.. J. 47 
Stable Bar.ks 
., . Card rn [QI_� 
E>5 (16 79 80 
ROCK BOULDER RueeLE GR"VEL  S"NO SILT CLAY MUCK OTHE,! rn rn rn rn ITJ rn rn rn rn 
5 (I 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 '6 17 18 19 20 21 22 
rn rn rn rn co rn rn rn rn 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3'3 36 37 38 39 40 
WA T E R  RE SOURC E USE A ND D E V E LO P M E N T  
Fishing Water ; Permanent and Semiperm. F ishi n g  Water: M ar gina l  
Card 20 mi Ina or ae )  40  m i  100  m i  
I I I I I I I  I I I 1 1 ! I I I I I 
47·52 
Water Resource use 
t :Mun:icioal 2:Rec:re,at ion at  J:;Pow�r 4 : .:.1 1  
�: tndustri a I 0: 1rr ig at ton 7 :Otf'l�r ( 
I I I I I 
5-8 
WA T E R S HED "DE V ELOPM E N T  ( •lo ) -
1) <II ill 1) - iii c: 'ti L. - ii) C1l c: .3 c. 0 N L. .9-� 0 '6 (II :::,  v .c <II L. L. -
� i 
111 u ii) Cl 111 ·c: 0 a. ii) c: z 
:::> � -
I I I I I I I I 







20 mi  40  Mi tOO m i  
I I 1 1 1 1  1 1 I I 1 1  I I I I IOl61 
'39·63 
G F P  Water 
R i ght No. 
64-68 
I I I I I I I 
9-14 
No. Of 
Dwel l ings 
I I I I 
1'3-17 
S�OREL I NE D E V ELOPMENT (°lo) 
1) 1) -<II iij ii) 
Q 
c: ii) 111 -
9- L. Q. C1l ... L. L. :::, 0 '5 (1) :::,  0 u - 1) <II ·c: "' ... ill 0 ... -ill t1J u ill Cl 111 a: :::, a.. IL. � c z  � 













Jo 37 38 39 40 .s, 42 4J 44 45 46 47 411 49 so 51 s2 53 19 eo 
INL E T S  A ND OUTLETS 
N ame 
tyoe l:inlet 2:outl�t 
D•rr,er 1 :Qre!tent 2: aa,ieont 
7-16 ! 6 
L ake ------
Lo c at i o n  Mean 
Width Depth 
Norm al  







(m or ft) { ems or cfs) (ems or- c:ts) 4:�octt 
II IHHI  
17·19 20 21 22 23 24·28 29-33 34 3'3 
C ard 
0 8  
0 8  
0 8  
0 8  






........ 1_....._.1 1 .............. 1 ......... '--'--'--' 
1 -4 6·9 
Sta t ion  loca tion - -
WATER CHEMISTRY 
FORM D 
� D DATE 
� c y y 
,o n ,2 13 14 15 15 17 
63 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1  I I I 
18 19 20 
TUR B ID ITY  AND C OLOR 
(m or ftl 
Secc hi - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I I l I 
21 22 23 
Co lor ( LT : L 1gl'lt, OK = O.llrk, RO : llM, OR =Or.ang .. ,Y!. :Y.,11ow,SL: Blu•.GR :Gr .... n, BR :Brown,GR,Gray ) - - - - I I I I I 
24 -2 7  
Cause o f  color - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 1 , cud organic 
2 •  Algal 
- - - - 0  
28 
TEMPERA TURE AND DISSOLVE D  OXYG EN PROFI LE 
I 
I 
3• Pollut ion 
4, ot11.,,. < 
Depth 
(m or ftJ 
I I I I 
29 -32 
I I ' I 
38 -41 
I I ' 
47-!>0 
I I I I 
56-59 
I I I I 
65 -68 
Temp Diss 
CC o r  F )  Oxy 
[TI I I I 
33 34 JS-37 
[I] I I I I 
42 43 44-46 
[I] I I ' I 
51 52 53 -!>!> 
[I] I I I I 
60 61 62 -64 
[D I I I I 




(m or ft)  (m or ft) 
L imit  of thermoc l ine - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I I I I I to I I I J 
s - 8 9 - 12 
WATER QUALI T Y  
Total PH TH MO Total 
Alkalinity Aikalinity Alkalinity pH C02 Hardness Concuctivi ty 
F ield analysis - - - 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I ± [I] I I I I I I I I I I 
1 3 - 15  16-18 19 -21 22-24 25 26 27-30 31 - 34 
T S T D  Ort ho Total Chlorophyll 
So l ids So l ids Phos Phos A ,mgim3J 8 
Lab analys i s  - - - I I I I I I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I I 
35 -38 39-42 43 ·45 46 -48 411 - 51 52 -54 
Chloride Ammonia - Nitrate Orfianic 
Total 
I on Ni trogen Ni trogen N KJeld) Nitrogen Card 
I I I I I I I I I n t I I I I ! I i I I f I I IT@ 
55 -58 59-62 63 -66 67-70 71.74 79 eo 




L D. C 
ORG A N I SM ABUNDANC E 
AND S PAWNING HAB I TAT 
FORM E 
64 
R IVER iNDEX DATE 
KM 
1 - 4  6-9 10 1 1 - 13 14 · 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
.,. STANDING EMERG E N T S  
Cove rag" So AD" S;, Al> Se> Al> S I>  A l>  so AD 
[I] I I I D  I I I D  I I I 1 0  I I I I D  I I I D  
23 24 25-27 28 29·31 32 33·35 36 37 · 39 40 41-43 44 
04'otn ol 
Growth S U BMERGED OR FLOA T I NG LEAF 
( m  or ft )  
DJ I I I I I I I D  I I I 1 0  I I I I D  I I I I D  I I I D  
4 5  46 47.49 50·52 53 54-56 57 58-60 61 62·64 65 66 -68 69 
F L O ATING P LANTS AND PHY TOPL A N K TON 
Ou(kwe,ed Fil�m�ntoui Non,..fil•m•ntous 
D D D 
70 7 1 72  
TURT L E S  FROG S SALAMANDERS 
Soft Mud Snap Bull Otrit'r Card 
D D 0 D D D [ill] 
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 eo 
F I S H  S P EC I ES KNOW N TO OCCUR 
So All• Sp Ab S o  All so Ao SI> A O  So All S;,  AO Sc,  Ab  "'I> 
I I I 1 1  I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I I ! 1 1  1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I  I l 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I  1 1 1 I 
5 · 7  8 
I I I 1 1  
41•43 44 
I I 
5 - 7  
I I I 
18 · 20 
I I I 
JI · 33 
I I I 
44-46 
I I I I 
57·59 
9 ·11 12 13·15 16  1 7 · 19 20 2 1·23 24 25·27 28 29 -31 32 3 3 .3 5  36 37.39 40 
I I I 1 1  I I I I I  I I I 1 1  I I I 1 1  I I I 1 1  I I I 1 1  I I I 1 1  I I I I 
45·47 48 49-51 52 53-55 56 57-59 60 51 -63 64 65-67 58 69 -71 7 2  73-75 76 
Abundance• 
0 : Non(> 1:  Oec.uion�I 2:  Common 
E VALUATION OF SPAW N I N G  AREA 
1 E x c 4'114'nt 
2 G ood 
3 Fa tl' 
4 Poor 

















9 ·1 1  
I I 










LQCa t 1 o n s  
I I I I I I 
12· 14  15  · 1 7  
I I I I I I 
2!:> ·27 28 ·30 
I I I I I I 
38·40 41·43 
I I I I I I 
51 -53 54·56 Card 
I I I I I I 
64·66 67 ·69 19 ao 
a k e  C o  ____ _ 
LAKE SOURCE 
CODE I D  
1 • 4 s 6 ·9 
Sc> NO. 
I I I I ,a . 20 2 1  • 2 7  
I I I ! I I I I 
40 · 4 2  43- 4 9  
Metr• �uls SP 
0 I I I I I 1 1  I 
5 6-a 9 · 1 1  
I I I 1 1  
36 ·38 
I I I l I 
5 ·7 
Sp. NO. Sp. 
I I I I  I I I 1 1  I I 
23 · 2 5  26·29 30·32 
I I I 1 1  I I I I I I 
5�60 61-1,6 
Melr\ Hauls Sc:,. 
0 I I I I I I 1 1  
5 6-8 9 - 1 1  
I I 1 1  
36·38 
I I 1 1  
5 · 7  
Sp NO. Sp. 
I I 1 1  I I I 1 1  I I 
23· 25 2 5· 2 9  30 - 3 2  
I I 1 1  I I I I I I 
!18-60 &l·o6 
F ISH STOCKING 
AND R EMOVAL 
FORM F 
STO C KI NG 
Size Sp No 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
2 a  
D 
50 
2 9 · 31 32 · 38 
I I I I I 1 1 1 1 
5 1 · 53 5 4 · 60 
COMMERCIAL F I SHING 
M e thod s  
1 • Pocket N e t  5 :  G, 11n.,t 
2 = H oop Net 6 = Trap 
3 = O w Se-ine 7 , we-ir 
4 ; u I Saint> 
C OMMERCIAL SPECIES 
( kg  or lbs. I SP ( kg or Ills) 
I I I I I I 1 1  I I I 
12 · 17 16 ·20 2 1· 2 6  
I I I I I I 1 1  I I I 
3 9 · 44 45 · 4 7  48 · 53 
I I I I I I 1 1  I I I 
9·13 14-16 1 7 - 22 
GAME SPEC I E S  
No. SP. No. 
1 1  I I I 1 1  I I l I I I I 1 1  I 
SP 
I 
3 3 ·36 37 ·39 40-43 44 · 46 
COMME RCIAL SPECIES 
( k g  or lbsl Sp. ( kg or 1t1sl 
I I I I I I 1 1  I I I I 
1 2 · 1 7  18·20 21· 2 6  
I I I I I I I I I i  I I I I 
39 - 4 4  .. 5 . 4 7  48 · 53 
I I I I I I 1 1  I I I I 
8 - 13 1 4 ·1 6  1 7 • 2 2  
GA M E  SPEC I E S  
Ne. Sp. No. Sc> 
1 1  I I I I I  I I 1 1  I I I 1 1  I I 
33 ·36 3 7 ·39 40 · 4 3  44-48 
La ke _____ C o -----
65 
Vl D DATE 
c y y ::, 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Site Siz it  
0 1 = Fry 
39 2 = l",ngerling 
3 : Yearling Caro 
D 4 :  Catchable OEl S • Adult 
6 1  79 ao 
Sc:,. ( kg or lbs) 
I I 1 1  I I I 
2 7 ·29 3 0 · 35 Card 
I I I 1 1  I I I 
54-56 57- 62 79-80 
No. Sp. No. 
1 1  I I I l I I I 1 1  I I I 
47-50 51 -53 54-57 
I I I 1 1  I I I I I I Card 
67-69 70.75 ON} 
.79 80 
S? ( kg or lb$) 
I I I 1 1  I I I I 
2 7 · 29 3 0 - 3 5  Card 
I I I 1 1  I I I I !Ifill 
54-56 5 7 · 62 79-BO 
No. Sp. No. 
1 1  I I I 1 1  I I ! I  I I I 
47 · 50 51·53 54 . 57 
Card 
I I I 1 1  I I I I I 
o7·69 70·75 79 80 
LAKE SOURCE NATURAL REPRODUCT ION SUMMARY � D  
CODE I.D. FORM G z c  :> 
1 - 4  !, 6 -0 10 II 
METHOD T I ME SEINE MEASUREMENT TOTAL 
TOTAL 1 ::seine- DURAT ION LENGTH DEPTH MESH SI Z E  DISTANCE AREA 
PULLS 2:tr•wl h r  m•n m or It m or U cm or in m or f t  ti• Of' illC 
D D OJ  I I I I [I] I I I I I I I I I I I I 
18 10 2 0  2 1  22 2 3  24-26 27 28 29 ·32 33·3& 37-40 
TOTAL NO /AREA T OTAL NO/AREA T OTAL NO/AREA 
SPEC IES NUMBER hil er .11c SPEC IES NUMBER hJi or •c SPEC I E S  NUMBER h.a or ac 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
!'>-7 8 · 1 3  14-16 1 7 ·111 20·2!'> 26·28 2 9 ·31 32-37 38-40 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
41 ·43 4 4 - 40 !'>0· !'> 2  !'>J ·!'>!':I �"·61 o2·64 6!'>-67 68·73 74-76 
EEE I I I I I I I EEE EEE I I I I I I I EEE EEE I I I I I I I EEE 
EEE I I I I I I I EEE  EEE I I I I I I I EEE EEE I I I I I I I EEE 
EEE· 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  EEE EEE I 1 1 1 1 1 1  EEE EEE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  EEE 
EEE I I I I I I I EEE EEE I I I I I I I EEE EEE I I I I I I I EEE 
L /\l(E ________ _ co _____ _ 
DATE 
y y M M  D D 



















�- · 8-12 
ME T HOD 
I • S.l'•llt' � 1 1 t ,pn1tl 
2 1 l t •w• 6 ,  U.•tivtr•it 
) • C.1Un• 1 7 • C lrc 1roQ1t•r 
8 :  Pu,•on 
M[SH 
SIZE 
Cmu, u l  IOJ 
DIMENSION 
(tn QI I U  
TOTAL CATCH MEAN SIZE 
Wc11jM 





1 l • 1 4  ·�·20 
M E T HOD 
I ,  S,cun,r '!J, 1  l 1 •pnC'I 
2 ;  h.iwl 6 ;  b•t.r,, l r •P 




S IZE  
2 l - 2 b  
l r G t  lln• I 1 , l IC'( trO(,IC' .. ,. (ltvn o, ,,., 
8 ;  Po,�un 
WC'1ghl 
.. 9 or 1:t>, 
27-JI 
DIMENSION 
(m or ftJ 
TOT AL CATCH MEAN SIZE 
WitiQhl w.-,9111 
•1. Ho k\11 or lbt •1. w1. cm or in ky o, tb, 
_,_ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --
...... - ---- ---- --
U-\4 ·��20 21 ll lJ- ,lb i1- )1 
t ake ______ Co _____ _ 
T IME 
DUl�AT ION 
MEAN CATCH I Nf l 
Wr1ghl 




MEAN CATCH I NF T 
Wcagnl 




S T D  
ERROR 








I D  
DISTRIBU T ION 
Specie-� o,,tribution 
ITO 0 






L il l<.e 
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FREQ 
I 2 J 4 '5 6 7 II 9 IC II 12 IJ 14 15 16 1 7  16 19 20 21 22 2l 24 2� 26 27 W 29 JC 31 32 33 ]<4 3!> <.:ODE 
FRE QUENCY CODE AND NUMBER PER INTERVAL 
rnrn rn rn rn rn rnrn rn rn rn rnrn rn rnrn 
9 10 11 .12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 2 '5 26  27 26 29 30 31 32 33 34 3'5 36 37 311 3940 
TOT Ai. CARD 
rn rn rn DJ rn rn DJ rn rn rn rn rn rn DJ DJ rn OIJ 12121 
41 42 43 44 4546 47 48 4g50 '51 '52 '5J !>o4 '5!>'56 57 '58 '59 60 61 62 bJh4 6!> 66 67 68 6Q 70 71 n rJ 7J '1!,, } 0 110 
rn rn rn rn rnrnrnrnrnrnrn rnrnrnrnrn 
DJ[O DJ [D DJDJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ[DDJDJ ITO @@ 
OJ [O OJ [O [O OJ [D OJ OJ DJ OJ [D OJ [O [D OJ 
rn rn rn rn rn rnrnrn rn DJ rn rn rnrnrnrn ITO Ifill 
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LAKE SOUIKE AGE AND GROW TH DIST R I BU T ION II) D DATE 
� 
CODE I D  z c y y FORM J 
1·4 !> 6·9 10 II 12 13 1 4  15 16 )7 79 80 
MEAN TOTAL LENGTH AT AGE GROUP (CM OR IN ) 
Sp Size s .. mpl .. 0 I I I  I l l  I V  v V I  V I I  V I I I • Card 
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I I I 1 1  1 1  
79 80 
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1 1  I I I I I (gH] 
I I I I (glfil 
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70 
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1·4 6·9 
F ORM K 
SEOU!Elff OR POLLUTIOII PROOLSIS 
O• llone 
l• Sl ight 
2• :-1oderate 
3• Severe 
I •  l· 100 
Numbers 
OR 
Z• 101·1000 5• SI ight 
3• 1 000.10000 6• 'blerate 
4• • 10000 
29 
Duration 
Of Ki I I  
11 11 0 0 11 n 
30 31 32 33 34 35 
Sank Eros ion 1 8  
:1a ters hed Eros ion 1 9  
Themal 20 
!lini niJ 21  
lndustri a 1 22 
11un1cloa l  sew�ge 23 
F I SH KILL 
Cause 
1 , Surnerk i 1 1  
2• Iii nterk i 1 1  
Jo Pol lution 
4• Poi son 
0 0 5• Oi sease 
36 37 38 
CREEL SUR'IEY 
Ave 
AC Source ID YR 11 11 11 )4 Total Hours Cay 
D I  I I I [I] [D  CD I I I I I I I I I I 
5 6·9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  1 5  1 5·21  22-24 
lit/Hr 
Soecie  Catch/Hr ( kg or l b )  
I I I I I i I I AC 5- 7 8-10 1 1 - 1 3  
ACCURACY OF SURVEY I I I I I I I I I 1• Extens i ve study 22-25 26-26 29·31 
2• Li  r.1i ted measu rerients I I I I I I I I I 3• Judgement .. 41-43 44-46 47. 49 
I I I I I I I I 
59-61 62-64 65-67 
RECREATIJNAL SURVEY 
AC Source ID 
D I  1 1 1 1  
5 6·9 
Angl i ng 
Y R  M M  !1 M m m rn  
10· 1 1  1 2- 1 3 1 4- 1 5  
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I I 
22·25 
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Tota 1 Weight 
(kg or 1 bs J 
79-llO 
Tota 1 'IIJ'lbers 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
25-30 
5oec ie  
I I I I 
1 4- 1 6  
I I I I 
32· 34 
I I I I 
50-52 
I I I I 
6S-70 
3 1 -36 
Catc�/Hr 
I I I I 
1 7- 1 9  
I I I I 
35-37 
I I I I 
53-55 
I I I I 
7 1-73  
O�ll 
'"tli�-80 
(kn or 1 1> )  
I I I I 
20·22 
I I I I 
38-40 
I I I I 
56-58 




'Ian-Hours/ ha or ac 
�"' ? .. Jl"i 
I I I I I 
42-4 5  
UID 
46  -4�  
I I I I 
50- 5 3  
I I I I I 
54· 5 7  
Trapoing I I Sn01-r,ob f 1 i nq I I I 
34-37 
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I I I 1 1 I 
7.9 10· 1 2  
I I I I I I 
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1 1  rm 
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I I I 
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Cost Rec Benefi t  
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1 I f I 
I I 1 I 
1 I f I 
I I f I 
I 1 f I 
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I I f 
I I f 
I I f 
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I I T 
I I f 
I I f 
I I ' 
I I f 
I I f 
I I f 
I I f 
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I I T 
I I f 
I I f 
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I I f 
I I f 
I I r 
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I I f 
I I r 
WEIGHT NET 
(kg or Ills) 
I I ' I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
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I I f I 
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1 I ' I 
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I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I T I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I t I 
I I f I 
I · I t I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I t I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I ' I 
I I T I 
I I t I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
I I f I 
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I I t I 
I • T I 
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9 ·  
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Walleye & Sauger 
Other FW Fishes 
Other Vertibrates 









...Ugae ( See LiI!!Ilolog,J) 
Aquatic �!acrophytes 
Biology 
Control (�ot Herbicides) 
















































Culture Technique & Equipment 






















Age & Growth 
Behavior 
Distribut:.o:i. &: 1-!cvm:'.!ent 











































LrISRATURE Rt..'""V'IEWS 26000 
MANAGD:iENT 
Administrative & Planning 27001 
Fish Control & Removal 27002 
Habitat Manipulation & 
Improvement 
Har,est. 





PHYSIOLOGY & MORPHOLOGY 
POLLUTION 
.Agricultural 
Industrial & Thermal 






Recruitment & Structure 
Standing Crop 


































La.�e & Stream Resorntion 
Watershed Management 
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Little �Iissouri R 
Boxelder Cr 
Sheep Cr 











Water Hole Cr 
Tie Cr 
Forty-eight Mile Cr 
Beaver Dam Cr 
Black Foot Cr 







Deep Ban.lt Cr 
Little Oak Cr 
High Bank Cr 
Plum Cr 
Rock Cr 
Iron Dog Cr 
Stink Cr 
White Shirt Cr 
Hump Cr 
Firesteel Cr 
Dirt Lodge Cr 




Cedar Bay Cr 
Black Horse Butte Cr 
























































Grand R Cont. 
Deg Tooth Cr 
?lat Cr 
East Flat Cr 





South Fork Grand R 
Lodge Pole Cr 
3utcher Cr 
Little Nasty Cr 
Duck Cr 
















Clarks Fork Cr 
Squaw Cr 
Box Elder Cr 
Sheep Cr 
Deadman Cr 
Blue Blar.ket Cr 
Little Bear Cr 
Moreau R 
No Mouth Cr 
Du Char.Jle Cr 
Virgin Cr 
Left Hand Bear Cr 
Narshall Cr 









7300 1•breau R Cont. 7300 Moreau R Cent. 
7313 Swan Cr 7365 So uth Fork �breau R Cont. 7314 Jewett Cr 7367 Sand Cr 
7316 Whitehorse Cr 7368 North Sand Cr 
7317 Little flbreau R 73'59 South Sand Cr 7318 Bull Cr 7370 Frog :::r 
7319 Cottonwood Cr 7371 Fourmile C!' 
7320 Goose Cr 7372 Battle Cr 
7321 Redwater Cr 7373 P�telope Cr 
7322 Meadow Cr 7374 Alkalia Cr 
7323 Green Grass Cr 7375 Battle Cr 
7324 Red Earth Cr 7400 Swan Cr 
7325 Bear Cr 7425 Four Bear Cr 
7326 Elm Cr 7450 Buffalo Cr 
7327 Pretty Cr 7475 Swift Bird Cr 
7328 Irish Cr 7500 Little Cheyenne Cr 
7329 Ash Cr 7525 Stove Cr 
7331 Sophia Cr 7550 .Artichoke Cr 
7332 Thunder Butte Cr 7575 Willow Cr 
7333 Beaver Trap Cr 7600 No Heart 
7334 Knocker Cr 7625 Tall Prairie Chicken Cr 
7335 Big Meadow Cr 7650 Fox Cr 
7336 Knife Cr 7700 CheyeP�e R 
7337 Flint Rock Cr 7701 Rousseau Cr 
7338 Locate Cr 7702 East Branch 
7339 Badlands Cr 7703 West Branch 
7340 BerrJ Cr 7704 Oak Cr 
7341 Mud Cr 7705 Hosapa Cr 
7342 Rabbit Cr 7706 Ninneconjou Cr 
7343 Antelope Cr 7707 Parade Cr 
7344 Deer Cr 7708 Aeber Cr 
7345 Flint Cr 7709 Sansarc Cr 
7346 Lilly Cr 7711 Foster Cr 
7348 Starve Qui Cr 7712 Rudy Cr 
7349 Cabin Cr 7713 Hermaphrodite Cr 
7350 Little Cedar Cr 7714 Lone Tree Cr 
7351 Brushy Cr 7715 Big Cottonwood Cr 
7352 Cottonwood Cr 7716 Little Cottonwood Cr 
7353 Big Cedar Cr 7717 Deep Run Cr 
7354 Mid Cr 7718 Snake Cr 
7355 Ash Cr 7719 Plum Cr · 
7356 North Fork I'.oreau R 7720 Cherry Cr 
7357 Sheep Cr 7721 Ash Cr 
7358 Sand Cr 7722 East Branch 
7359 Cottonwood Cr 7723 West Branch 
736.0 Cow Boy Cr 7724 Rattlesnake Cr 
7361 Goose Cr 7726 Red Coat Cr 
7'362 Duck Cr 7727 Red Scaffold Cr 
7363 Snake Cr 7728 Bever Cr 
7365 South Fork ?l'.oreau R 7729 Spook Cr 




















































Cheyenne R . Cont. 
Red Owl Cr 










Spotted Bear Cr 
Upper Bear Cr 
Narcelle Cr 
Negro Cr 
West .!:!ranch Narcel 
Ash Cr 
Big Timber Cr 
Deep Cr 
Squaw Cr 
Bell Fourche R 
Hay Cr 
Elm Cr 
East Elm Cr 
West Elm Cr 
Eightmile Cr 





Bear Bute Cr 
Vanocher Cr 
Boulder Cr 
Two Bit Cr 


































































CheyeP-�e R Cont. 
Bell Fol.::-che R 
Cwl Cr 
North Canal 
Dry North Canal 
Todd Lateral 
























Little Spearfish Cr 
Dr-J C.r 
East Spearfish Cr 








Little Elk Cr 
Meadow Cr 
Crooked Cr 
North Fork Crooked Cr 


























































Bell Fourche R Cont. 
Boxelder Cr Cont. 
Middl e Boxelder Cr 












East Fork Slate Cr 
Castle Cr 
North Fork Castle 




West Grimlet Cr 
Silvsr Cr 
So�th ?ork Rapid Cr 
:N,;rt!'l Fork Rapid Cr 
Spring Cr 














Red Shirt Cr 
French Cr 
South Fork French 
Dry Cr 
Pass Cr 
Little Squaw Cr 
Squaw-Hwr,per Cr 
Cottonwood Cr 





















































Bell Fourche R Cont. 
Lame Johnny Cr Cont. 
South Fork Lame J 
North Fork Lame J 
Beaver Cr 




Cold Brook Cr 
Cottonwood Spri::-.gs 
Horsehead Cr 
Lone Well Cr 
Beef Cr 
Black Banks Cr 
Cheyenne R Cent. 
Dry Cr 












Long Bra.11ch Cr 
Short ili'anch Cr 
Plum Cr 
Pleasant Valley Cr 
Hawkright Cr 




East Fork Hawkright 
































































Cott�nwood Cr Cont. 
Pass Cr Cont. 
Coon Cr 
Dugout Cr 
Bear Spring Cr 
Lone Tree Cr 
Line Cr 
'Whoopup Cr 

















Herd Camp Cr 
\olhit.e Clay Cr 
Dry Cr 
Big Prairie Cr 
Little Prairie Dog Cr 
Mitchell Cr 
Lltle Cr 









North Fork Bad R 
Mexican Cr 
Dead Mans Cr 
Dirty WoII".z.nn Cr 
Poeno Cr 
South Fork 3ad R 
DrsJ Cr 
Lone Tree Cr 
Cottonwood Cr 




















































South Fork aad R Cont , 
1fni te Water Cr 
Big Buffalo Cr 





Medicine Knoll Cr 
Otoza Lake D!'ainage 
South Medicine Cr 
North f.Iedfoine Cr 
Walter Lake Drain 
?or't George Cr 
Chapelle Cr 
South Chapelle Cr 
Cedar Cr 
Reynolds Cr 
Missouri R Cont. 
Medicine Cr 
Nail  Cr 
North Fork f,fod.icine Cr 




Little '21.,;:i Cr 
Crow Cr 
Little �,m Cr 
Smith Cr 
Jones Lake Drainage 
East Fork Smith Cr 
Elm Cr 
West Fork E.1.11 Cr 
Ame:ican Cr 
American Crow Cr 
Big Cr 
\o;'hite R 
Waver Tree Cr 
Red Butte Cr 
Thunder Cr 
Bad Cr 
No Moccasin Cr 
Davis Cr 
Old Lo<!ge Cr 
?/dll Iron Cr 

























































yJhi.te R Cont . 8700 
Cottonwood Cr 8773 
Little Deg Cr 8774 
Sedlano Cr 8776 
Oak Cr 8777 
Butte Cr 8778 
White Horse Cr 8779 
Williams Cr 8780 
Louis Cr 8781 
Squaw Cr 8782 
�.ite Thunder Cr 8783 
:aull Cr 8784 
Kaiser Cr 8785 
Spring Cr 8786 
Johnny Cr 8787 
Hay Cr 8789 
Horse Cr 8790 
Ash Cr 8791 
Little 1·Jhite R 8792 
Pine Cr 8793 
North Branch Pine Cr 8794 
South Branch Pine Cr 8795 
Horse Cr 8796 
Horse Head Cr 8797 
Cut Me.at Cr 8798 
Phister Cr 8799 
Upper cut Meat Cr 8801 
Ti-Shena-Ze Cr 8802 
Soldier Cr 8803 
Rosebud Cr 8804 
Stinking Water Cr 8Eo5 
Cottonwood Cr 8806 
O ' Donald Cr 8807 
Butch Cr 8808 
Round-up Cr 8809 
Cedar Cr 8810 
Yukmi Cr 8811 
Runs Close Cr 8812 
Larvie Cr 8813 
Black Pipe Cr 8814 
Porcupine Cr 8815 
Simms Cr 8816 
Paulr.iyer Cr 8817 
Corn Cr 8818 
Plum Cr 8819 
Deep Cr 8820 
Red Stone Cr 8821 
Nancy Harris Cr 8822 
Pass Cr 8823 
Pearson Cr 8824 
Settin Up Cr 8825 










Lost Doe; Cr 
Potatoe Cr 





Medicine Root Cr 
Mud Cr 
No Flesh Cr 








North Cottonwood Cr 
Porcupine Cr 
Fog Cr 
Wounded Knee Cr 




East Horse Cr 
West Horse Cr 
1'1l.le Cr 
Willow Cr 
West Fork Willow Cr 
Middle Fork Willow Cr 
East Fork Willow Cr 
Cedar Bluff Cr 
Blacktail Cr 
North Fork Blacktail Cr 
South Fork Bl�cktail Cr 
',fni te Clay Cr 
Wolf Cr 





















































Missouri R Cont. 
Bull Cr 
West Branch Bull Cr 







Five Mile Cr 
Platte Cr 
Castallia Cr 
East Fork Platte Cr 
·cedar Cr 
1w1hetstone Cr 
North Fork 1vhetstone Cr 
South Fork Whetstone Cr 
Burnt Rock Cr 
Coon Cr 
North Scalp Cr 
Pease Cr 
South Scalp Cr 















La.�e Splendor Drainage 
Mlrphy Cr 
Keya Paha R 
Buffalo Cr 
Lute Cr 

























































Missouri R Cent. 
Keya Paha R Cont. 
Rock Cr 


















N Branch Dr-J Cr 
S Branch Dry Cr 
Twelvemile Cr 
Pony Cr 
S Fork '!'Nelve�ile 
Coffee Cr 















South Fork Pearl Cr 
Middle Fork Pearl Cr 
Cain Cr 
Stoney Run er · 
Shue Cr 
Foster Cr 






















































Missouri R Cont. . 






















Crow Creek Drain Ditch 
Elrr. R 
Willow Cr 




Yankton Clay Cr Ditch 













W For}( Vermillion R 
E Fork Vermillion R 
Little Vermillion R 
Big Sioux R 
Brule r:r 
Union Cr 




















































3ig Sioux R Cor.� . 
Union Cr Cor.t. 
E Union Cr 
Pattee Cr 
�eaver Cr 




Split RocE. c� 
'.-1 Pipesi:one Cr 
Pipestone Cr 
Skunk Cr 
Wall Lake Drai nage 
Willow Cr 
Grass Lake Drainage 
W Braner. Skunk Cr 










Six Mile Cr 
N. Deer Cr 
Peg .Monkey Run 
Bullhead R� 
Hidewood Cr 
L. Poisett Drai�age 






Loneso�e La�e 0rainage 
Min.'l'leso-:.� R 
Little Mir..nesota R 
Jorgenson R 
Seiche Hollow Cr 
Whetstone R 
N F'ork 'Whet.st.one R 
S Fork w�.€tstcne R 
Yellow Bank R 
N Fork Yellow Sank R 
S Fork Y�llow 3a!1..� R 
W :3ranch Lac �i ?.arle R 
85 
0070 �linnesota R Cont. 
0082 W Branch Lac C;..i.i Pa:::-le R 
oc83 Lost er 
0084 Crow Timber Cr 
0086 Monighan Cr 
0087 Gary Cr 
0088 Florida Cr 
0090 Bois de Sioux R 
0091 Cottonwood Slough Drainage 
0092 Dry Run 
CC93 Jim Cr 
0094 Wild Rice Cr 
0096 La Belle Cr 
0097 Short Foot Cr 
Miscellaneous Drainages 
0052 Wild Rice Cr. (rJl'.arshall Co) 
0059 Hegna Cr. Impassable M:a.:-sh 
(Roberts Co) 
0058 Goodwill Cr Impassable 1'1".a.rsh 
{Roberts Co) 
0046 Bates Cr Rush L. -s. Waubay 
(Day Co) 
0047 Webster Sewage Ditch-S. 
Waubay (Day Co) 
0048 Grenville Cr.-Pickerel L. 
N Waubay (Day Co) 
0049 Owens Cr. -Bluedog L. (Day Co) 
0053 Dolph Cr. -L. Norden (Hamlin) 
0051 Battle Cr. -L. Campbell 
(Brookings Co) 
0060 Preachers ntm-s. Scatterwood 
L. (Faulk Co) 


















Aurora Bennett Cont. 
1001 Wilmar-ch 









1006 SticY.ney (old) 










1009 Stoddard 1202 �"!ldall ( Kids Pone ) 
1010 't-lhi te 1203 Cl:ar 
1011 Crystal, East 1204 Kloucek 
1012 Maine 1205 w. Bucholy 
1013 Nelson or Stockney (new) 1206 M. Bucholy 
1014 Patton 1207 Ehresward 














0606 Oakwood, E. 














0412 Cowboy Park 
0413 James River Dam 







1105 L. White River Dam 
1106 Cedar Craek #1 
1107 11 II #2 
1108 11 II #3 
1109 Bad Hair 
1110 LaCreek Refuge 
1111 II II 
1112 II II 
1114 II II 
1115 II II 





























Tacoma P ark 
Lord 
Highland ( Keuchl e ) 
Frederick City 
Elm River #1 
" It #2 
















B.."l"llel Cont. Clark 
1307 Red 1801 Willow 
1308 Highland 1802 Antelope 
1309 Silver 1803 Antelope (Kids Pond )  
1310 Mud 1804 Bailey 
1311 .American 1805 Clear (Carson' s }  
1312 Sobek 1806 Fordham 
1313 Coven 1807 Logan (Paine) 
1314 Auston 1808 Round 
1315 Norse 1809 M.ld 
1316 Willow 1810 Reid 
1811 Lone Trea 
3uffalo 1812 Todd 
1401 Bedashosha 1817 St..ran 
1402 Cook 1818 Blackrush 
1403 Ingerson 
Clay 
Butte 1901 Burbank 
1501 Orma.'1. 
1502 Newell Codington 
1503 Newell City Dair 0501 Kampeska Pit, w. 
1504 Belle Fourche r,JLA 0502 Kampeska 
0503 Pelican 
Campbell 0504 Punished Woman 
16o1 Ma.tze 0505 Round 
1602 Sand 0506 Still (Twin) 
16o3 Chester {Boor) 0507 Bramble Fond 
1604 C:.i.cpbell 0508 Grass 
16o5 Pocasse 0509 Lo ng 
1606 Salt 0510 Nicholson 
1607 East Flat 0511 Dry 
1608 Flat 0512 Horseshoe 
1609 McClarem 0513 .1:1orseshoe 2E. 
0514 Cottonwcod 
Charles Mix 0515 Kings 
1701 Andes, s. 0516 Warren 
1713 Andes, Center 0517 Medicine 
1714 Andes, N. 0518 McK.:.lligan' s 
1702 Da..'1.te 0519 Richland 
1703 Geddes 0520 Stink 
1704 Academy 0521 Sasse Slough 
1705 Dowd 0522 McKilliga."l I s, w. 
1706 Platte 0523 Kampeska. Pit, '"' -· 
17"7 Wagner 
1708 Red Corson 
1709 Bovee 2001 Kelle:::-' s 
1710 Kou pal 2002 I"icGee 
1711 George 2003 Mallard 
1712 Song H"Wk 2004 Trail Cit:, 





























































































· 2224 Keintz Slough 
2225 Black Slough 







































































Glen French #1 









l>"..oreau ·  #3 
Timber 
Owl Creek 




2502 Armour (Kids Pond) 
2503 Simpson 
Ed:nunds 
2601 Bowdle Hosmer 











2703 Cold Brook 
2704 Sherberth 
2705 Limestone Butte 
2706 Cottonwood Springs 
2707 Williair.s 







2715 Ot-co' s 
2716 wllite 
2717 Ray 
2718 Sides Dam 
2719 Coffeen 
2720 Vandenberg 
2721 South Indian #l 
2722 Pioneer #1 
2723 Pioneer #2 
2724 Fire Dam 







2806 Gerkin Refuges 
Faulk Cont. 
2807 Zell 
































































Herrick ( Spendor) 
Star 





































:;407 Twin, N. 
,3408 Twin, s. 
3409 Hanson ��arr/ 
Harding 
3501 Gardner 
3502 Antelope Range 
3503 Rabbit Creek 
3504 Ledger, W. 





























3906 Cottonwood Range 
3907 Brook #1 
3908 Wheeler #1 
3909 }lheeler #2 
Jerauld 
4001 Crow 














4104 Murdo R. R. 




4203 CherrJ, N. 















4217 Brush (Twin) 
4218 Spring, E. 









4 307 V.d.lwaukee 




4312 Winfred, s. 
4313 Rou."ld 
Lawrence 

































4v08 Eli Hofer 
4609 Schilll?lel s 
4610 Gross 




4701 Eureka #1 
4702 Leela 
4703 F.illview 
4704 Weton.lta { Ccmp-:cn) 
4705 Wolff 






4801 Red Iron, N. 
4802 Red Iron, s. 
4803 Cottonwood 








4812 Fort, s. 
4813 Four Mile 
4814 Goodbird 












4825 Nine Mile 
4826 Sarah 
4827 Simons 
4828 Six Mile 
4829 Turtlefoot 
4830 Two Island 
4831 \·lhi te 
4832 Clear 
4833 Roy 
48::;4 Buffalo, s. 




4840 Stink, E. 
4841 Goodbird, N. 









4908 Mid Butte 




4913 Fort Meade 
4914 Foll et 
4915 Sulphur 
4916 Choate 
4917 Lake Dam 
4918 Fort Meade VA 
4919 Maurine #2 
Mellette 









5103 Chain �vlins ) 















0108 Dell Rapids 
0109 Ga_�etscn 
0110 Loss 
0111 Clear, E. 
0112 Lost, s. 
0113 Hun timer 








0201 New Underwood 
0202 Bruce 





0208 Slate Cr. Dam 
0209 Sheridan 
0210 .tf..:i. tchell 
0211 Major 
0212 Bloom 
0213 · Casper 
0214 Cement Plant 
0215 Deer Cr. Da!!! 
0216 · Farmingdale 








0223 Mako Sica 
0224 Newton Fork 
0225 Pierce 
0226 QuL"l.."l, N. 
0227 �inn, s. 





0233 Table 71 
02:;4 Tennyson 
0235 Teuber 
0236 USDA Trout Dam 
0237 Victoria 
0238 Wall (New) 
0239 White 










0250 Big Foot 
0251 Fike Pond 
0252 Missle Allotment 
0253 NQ White Water 
0254 Haynes 
0255 Roosevelt Pond 
Perkins 
5301 Shadehill 
5302 Lemmon State 
5303 Vobedja 
5304 Flat Creek 
5305 Sorum 























































































Letcher ( Kids Por.d) 






Shannon Todd Cont. 
6501 Oglala Res. t613 Iron Wood 
6502 white Clay 6614 Swift Bear 
;_:503 Kyle 6615 Heifer 
6504 Derby 6616 E."lemy- Woman 
6505 Wolf Creek G617 Omaha Boy 
6506 Big Al.ltali 6618 Mer.rin Colombe 
6507 Pine Ridge 
Tripp 
Spin.lt 6001 Roosevelt. 
5701 Dudley 6002 Sully 
5702 Twin 6003 Inrin 
5703 Cottonwood 6004 Beauliau 
5704 Redfield (005 Bloom 
5705 Timber Creek 6006 Ca:.·ter 
5706 Mirage L007 Covey 
5707 Turtle L 008 Big Dog Zar 
5708 Northville t:009 King 
5709 Bieriz,.an (Mansfield) 6010 f.lcLaughlin 
6011 Re.hn 
Stanley 0012 Snow 
5801 Red Plwn 6013 Sundahl 
5802 Hayes 6014 Woolheizer 
5803 Trout Pond co15 Witten 
5804 50-50 Allot1:1ent 6016 Sin.'!tler 
6017 Har.ill 
Sully 6018 Lone Tree 
5901 Cottonwood 
5902 Sully Tu.."T'?ler 
5903 Fuller 6101 Swan 
5904 Okobojo Ll02 Mid 
5905 Mmdt 6103 Marion 
5906 Post  
5907 Stone Union 
59o8 Walker 6201 McCook 
5909 Fisher 6202 Nor..reigan 
5910 Troy t:203 Sargent (Nison) 
6204 Cole 
Todd 
6601 Boar1ing School Walworth 
6602 rte Dog 6301 HiddPTlWOOd 
6603 Mission 6302 Spring 
6604 Hidden Timber 6303 .tv'.olstad 
ccos White t;304 Swan 
6606 Beads Creek 
66o7 Rosebud Washabaugh 
6608 Ghost Hawk c:701 !'f.ia.y 
6609 Sharps t 702 Dithmer 
6610 Chases Woman 6703 Poor Bear 
cG11 Spotted Tail 
6612 Eagle Feather 
Yankton 
0701 .Marindahl 
0702 Beaver (State) 
0703 Westside 
0705 Ya.r.kton (Cottonwood) 
Ziebach 
6401 Bedner 





6407 Rattle Snake 
.Mainstem Reservoirs 
1610 Oahe 
loll Oahe Tailwaters 
1612 Sharpe 
1613 Sharpe Tailwaters 
1614 Frances Case 
1615 Francis Case Tailwaters 
1616 Missouri R. To Running w. 
1617 Lewis and Clark 
1618 Lewis and Clark Tailwaters 
1619 Mi ssouri R. to Sioux City 











l. Ichthyomyzon unicus�is - silver lamprey 
Acipenseridae 
2. Scanhirhynchus platorynchus - pallid sturgeon 
3 • .§.:. albus - shovelnose sturgeon 
4. 
Polyodontidae 
5. Polyodon snathula - paddlefish 
Lepisosteidae 
6. Lepisosteus platostomus - shortnose g� 
7. L. osseus - longnose gar 
.Amiidae 
8. Anti.a cal va - bowfin 
Anguillidae 
9. Anguilla rostrata - Americal eel 
Clupeidae 
10. Alosa chrysochloris - skipjack herrir.g 




14 . Hiodon alosoides - goldeye 
15. Ho tergisus - mooneye 
Salmonidae 
16. Salmo trutta - brown trout 
170 .§.:. gairdneri - rainbow trout 
18. Salvelinus fontinalis - brook trout 
19 • .§.:. namycush - la.�e trout 
20. Oncorhynchus nerka - kokanee 
21. O. kisutch - coho salmon 
22. Prosooium gemmiferum - Bonneville cisco 









Osmerus mordox - rainbQ.1 smelt 






Esox lucius - northern pike 
Esox masauinongy - muskie 
99 
Cyprinidae 
35. Ctenooharyngodon idella - grass carp 
:}�. C:rprinus caroio - carp 
37. Carrassius auratus - goldfish 
:,8. Notemigonus crysoleucas - golden shiner 
39. Semotilus margarita - pearl dace 
40. s. atromaculatus - creekchub 
41. Phoxinus � - nor'".Jiern redbelly dac€ 
42. fa_ ncogaeus - f5 nescale dace 
43. Couesius olumbeus - lake c hub 
44. H:,bopsis gracilis - flathead chub 
45. H. storeriana - silver chub 
46. & gelida - sturgeon chub 
47. l!:. meeki - sicklefin chub 
48. Nocomis biguttatus - hornyhead chub 
49. Rhinichthys atratulus - blacknose dace 
50. R. cataractae - longnose dace 
51. Phenacobius mirabilis - suckermouth mir-"lcw 
52 . Notroois atherinoides - emerald shiner 
53. N. rubellus - rosyface shiner 
54. & shumardi - silverband shiner 
55. &.. cornutus - common shiner 
56. &.. heterodon - blackchin shiner 
57. &.. hudsonius - spottail shiner 
58. N. blennius - river shiner 
59. No dorsalis - bigmouth shiner 
to. N. lutrensis - red shiner 
61. li.!. stramineus - sand shiner 
G2. !h topeka - Topeka shiner 
(3. !!!. heterolepis - blacknose shiner 
64. �athus hankinsoni - brassy minnow 
65. H. placitus - plains minnow 
66. .&,. nuchalis - silvery minnow 
67. Pirneohales notatus - bluntnose minnow 
68. !:,. promelas - fathead minnow 















Cycleptus elongatus - blue sucker 
Ictiobus cy:prinellus - bigmouth buffalo 
I. bubalus - sma.llmou�h buffalo 
I. niger - black buf'falo 
Carpiodes CYprinus - quillback 
f.:. carpio - river carpsuckcr 
Hypentelium nigricans - northern hog sucker 
100 
Castostomidae Cont. 
83. ?f.oxostoma eryth.ru ... "l"\lm - golden r�d..�orse 
84 . M. Macroleoidotum - shor"thead redhorse 
85. Catostomus commersor.i - white sucker 
86 . C. catostomus - longnose sucker 





91. Ictalurus melas - black bullhead 
92. b_ nebuloS'..is - brown bullhead 
93. b.. natalis - yellow bullhead 
94. b_ punctatus - channel catfish 
95. k. :f'urcatus - blue catfish 
96. Noturus gyrinus - tadpole madtom 
97. N. exilis - slender madtom 
98. 'iiYlodictis olivaris - flathead catfish 




102. Percoosis omiscornaycus - trout-perch 
Gadidae 
103. Lota lota - burbot 
Cyprinodontidae 
104. Fundulus diaPhe.nus - banded killifish 
105. F. kansae - plains killifish 
106. F7 sciadicus - plains topminnow 
107. 
Gasterosteidae 
1080 Culaea inconstans - brook stickleback 
Percichthyidae 
















Micropterus dolomieui - smallcouth b�ss 
M. salmoides - largemouth bass 
Lepomis cyanellus - green sunfish 
h gibbosus - pwnpkinseed 
L. macrochirus - bluegill 
i:' humilis - orangesptted sunfish 
Ambloplites rupestris - rock bass 
Pow.axis annularis - white crappie 





Family Poaceae (Gramineae) 
1.  Alooecurus Foxtail 
2. Beckmnnnia Slough grass 
3. Snartina Cord.grass 
4. Glyceria Mannagrass 
5 .  Phragm:i.tes Plume reed grass 
6. Leersia Rice cut-grass 
7. Phcllaris Reed canary grass 






















17. Elodea (Anacharis) Water,.;eed 











25 . Alisma 
Family Ceratophllaccae 
2u. Ceratophyllum 
Narrowleaf pondweed (Sago and curlyleaf) 























Yellow water lily 























Control - Biological 
Control - Chemical 
Control - Physical 
Forage - Increase 




Species che�.ge (Stockinc) 
Stocking - Decrease 
Stockir..g - Increase 





















40. Access - Aquire 
Aerate to preve�t fishkill 
Deep water si�hJn 
Dredging 
Fertilization 
Fish barrier - .In�tall 
Fish barrier - Remove 
Fish struct".JI"e - Inst�ll 
Nursery areas - Improve 
Nutrient control 
Pollution abatement 
Repair dam or dike 
Spawning i::.provement 
Waterlevel - Lower 
Waterlevel - ?.aise 
Waterlevel - Stabili=e 
Vegstation co�trol - Algae 
Vegetation control - riacro�hytes 
Menage for waterfowl 
41. Access - Improve 
42. Access - Limit 
43. Clearing - Obstr�ctions 
44. Fencing 
45. Plantings 
46. Sediment control 
47. Shore stabilization 
48. Shore vegetation cover 
49. Watershed restoration 











































Ramp - Concrete 
. ACC�SS R.ECC.tv:r.IND.ATIONJ 
R:.mp - Double-wide 
Ra.."JP - Gravel or dirt 
namp - Steel 
Roads - All weather 
Ro�ds - Internal 





Trails - Hiking 
Trails - Snowmobile 
Tree planting 
Toilets - Flush 













GIVEFISH Build Program 
OOOO lO I DEN T I F ICAT I ON D I V I S ION. 
000020 PRCGRAM- I C. G I VEF I SH BU ILD  PROGRAM. 
000030 REMAPKS .  G IVEF I S H  B U I LCS  G l �EF I SH DATA BASE.  
000035 A UT HCR. WARREN HOVLAND. 
OCOCJ.\O DATE �R I TTEN. l9 79. 
000050 EN� I RONHENT D IV I S ION . 
O C0060 CONF I GURAT ION SECT ION. 
000070 SOURCE-COMPUTER.  1 8�370. 
000080 OBJECT-COMPUTER . I BM-3 70.  
000090 I NPUT-OUTPUT S EC T ION. 
000 100 F ILE-CONTROL. 
0001 10  SELECT TAPE IN-F ILE  ASS IGN  TO OA-23l4-S-TAPE I N .  
000120 SELECT TAP EOUT-F ILE  A S S I GN TO OA-2314-S-TAPEOUT.  
000 (30 SELEC T  T EMP- F ILE ASS I Gh TO DA-23 1 4-S- TEMP. 
000 13 1 SELECT SOR l- F lLE ASS I GN TO DA-23 14-S-SORTTEMP. 
000 140 D ATA D IV I S ION.  
000 150 F IL E  SECT ICN. 
00015 1  FD  TAPE IN-F I L E  
000 152  R ECORD ING MODE F ,  RECORD CONTA I NS 80 CHARACTERS ,  
000 15 3  LABEL RECORDS AR E OM I TTED ,  DATA RECORD I S  TAPE I N-REC. 
000 154 01 TAPEl h-REC . 
000 155  C Z  LAKE-CODE- IN  
000 l56 CZ CARD- INFO- I N  
000 1 5 7  0 2  CARO-COCE- IN 
000 160 SO SORT-F ILE  
P lC X l 4 J . 
P I C  X l 74 1 . 
P I C  X ( 2 J . 
000220 CATA R ECOR C  I S  SORT-REC .  
000252 O l  SORT-REC. 
000254 CZ SORT-LAKE-CODE 
000256 CZ SDRT-CARD- I NFC 
000258  CZ SORT-CARO-CODE 
000260 FD TAPEOUT-F I LE 
PIC X U J  • 
P I C  X C  74 1 .  
P I C  X l 2 J . 
0002 10 RECOR C IN G  HOOE F ,  LABEL  �EC ORO S ARE OM I TTED,  
000280 R ECORD CONTA I NS 9292 C�ARACTERS , BLCCK CONT A I NS l RECORDS , 
000290 DATA R ECORC I S  TAPEOUT-RECORD.  
000300 01  TAPEOU J-RECORD P IC X (9Z9Z ) .  
O C03 10 FD TE�P-F I L E  
000320 R ECORD ING MODE F ,  LABEL  RECORDS ARE OM I TTED , 
000330 RECORD CONTA I NS 80 CHARACTER S,  BLCCK CON JA I NS  LO R ECORDS , 
000340 DATA R ECORCS  ARE CARO- l- lNPUT , C ARD-2- I NPUT, C AR0-3- lNPUT ,  
000350 C ARD-4- INPUT , CAR D-S- INPLT,  CAR0-6-INPUT ,  CAR0-7- INPUT e 
000 360 C AR0-8-INPLT , CARD-9- INPLT , CARO- L O- I N PUT , CARO-L L- INPUT , 
0003 70 CARO-lZ- IN PU T ,  CARD- l3- l �PUT , CAR D- 14- I NPUT ,  CAR0- 1 5- I NPUT , 
0003 80 CAR0-16- I NPUT , CAR0- 17- INPu r .  CAR0- 1 8- I NPUT ,  CAR0-1q- ( NPUT , 
000390 CAR0-20- INPUT , CAR0-2 1- INPUT , CARD-2Z-I NPUT , C ARD-23- I NPUT , 
O C0400 CAR0-24- INPUT , CAR0-25- l �Pur ,  CARD-Z6- I NPUT ,  CARD-Z7- I NPUT , 
000410 CARD-2 8- INP� f ,  C ARD-29- l �PUT , CARD-3 0- I NPUT , CAR0-31- l NPUT , 
000420 CAR0-32- INPl T ,  CAR D-33- l �PUT , C AR0-34-INPUT ,  CAR0-35- INPUT , 
000430 T EMP-R EC . 
000440 01 T EMP-REC. 
000450 OZ TEMP-LAKE-CODE 
000460 02 F ILLER 
000470 CZ TEMP-CARO-CODE 
0005 10 Ol CAR 0- 1- I NP� J .  
000520 CZ LAKE-CODE 
000530 C 2  SOURC E- l 
000540 CZ  OATE- l  
000550 02 DATA- 1 
000560 02 F I LLER 
000 5 70 OZ CARD-NU�BER 
000580 0 1  CAR0-2- INPU r .  
P I C  ll l o\ l . 
P IC X l 74 1 .  




P I C  
P IC 
P IC 
9 I 5 1 . 
9 1 5 1 . 
l l 6 l  • 
JC 1 22 l .  
II I 40 I • 
108 
109 
000590 C2 LAKE-CODE P IC 9 l ·U .  
C00600 02 OAU-2 P IC X C 7C )  • 
0006 10 02 F ILLER P IC X l4 J . 
000620 02 CARO-NUMBER P lC 99. 
000630 0 1  CAR0-3- INPI..T . 
OOOHO oz  L AKE-CODE P IC 9 1 4 1 . 
000650 02  SOURCE-3 P IC 9 1 SJ . 
000660 C Z  UN I T S  P IC x. 
000670 CZ ACT I ON-CODE P IC x. 
000680 02 R ! VER-3 CCC URS 2 TI JIIE S .  
000685 0 3  R I IIER-3-CATA P IC 9 ( 3 ) .  
0 0069C 02 DATE- 3 P IC 9 ( 6 1 . 
CC0700 02  DATA- 3 P IC JC 14 1 . 
000710  oz SP EC I ES- 3  CCC URS le T l  ME S.  
000715  C3 S P EC lES- 3-DATA PIC c; ( 3 J .  
000720 CZ OR A INAGE- 3 OCCURS 3 T IMES.  
000725 03 DRA I N AGE-3-CATA  P I C  9 i't J .  
000730 02 MAP-DATE-3 P IC X C 't J . 
I 
0007'e0 02 POPULATE-3 CCCURS � T I ME S .  
000745 0 3  POPULATE-3-CATA  P IC  9 1 6 1 .  
' 000750  02  F ILLER P IC X l 5 ) . 
000760 oz CARO-NUMBER PIC 99. 
000770 0 1  CAR D-4- INPUT . I 000 780 02 L AKE-COC E  P IC 9 ('t J . 000790 02 TYPE-4 P IC x. 
I 000800 02  LCCAT I Ol\-4 P IC 9 1 3 ) . 000 8 10 02 CONST-OAlE-4 P IC 9( ,. )  • 000820 C2 SP ILLi.A Y-4 P IC x.  
! 000830 02  II IDTH-'t P [C  9 C 5 1 . 
000 840 CZ OIINER-4 P IC xx. 
000850 02 PLAN-EST I M  P IC x. 
000860 02 AREA-4 P lC 9 ( 71 . 
000870 0 2  MEANDERED P IC 9(6 ) . 
1)00880 0 2  L I TTORAL P IC 9 ( 6 ) .  
000890 02 P ERCENT-L T P I C  xx. 
000900 02 MU-DEP rH-'t  P IC  9 ('e ) . 
00091 0  02 AVE-DEPTtt-'e P I C  9( 3 1 . 
000920 C2 BENCHMARK P IC 9' 3 ) . 
000930 CZ ANN-FL UC-H IGH P IC 9 f 3 ) .  
000940 02 ANN-FLUC-LOII P IC 9 ( 3 ) .  
000950 02 LT-FLUC-H I GH P IC CJ l 3 J . 
000960 02 L T-Fl.UC-LOW P IC 9 1 3 ) . 
00'"70 02 ELEVA T I ON-It P IC  q [ 4 ) . 
000980 02 114 r ER SHED-It P IC 9( 81 V99.  
000910 02 CARO-Nl,MSER P IC 99. 
COlOOO O L  CAR0-5- INPUT . 
0010 10 02 LAkE-CCOE P IC 9 1 4 1 .  
001 020 02 UN I T S  P IC x. 
001030 o z  ACT I ON-C CDE P IC x. 
001040 02 SOURC E-5 P IC 9 ( 5 1 . 
001050 02 R l'tl fR l-5  P IC  9 ( 3 ) .  
001 055 CZ IH VER Z-5  P I C  9 1 3 1 .  
00 1060 C2 OATE-5 P lC X l 6 1 . 
001070 02 LENGTH-5 P IC 9 l 5 J V9 .  
0 0 1080 02 CHANNEL-5 P IC 9 1 3 ) . 
001090 02 II I DT H- 5  P IC XJC .  
001 1 00 C2 DEPTH-5 P IC 9 1 2 1  V9 . 
001 1 10 C2 NORMAL-H JGH P IC 59 ( 5 1 . 
001 120 02 MEAN-At.NUAL P IC 59 1 5 1 .  
0 0 1 130 CZ POOL-IIATER P ic X l l4 ) .  
00 1 140 
001 1 50 
0 01 160 
0 0 l l70 
001 180 0 1  
001 190 
001 200 
001 2 10 
001215 
0 01220 
00122 5  
001210 
001240 









001340 0 l 
001 350 
0 0 l 360 
00131'(1 
0 0 1380 
00 ll90 
001-\00 




001-\50 01  
0 0 1 -\60 












00159 0  












02 AVE-GRAD I ENT  
CZ  S TABLE-BANK 
CZ  F ILLER 
02 CARO-Nl.HBER 
CAR0-6- INPli T .  
P I C  99V9 . 
P lC XJC. 
P JC X l l2 ) .  
P IC 9c;. 
C2 LAKE-CODE P IC 9 ( 4 1 . 
02 BOTTOM-STRATA P IC X l36 1 .  
CZ F I SH (NG-hATER l CCCURS 3 T I ME S .  
Cl F I SH ING-kATER l-DATA PIC 9 16 1 .  
02 F I SH ING-kATERZ CCC UR S 3 T I ME S .  
0 3  F I SH ING- kATERZ-DATA P IC 9 ( 5 1 . 
CZ F ILLER P IC X I S ) . 
CZ CARD-NUMBER P IC 99.  
CAR0-1- INPUT . 
02 LAKE-CODE 
02  RE SOURCE-USE 
02 '9ATER-R (GHT  
CZ 0'9ELL ING S 
CZ  I SLANDS  
CZ  DEVELOP"4ENT 
OZ F ILLER 
02 CARD-NUMBER 
CAR0-8- INPUT . 
CZ LAKE-CODE  
02  TYPE-8 
CZ NAME-8 
CZ LOCAT ION-a 
02 DEPTH-8 
02 H I GH-8 
02 ANNUAL-8 
02 BOlTOl'-8 
02 F ILLER 
02 CARD-NUMBER 
CARD-9- INPl.iT . 
02 LAKE-CODE 
02 SOURCE-9 
02 UNI T S  
02 ACT ION-CODE 
02 DATE-9 
02 LOCAT ION-9 
CZ SECCH I 
02 COLOR 
OZ TEMP-O U 
03 DEPTH- 9  
03 TEMP  
03  D I SS-OXY 
02 F ILLER 
02 CARD-NUMBER 



















9 (4 1 . 
9 (41 . 
9 (6 1 . 
9 1 3 1 . 
Xll . 
X f 30 . 
X (25 I .  
99. 
9 14 ) . 
x cz , . 
X UC J .  
9 ( 3 1 . 
X 14 1 .  
9 ( 5 1 . 
9 1 5 ) . 
x x. 
X (43 I .  
9CJ. 
P IC 9 ( 4 ) .  
P IC 9 ( 5 ) .  
P IC x.  
P IC x. 
P I C  X (6 J . 
P IC 9 1 3 ) . 
P IC 9 C 3 J . 
P lC X C S I .  
CCC URS 5 T l  fllE S .  
P I C  9 C 3 1 V9 .  
P IC XX .  
P IC 9 1 2 I V9 .  
P IC X IS I . 
P IC 99. 
02 LAKE-CODE P IC 9 14 1 . 
02  lHERHO-LDk PIC 9 C 3 1 V 9 .  
02 THERMO-H I GH P IC 9 C 3 J V9.  
C2 ALKAL IN IT Y  CCCURS 3 T l �e s .  
03 AL KAL I N I T �-DATA P IC 9 ( 3 ) .  
02 PH- LO P IC 9 C Z I V9 .  
0 2  CC2 P IC l lX. 
OZ HARDNES S  P IC 9 1 4 1 .  
02 CONDUC T I V I TY P I C  9 ( 4 ) . 
C2 SOL I DS CCCURS 2 T I ME S. 
03 SOL I D S-DATA P I C 9 1 � 1 .  
1 10 
1 1 1  
001680 02 PHO S OCCUR S  2 T l  ME S .  
001685 03 PHO S-OA TA P I C  9Y99 . 
0 0 1 690 02 CHL OROPH YLL CCC UR S 2 T I ME S .  
00l6'll5 03 CHlOAOPH'tLL-OATA P I C  9 1 3 > .  
001 700 0 2  C hLOR IDE- I O N  P I C  9 ( 4 ) . 
0 0 1 1 1 0  02 N I TROGEN CCCURS 4 T I ME S .  
0 0 1 1 1 5  03 N ( lROGEN-OATA P I C  9 9 V99. 
0 0 1 120 02 OATE- lC P IC X l 4 1 . 
0 0 1130 02 CARO-NUMBER P IC 99 . 
001 740 0 1  C AR0- 1 1- l NPU T .  
001 750 02 L AKE-CODE P IC 9 1 4 ) . 
0 0 1 760 02 SOURCE- 1 1  P I C  •u s , .  
0 0 1 170 02 AC H ON-CODE P IC x. 
0 0 1 780 C2  R I VER'."" l l  CCCURS 2 ·T l l'E S .  
001 185 03 R I  VER- 1 1-0A TA P it 9 1 3 1 .  
001790 02 one- 11  P I C X l6 1 .  
00 1800 02 COVERAGE- 1 P I C  XX. 
001 8 10 02 STAN O I NG-EHERG CCC URS 5 T l "'E S .  
001 820 03 S P EC IE S l- l l  P l C  1 H 3 1 .  
001 830 OJ ABliN D l- L l  P I C  x. 
001 840 02 COV ER AGE-2 P IC X X .  
001 850 02 GROWT H-1 1 P IC 9 1 3 1 .  
00 1860 oz SUBMERGED OCCUR S 5 T l l'E i .  
001870 03 S P EC I E  52- 1 1  P IC 9 1 3 1 . 
00 1880 03 A81.iND2- l l  P I C x .  
0 0 1 890 02 O THER-L I FE P IC X ( 9 ) . 
001900 02 CAR D-NllMBER P IC 99. 
001910  0 1  CARD- 12- IN PU T .  
0 0 1 920 C2 L AKE-CODE P IC 9 1 4 J . 
001930 CZ S P EC  I E S- 1 2  OCCUR S 1 8  T I ME S. 
0019.\0 03 S P EC I E S l- 12 P I C 9 1 3 1 . 
001950 03 ABl.NO l- 1 2  P I C  x. 
001960 02 F I LLER P IC xx. 
001971) 02 CARD-NI.IMB E R  P IC 99. 
0Cl 980 0 1  CAR D- 13- I NPU T .  
001990 02 LAKE-CODE P IC 9 1 4 1 . 
002000 02 SPAWN I NG-AREA CCCURS 5 T l l'E S .  
0020 10 03 S P EC l E S- 1 3  P I C 9 1 3 ) . 
002020 03 EVAL U A T I O �  P IC x .  
002030 03 L DC.A T l  ON- 13 OCCUR S  3 T I MES P I C  9 ( 3 1 .  
002040 02 F ILLER P IC X l9 ) . 
002050 02 CARO-NUM B ER P IC 99. 
002060 0 1  C AR O- l it- I NPU T .  
002070 02 LAKE-CODE P IC 9 ( 4 ) . 
0 02080 02 SOURCE- l it  P IC 9 ( 5 ) . 
002090 02 UN I T S  P IC x .  
002 100 02 ACT I CN-CCDE P IC x.  
0 02 1 10 02 DATE- H P lC X l6 ) . 
0 02 120 02 STOCK I NG CCC UR'S 4 T l  HE S .  
002 130 03 SP EC I E S- 14 P I C  •H 3 ) . 
0 02 140 03  NUMB ER- 1 4  P I C  9 C 7 1 .  
002150 Q.J S IZE- H P I C  x. 
002 160 02 F I LLER P IC X ( l 7 ) . 
002 1 70 02 CARO-NUftBER P IC 9 9 .  
0 02 180 O l  C AR 0- 15- I N PU T .  
002 190 02 L AK E-COD E P IC 9 l lt l . 
002200 02 NET  HOO P IC x.  
0022 1 0  0 2  HAU L S  P I C 9 C 3) . 
002220 C2 C011MERC t AL CCCURS 6 T I ME S . 
002230 03 i P EC I E S- 1 5  P I C 9 1 3 1 .  
112 
0 02240 03 WE IGU- 1 5  P lC CJ l 6 1 .  
002250 o z  F llLE:R P I C  X l l 4 1 . 
0 02260 CZ Y EAR- 1 5  P I C  xx .  
002270 02 C AR O-NUMB ER P lC 'J9. 
oozzao 0 1  CARD- 16- INPU T .  
0 02290 02 LAKE-CO D E  P lC 9 1 4 1 . 
002300 CZ C OMM- 16 CCCURS 2 T l 1'1E S .  
0023 10 03 SP EC IE S  l- 16  PJC  9 1 3 J . ·  
0 02320 03 i. E I GH T l- 16 P I C  9 ( 6 1 .  
002330 02 GAM E l- 16 CCCURS  5 T I ME S .  
00234'0 03 SP EC I E S2- 16 P l C  9 1 3 1 .  
002 3 50 03 NUMB ER2- l6 P I C  9 1 4 1 .  
002360 CZ GAMEZ- U CCC UR S 2 T l  ME 5 .  
002370 03 S P EC I E SJ- 16 P IC 9 1 3 1 .  
002380 03 NUICBE R 3- 16 P I C  9 1 6 1 .  
O C2390 CZ  F ILLER P IC x. 
002/eOO 02 Y EAR- 16 P I C  xx. 
0 02 't l0 02 CAR O-NllMBER P IC 99. 
0 02'i20 0 1  C AR 0- 1 7- I NPI.T . 
0 02't30 CZ LAK E-CO D E  P lC 9 C 4 1 . 
002lt40 02 SDURC E- 1 7  P IC 9 1 5 1 . 
0 021t50 02 UN l T S P IC x .  
O C21e60 02 ACT ION-CODE P IC x. 
OOZo\70 02 DATE- 1 7  P IC X l6 1 . 
00l"80 02 P UL L S- 1 7  P IC X( 61 • 
0 02lt90 02 L ENGTH- 1  7 P IC 9 ( 3 1 .  
002500 CZ DEP TH- 1 7  P IC xx. 
0 0 2 5 10 02 M E SH- 1 7  P IC 9V9 ( 3 1 .  
0 02 520 02 D I S TANC E- 1 7 P IC 9 ( 4 1 . 
I 
002530 02 AR E A- 1 7  P I C  9 C l l  V 9 .  
002 540 02 f ILLE R P IC X 1 38 ) .  
0 02550 02 C AR O-NUN B ER P J C  99. 
002 560 01  C i\R D- 1 8- l NP ll T  • 
t 002 5 70 02 LAK E-CO D E  P I C  9 t 4 1 . 0 02580 02 OATA- 18 CCC UR S  6 T I ICE S .  
002590 03 SP EC I E S- 1 8 P IC 9 1 3 1 .  
OCZ600 03 NUMB E R- 1 8  P I C  9 ( 6 J .  
0 0261 0 0 3  F I L L E R  P lC X t :i l .  
0 02620 oz F ILLER-2 P IC xx. 
0 02630 02 CAR 0-Nt;MRER P IC 99. 
0 02640 0 1  C AR 0- 19- INPUT . 
0 02 650 02 L AK E-CO D E  P IC 9 1 4 1 . 
002660 02 SOURC E- 1 9  P IC 9 ' 5 1 . 
002670 02 METHOD- 19 P IC JC X X .  
0 02 6 80 02  MESH- 1 9 P IC 99V9 1 3 ) .  
0 02 6 90 02  LENG T H- 19 P IC 9 9 VCJ .  
002 100 02 HEI GM- 19 P IC 9CJV9.  
002710 CZ III I OJH- 19 P IC 99V9 . 
002720 02 OUR AT  ION- l 9 P IC J( 1 6 1 .  
0 02730 oz AR E A- 1 9  P IC 99VCJ . 
0 02 7-\0 02 UN I T S- 1 9  P IC •• 
0 02750 02 ACT I ON-COD E  P IC x. 
0 02 760 02 OATE- 1 9  P IC J( C 6  I .  
0 02 770 o z  F I LLER P (C lC ( 35 I .  
002780 02 CARO-NUHBER P IC 99. 
002 790 0 1  C AR0-20- I NPt.T . 
002800 02 L AKE-CO D E  P IC 9 1 4 1 . 
0 0 2 8 1 0  C Z  S P E C I E S-20 P IC 9 ( 3 1 . 
0 02820 02 TO TAL-20 P IC 9 ( 5 1 . 
002830 02 PCT-NUl'-20 P IC xx. 
1 13 
O OZ8.\0 02 TO TAL-.. T- 20 P lC 9 ( 5 1 V9. 
002850 CZ PCT-WT- 20 P lC xx. 
OOZ860 C2 IIIEAN-LENGTt+-20 P IC 9 13 I V9. 
002810 02 MEAN-W J-20 P lC 99V9 1 3 J . 
002880 02 hET-NU'4-20 P lC 9 1 4 1 . 
002 890 02 NET-WT-20 P IC 9 ' 41 1  V9 . 
002900 02 F ILLER P IC X C 3 6 J  • 
002905 oz  YEAJt- ZO P lC xx.  
002910  CZ  CARO-NIJflB ER P lC 99. 
002920 O l  CAR0-2 l- lNPI,; T .  
002930 oz LAKE-CODE  P lC 9 ( 4 ) . 
0029/tO 02 SOURCE- 2 1  P IC 9 1 5 ) . 
002950 oz METHOD-Z l  P lC JC C 3 J . 
002960 02 MESH-2 l P IC 99V9 ( 3 J .  
OOZ970 02 L ENGTH-2 1 P lC 99V9. 
002980 02 HE IGHT-2 1 P IC 99V9. 
002990 02 W IDTH-2 1  P IC 99V9 . 
003000 oz OURAT ION-Z l P JC K f  6 1 . 
0030 10 02 AR EA- 2 1  P I C  99V9. 
003020 02 UN J T S-2 l P IC IC. 
003030 CZ  ACT I ON-C COE P IC JC. 
003040 02 OATE- 2 1  P I C  1( ( 6 ) . 
003050 02 F I LLER P IC X l 3 5 )  • 
003060 02 CARO-NUMBER P IC 99. 
003070 0 1  CAR0-22-INPt.lT.  
I 003080 02 LAKE-CODE  P IC 9 (.t, J . 003090 02 SP EC I E S- 22 P IC 9 ( 3 1 .  
1 003 100 02 OATA-ZZ  P IC X C65 1 .  003 1 10 02 TO TAL-22 P IC 9 1 3 ) . 
003 120  02  F I LLER P IC x. i 003 1 30 02 YEAR-Z2 P IC xx. 
001 UO 02 CARD-Nl,MBER P IC 99. 
j 003 150 0 1  CARD-Z.J- INPU T .  
I 003 160 02 LAKE-CODE P (C 9 (.t, J . 003 1 70 oz SOURCE-23 P IC 9 ( 5 )  • 
003 180 02 UN I TS-23 P IC x. 
l 003 190 02 AC J lON-CODE- 23 P IC x. 
I 003200 C Z  DATE-23 P IC X l6 ) . 
I 003210  02 F I LLER  P IC X ( 6 1 J • 
1 003220 02 CARO-NU1'4BER P lC 99.  003230 0 1  CAR0-24- H.iPUT . 
003240 02 LAKE-CCDE P IC 9 14 1 . ' 003250 02 SP ECI ES- 24 P IC  9 1 3 1 . 
003260 C Z  S IZE- Zit P [C 9 ( 4 J . 
0032 70 CZ SAMPLE-24 P lC 9 1 3 ) . 
1 
003280 oz AGE-GROUP-24 CCCURS 9 T I M E S .  
003285 03 AGE-GROUP-2�-DATA  P I C 9 ( 3 ) V9.  
• 0 03290 C2  F ILLER P lC X l 28 J .  
I 003300 02 CARO-NUl'SER P (C 99.  
l 003 3 10 0 1  CARD-25- I NPU T .  
l 003320 02 L AKE-CODE  P [C 9 ( 4 1 . 003330 CZ AGE-GROUP-25  P lC U 36 1 .  003340 CZ F ILLER p (C ( ( 3 8 1 .  t 003350 oz CARO-NUMBER P IC 99. 
003360 0 1  CAR0-26- I NPUT .  I 003 3 70 CZ L AKE-CODE P lC 9 ( 4 ) . 
i 003380 02 SOURCE-Zl:  P lC 9 ( 5 1 . 003390 02 UN J T S-26 P lC x.  1 OOHOO 02 ACT l ON-CODE-26 P IC x. j 
0034 l0 02 OATE-26 P JC ll. ( 6 1 . 
1 14 
oon20 02 DA TA-26 P IC ll ( 2 1 1 .  
OOH30 02 SP EC I E S- 26 OCCUR S  4 T I ME S .  
OOH3 5 03 SP EC I E S- 26-0ATA PIC 9 1 3 1 . 
001440 02 F ILLER P lC X 1 28 1 . 
0 03450 oz CARO-NUMBER P IC 99. 
OOH60 0 1  C AR 0- 2 7- INPUT • 
0 034 70 02 LAKE-CODE P IC CJ l ft )  • 
0 03 -\80 02 ACCUR ACY- 2 7  P IC x. 
003.\9 0  0 2  SOURCE-27  P lC CJ l ft J . 
003500 02 DATE- 2 7  P I C  X ( 6 J . 
003 5 1 0  oz HOUR S- 27 P lC 9 1 6 ) . 
003520 02 AVE-OA't- 2 7  P IC 99V9. 
003530 C2  WE I GHT- Z 7  P IC 9 C 6 J . 
003540 02 NUMBER-Z 7 P IC 9 16 ) . 
003550 02 F I LLER P lC X l lt2 1 .  
003560 02 CARD-NUMB ER P IC 99. 
003 5 70 0 1  CARD-Z S- I NPUT. 
003 580 02 LAK E-CODE P IC 91.\J . 
003 590 02 DA JA- 28 CCC UR S  8 T I ME S .  
00360 0  03 SP EC I E S- 28 P I C  9 1 3 1 .  
0036 1 0  03 CATCtt-HR-28 P IC 9 1 3 1 .  
0 01620 03 W T-HR- Z B  P IC 9V99. 
0 03630 02 F I LLER P IC xx. 
0036.\0 02 CARO-NUMBER P IC 99. 
003650 O l  CARD-2CJ- I NP U T .  
003660 02 L AKE-CO D E  p (C 9 ( 1t ) . 
0036 70 02 SOURCE-29 P IC 9 ( 5 ) . 
0 03690 02 D ATE- 29 P IC X l 6 J . 
003 700 02 HO UR S-zc; P IC 9 1 61 . 
003 7 1 0  02 ACTI V S-29 CCCURS l l  T I M E S .  
003 7 1 5  03 AC T I  V S-29-0A TA P I C  1 H O .  
0 03720 02 F ILLER P IC XC  13 1 .  
003 730 0 2  CAR O-NU,. BER P ( C  99. 
0 03 7<\0 0 1  CAR 0-3 0- I NP U T .  
003 750 02 L AK E-CODE P I C 9 (4 1 .  
003 760 02 SOURCE-30 P I C  9 1 5 1 .  
003170 02 ACT ION-C ODE P I C  x. 
003 78 0  02 DATE-30 P I C  X C 6 J . 
003 790 02 R EC S-JC P I C  X l 8 1 .  
003 800 02 F ILLER P I C  X C 54 I • 
0038 1 0  0 2  CAR O-NUMB ER P l C  99. 
0038 20 0 1  CAR0-3 1- I NPL T .  
003830 02 L AKE-COO E P I C 9 flt J .  
0038'\0 02 OAfA-3 1  CCCUR S 2 T l  Me i .  
003850 03 R EC- 3 1  P l C  x x .  
OC3 860 0.3 S P EC I E S l-3 1 P l C  9 ( 3 1 . 
003 8 70 0.3 S P EC IE S Z-3 1 P l C  9 1 3 1 .  
0 03880  03 B ENEF I T-3 1 P I C 9 ( 6 1 . 
003 890 03 YEAR-C OP'PlE TE P I C  X X. 
003 900 03 COST-3 1 P I C 9 1 6 1 . 
0039 l 0  C2  F ILL ER P I C  X l 281 . 
003920 02 Y EAR- 3 1  P l C  xx. 
003930 02 CARD-NUMBER P I C  99. 
00391t0 0 1  C AR0-32- I NPU T .  
003950 02 LAKE-CODE P I C  9 1 4 1 .  
003 96 0  oz  DA TA-32 CCCURS 2 Tl  l'I E S .  
003 9 70 03 L DCA T I ON-32 P IC 9 I 3 J .  
003980 03 R EC- 32 PIC  x x .  
0 03990 03 BENEF I J-32 P IC 9 ( 6 J .  
OOltOOO 03 COST-32 P I C 9 ( 5 J .  
0040 l0 03 REC2-32 
004020 03 8ENEF I T 2-32 
004030 03 COS T 2- 3 2  
004040 C2 F ILLER 
00"°50 02  YEAR-32 
004060 OZ CARO-NUMBER 
004070 0 1  CAR D-33- I NPUT.  
00lt080 02 LAKE-CODE 
004090 02 CAR0-33- I NFO 
004100 02  CARD-NUMBER 
004 1 10 0 1  CAR D- 34- I NPUT.  
004120 C2 LAKE-CODE 
004 130 02 SDURCE-34 
004 140 02 UN I TS-34 
004 1 50 02 ACT ION-CODE-34 
00.160  02 DATE- lit 
004 1 70 02 F ILLER 
004180 02 CARO-NUMBER 
00. 190 0 1  CAR0-35- INPUT.  
004200 02 L AK E-COCE  
004210 CZ LOCAT I ON-3 5 
004220 02 NAH E-35 
004230 02 FAC I L IT I E S-35 
004240 02 �ATERFRONT- 3 S  
004250 02  AR EA-35 
004260 CZ MA I NTENANC E-35 
004270 02 FAC I L-35 
004280 02  I N VEST- 3 5  
004290 CZ YEAR-35 
004300 02 F ILLER 
0043 1 0  02 CARD-NUMBER 
004320 WORK ING-STORAGE S ECT ION . 
P I C  ll X.  
P I C  9 (6 ) . 
P I C  9 ( 5 1 .  
P I C  X C l 't l . 
P I C  X X .  
P I C  9 9 .  
P I C  9 14 1 .  
P IC X l 14 1 .  
P IC 9'9. 
P IC 9 ( 4  I .  
P IC 9 ( 5 ) . 
P IC x.  
P IC x .  















X 16 1 1 .  
99. 
9 ( 4 1 .  
9 ( 3 ) . 
X C 1 5 J . 
X l 25 ) .  
9 ( 6 ) . 
'9 ( 4 ) . 
9 1 6 1 . 
9 (6 ) .  




P I C  'H4 1 .  004330 77 CLO-LAKE-COD E  
004335 1 7  I SUB 
004335 77 J sue 
P IC 99 . 
P I C  99 . 
004340 0 1  TAPEOUT-REC . 
004350 CZ CARD- 1-NUH P IC 9 .  
004360 02  CAR 0- 1-DA TA CCCUR S l 
0043 10 03 SOURCE- 1 P IC 
004380 03 OATE- 1 P I C  
004390 03 OATA - 1  P I C  
0041,00 0 2  CAR0-2-NUM P IC 9 .  
T I ME S .  
S •H 5 1  COHP-3.  
X ( 6 1 . 
x 1 22 1 . 
0 04410  02 CAR0-2-DATA OCCUR S 2 T l �E S .  
004415  0 3  DATA-2  P IC X ( 70 I .  
004420 0 2  C AR0-3-NUM P IC 9 .  
004430 02  CAR0-3-0ATA  OCC URS l T l �ES.  
00"40 03 SDURCE-3 P IC S9 ( 5 1  COMP- 3 .  
00¥t50 03  R I 'JER- 3  OCCURS 2 T l ME S .  
004455 04 R I VER-3-0ATA P IC 59 ( 3 1  COHP-3. 
004460 03 DATE-3 P IC 59 ( 6 1  COHP-3. 
004470 03 OATA-3 P I C  X l 't l .  
004-\80 03 SPEC IES-3  CCCURS 4 T IMES.  
004485 04 SPEC I E S-3-CA TA P I C  59 ( 3 )  COMP-3 . 
004490 03 DRA I NAGE-3 CCCURS 3 T IMES.  
00�95 04 ORA INAGE-3-0ATA P IC S9 1 4 t  COMP-3 . 
004500 03 HAP-CATE-3 P I C  i 9 ( 4 1  COMP-3 . 
0045 10 03 POPULATE-3 OCCURS 3 T IME S. 
0045 1 5 04  POPULATE-3-0 ATA P IC 59 ( 6 )  CO�P-3. 
004520 0 2  CAR0-4-NUM P IC 9. 
00453 0  02  CAR D-4-0A TA  OCCURS 1 T l  �es .  
115 
116  
004540 03 TYPE-4 P IC x .  
004550 03 LOCA T ION-It P IC SCJ I J I  COMP-3. 
004560 03 CONS T-DATE-It P I C  X ( 4 1 .  
004510 03 SP I L LWAY-4 P I C  'IC .  
004580 0 3  W IDT H-4 P l C  59 1 5 1  COHP-3. 
004590 03 Oli!NER-4 P IC  xx.  
004600 03 PLAN-EST I H  P IC  x .  
0046 10 03 AR EA-4 P l C  59( 9 1  COMP-3.  
004620 03 MEANDERED P IC 5 9 1 6 )  COMP-3. 
004630 03 L I  tTORAL P IC .i9 ( 6 1  COMP-3. 
004640 03 PERCENT- L T  P IC X X .  
004650 03 MAX-DEPTH-4 P I C  59 1 4 1  COHP-3. 
004660 03 AVE-OEPTH-4 P I C  59 1 4 1  COMP-3. 
004670 03  BENCHMARK P I C  59 ( 3 1  COMP-3. 
004680 ' 0 3  ANN-FLUC-H IGH PIC S 9 ( 3 1 COMP-3. 
004690 03  ANtt-FLOC-LOW P I C  5 9 1 3J  COM P-3 . 
004700 03 L T-FLUC-H I Gh P I C  5 9 1 3 1  COH P-3. 
0047 10 03 LT-FLUC-LOW P IC 59 ( 3 1  COHP-3.  
004720 03 ELEVAT ION--\ P I C  59 1 4 )  COHP- l .  
OOltTIO 03 WA fER SHED-It P IC S9 1 8 1 Vq l z l  COHP-3. 
004 740 02 CAR 0-5-NUM P IC 9. 
004750 02 CAR0-5-DATA OCCUR S l T I MES . 
004760 0 3  SOURCE-5 PIC S9 C  5 )  COMP-3. 
004110 03 R I VER l-5 P IC 59 1 3 )  COMP-3.  
004TI5 03 R I VER2-5 P I C  59 ( 3 1  COMP-). 
004 780 03 DATE- 5  P I C  X ( 6 1 . 
004790 03 LENGTH-5 P IC 59 ( 5 1 V9 COMP-3.  
004800 03 CHANNEL-5 P IC .i9 C 3 1  COMP-] . 
004810 OJ W IDJH-5 P I C  xx.  
004820 03  DEPTH-5 P lC 59 ( Z I V9 COMP-l . 
004830 03 NORMAL-H I GH P IC  s i; 1 s 1 COMP-) . 
004840 03 MEAN-ANNUAL P IC 59 ( 5 1  COMP-3. 
00485 0  03 POOL-WATER P I C X l l4 1 . 
004860 03  A V E-GRAD IENT P I C  S 9 1 2 I V9 COMP- 3 .  
0048 10 03 S TABLE-BANK P I C  xx .  
oo+aao oz CAR0-6-NIJM P IC  9.  
OOU90 02 CAR0-6-DATA CCCURS  l T I IIE 5 .  
004900 03 BOTTOM-STRATA P IC X l 36 1 .  
0049 10 03 F I  SH ING-Iii ATER l OCCURS 3 f U IE i. 
004915  O o\  F 1 5H l NG-kATERl-OATA P IC S9 l 6 1  CC!HP-3.  
004920 03 F JSH l NG-WATERZ cccu�5  J T lMes .  
004925 0 4  F I SH ING-�ATER2-DATA P IC 59 1 5 1  COHP-3. 
004930 oz CAR0-7-NUM P IC 9. 
004940 02 CARD-7-0A TA CCCURS l T I ME S .  
004950 03 R ESOURCE-USE P IC 59 1 4 1 COMP-3 . 
004960 03 WATER-R I GHT P IC 5 9 ( 6 1  COMP-3. 
004970 03 D-.EL L l NG S  P I C  59 ( 3 1 COMP-3. 
004980 03 I SLANO S P I C  xx .  
004990 03 DEVE LO PMENT P I C  X l 34 1 . 
005000 02  CAR0-8-NUM P IC  9. 
00501 0  oz CAR O-II-DATA CCCURS 5 T l l'E S .  
005020 03 TYPE-8 PlC xx. 
005030 03 NAHE•8 P IC X C LO I . 
005040 03 L OCAT ION-II P l C  S9 1 3 J  C011P-3 . 
005050 03 OEPTH-8 P I C  X ( 4 ) . 
005060 0 3  H I GH-8 P l C  59 ( 5 1  COMP-l. 
005010 0.3 ANNUAL-a P I C  59 ( 5 1  COHP-l . 
005080 03 BOHOM-8 PIC  xx.  
0 05090 02 CAA0-9-NUM P IC 9. 
005 100 oz CAR0-9-DAT4 CCC URS 4 T l  IIE S .  




005 1 50 
005160 
005 1 70 
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03 SO�RCE-9 P IC S9 1 5 1  COHP-3. 
03  DATE-9 P I C  X C6 1 .  
03 LOCAT ION-9 PlC S9 1 3 J  COMP-3. 
03 SECC HI  PIC  S9 ( 2 ) 'tl9 COMP-3. 
03 COLOR P IC  X l 5 J .  
03 TEHP-O XY OCCURS 5 T IH E S. 
04 DEPTH-9 P I C  S9 C 3 J V9 C OHP-3. 
Olt TEMP P IC X X .  
0 4  O I SS-O XV P IC S9 ( 2 ) V9 COH P-3 .  
0 2  CARO- LO-r.UM P IC 9. 
02 CAR D- 10-0A TA OCCURS 4 T l  HE S. 
0 3  fHERMO-LCW P IC  S9 ( 3 1 V9  COHP-3. 
03 THERHO-H lGH P IC S91 3 1 V9 COHP-3.  
03  AL KAL I N I TY OCCURS 3 T I ME S. 
04 ALKA L I N I T Y-DATA P IC  59( 3 1  COHP-3. 
03 PH- L C  P I C  59 ( 2 1 '19 COHP-3. 
03 C0 2 P I C  xx .  
0 3  HARDNE S S  P IC 59 ( 4 1  COHP-3.  
0 3  CONDUC T I V I TY P IC 59 ( 4 1  COMP-3.  
03  SOL I DS OCCURS 2 T IMES. 
04  SOL I DS-DAT A  P IC 59 1 .\ J  C OM P-3. 
03 PHOS OCCUR S 2 T IME S .  
04 PHOS-DATA P IC S9't19 ( 2 )  COHP-3. 
03 C HLOROPH YLL OCCURS 2 T IMES .  
04  CHLORCPHYLL-DAfA P IC 59 1 3 )  COMP-3 . 
03 C �LOR lDE- ICN PlC 59 1 4 )  COHP-3. 
03 N I TROGEN CCCURS  4 T IMES.  
O�  N I TROGEN-DATA P IC S99V99 COMP-3. 
03 OA TE- 10 P lC  X l 4 1 .  
02 CAR0-1 1-NUH P IC 9. 
OZ CAR0- 1 1-0ATA CCCURS l T IM ES.  
03  SOURCE- 1 1  P lC  59 1 5 1 COHP-3 .  
0 3  R l �ER- L l  OCCURS Z T I MES.  
04  R I VER- L L-DATA P lC 59 1 3 ) COHP-3 . 
03 OATE- l l  P I C  X I  6 ) . 
03 COVERAGE- L P lC  X X .  
03 STANO I NG-EHERG OCCURS 5 T I MES.  
0.\ SPEC I E S l- l L  P lC 59( 3 1  COHP-3. 
04 ABUND l- 1 1  P I C  X .  
03  COVERAGE-2 PlC xx. 
03  GROWTH- L l  P I C  S9 ( 3 1 COMP-3. 
03 S UBMERGE D  CCCURS 5 T IMES.  
04  SPEC I E S2- l l  P IC i9 1 3 1  COHP-3 . 
04 ABUND2- 1 L  P l C  x .  
03 O THER-L IFE  P I C  X l 9 1 .  
O Z  CARD- l2-t.U14 P IC 9. 
02 CAR0- 12-0A fA CCCURS 4 T I MES .  
0 3  SP EC I E S- 1 2  CCCUA S  1 8  T I ME S .  
0 4  SP EC I ES l- 12 P IC 59 ( 3 1 COMP-l. 
04 AB �ND l- 12  P IC X .  
02  CAR0-13-NUM P IC 9 .  
0 2  CAR0-1 3-0A TA OCCURS l T I ME S .  
0 3  SPA•N I NG-AREA OCCUR S  5 T IMES .  
04 SPEC I E S- l3 P [C 59 1 3 1  COMP-3 . 
04 E VALUA T I CN P I C  x .  
04 LOCA T ION- 13 OCCURS 3 T IMES  P I C  59 1 3 1  COMP-3 . 
C2 C.AR O- l 't-NUH PIC 9. 
02 CAR 0- 1 4-DA TA OCCURS l T I ME S .  
0 3  SOURCE- 1 4  P I C  5 9 (  5)  COH P-3.  
03 DATE- 14  P I C  ll ( 6 1 . 
1 1 7  
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005640 03 HOCK I NG OCCURS 4 T I MES.  
005650 04 SP EC I E S- 14  P IC 59 ( 3 1 COMP-3. 
005660 04 NUMB ER- l it  P I C  S 9 (  7 1  COHP-3.  
005670 04 S I ZE- 1 4  P I C  X .  
O OS6 80 02  CARD- 1 5-NUH P IC 9 .  
005690 02 CAR0-1 5-04 U CCCURS 2 T I ME S .  
005 700 01 METHOD P IC x .  
005 7 10 03  HAUL S P l C  59 ( 3 1  COHP-3. 
005 720 03  C014MERC I Al OCCUR S 6 T I MES .  
00573 0  O't SP EC I E S- 15  P IC S� l l l COMP-l. 
0057� 04 WE IGHT- L S  P IC 59 1 61 COMP- 3 .  
005750 03 YEAR- LS P I C  x x .  
005760 02 C AR0- 16-NUH P I C  9. 
005 770  02  C ARD- 16-0ATA CCCURS 2 T I ME S .  
005780 0 3  COHH-16  OCCCRi  2 T I HE i .  
005790 Olt SP EC I ES l- 16 P IC 59 ( 3 1  COMP-3.  
005800 04 "E IGHT 1- 16 P I C  59 ( 6 )  COHP-3 . 
005810  03  GAHE l- 16 OCCURS 5 T IMES.  
005820 04 SPEC I E >2- l6 P lC i9 ( 3 1  C OH P- 3 .  
I 005830 04 NUl'B ER 2-16 P IC 59 ( 4 )  COHP- 3 .  
l 0058'\0 03  GAME2- 16 OCCUR S 2 T ( HE S .  
j 
005850 04 SPEC l ESl- 16 P I C  59 1 31 COHP-3.  
I 005 860 04 NUHBER 3- 16 P I C  5 9 ( 6 1  COMP-3. i 005870 03 YEAR- 16 P I C  X X .  ! 005 880 02 CAR0- 1 7-NUH P IC 9.  
005890 02 CARD- 1 7-CA rA OCCURS l T l  HES.  
005900 03  SOURCE- 1 7  P IC 59 ( 5 )  COMP-3. 
0059 10 03 DAJE- 1 7  P I C  X l 6 J .  
005 920 03  PULLS- 1 7  P I C  X (6 J .  
005930 03 L ENGTH- 1 7  P I C  S9 ( 3 )  COHP-3 . 
005940 03 DEPTH- 1 7  P IC XX .  
005950 03 HESH- 1 7  P IC S9V9 ( 3 1  CCHP-3 . 
005960 03 D I S  TANCE- 1 7  P lC 5 9 1 4 ) COHP-3.  
0059 70 03 AR EA- 1 7  P I C  S9 1 3 1 V9 COH P-3.  
005980 02 CAR0- 1 8-NUM P I C  9.  
005990 02 CARD- 18-DATA CCCURS 5 T l �E S .  
006000 0 3  DA U- 1 8  CCCUR S 6 T IMES .  
0060l0 04 SPEC I E S- 18  P IC 59 ( 3 )  COHP-3.  
006020 04 NUMBER- 1 8  P IC 59 1 6 1  COMP- 3 .  
006030 02 CARD- 1 9-1'.UH P IC 9. 
006040 02 CARO- LCJ-DATA  CCCUR S It Tl  ME S .  
006050 03 SOURCE- 19  P IC S9 l 51 COMP- 3 .  
006060 03 METt100- 19  P IC  X C 3 J .  
006070 0 3  MESH- 19  P IC  S9 ( 2 J V9 1 3 1  CO� P - 3 .  
006080 03 LENGTH- 19 P I C  S9 C 2 1 V9 COMP-3. 
006090 03 HE IGHT- 19  P i t  S9 l 2 1 V9 COMP-3. 
006 100 03  W IDT t- 19 P I C  S9 ( 2 1 V9 COHP-3 .  
006 1 10 03 OUU T ION-19  P IC X l 6 1 .  
006 120 03  AR EA- 19 P I C  S 9 C 2 J V9  COM P-3. 
006 130 03 OATE- 1 9  P it X C 6 1 .  
006l't0 02  CAR0-2 0-NUM P IC 99. 
006 1 50 0 2  CAR0-2 0-CA T A  CCCURS 4 0  T IMES .  
006160 03 SP EC I E S- 20 P IC 59 ( 3 )  COHP-3.  
006 1 70 03  TOTAL- 20 P lC 59 1 5 1 COMP-3.  
006 180 03 PCT-NUM-20 P IC xx. 
006 190 03 TO TAL-IIT-20 P IC S9 ( 5 1  V9 COMP-3 . 
006200 0 3  P C  T-"T-20 P I C  x x .  
0062 10 03 HEAN-LENGTH-20 P I C  S 9 C 3 1  V 9  COHP- 3 .  
0 06220 03 HEAN-WT-20 P IC i9 ( 2 ) V9 ( 3 )  COHP-3 . 





























































03 NET-WT-20 P IC S9 1 4I VCJ COM P-3. 
03 YEAR-20 P it X X .  
C Z  C AR0-2 1-�UM P IC 9.  
C2 CAR0-2 1-0A TA CCCURS 2 T l ME S .  
0 3  SDURC E-21 P IC 59 1 51 COHP- 3 .  
03 METH00-2 1 P IC  X I J I  • .  
03 M ES H- 2 1  P IC  S9 1 Z J V9 1 3 J  COMP-3 . 
03  L ENGTH-2 1 P lC S9 1 2 1 VCJ COMP-J. 
03 HE IGHT-Z l P I C  i9 1 Z J V9 COH P-3. 
03 � [DfH-21  P IC S9 1 2 ) V9 COH P-3. 
03 DURAT I ON-21  P IC  X l 6 ) .  
03 AREA- Z l P i t  S9 1 2 J VCJ COMP-3. 
03 DATE-Z l P i t  X l 6 1 .  
02 CAR0-22-NUH P IC 99. 
02 CAR0-22-CATA CCC URS 1 0  T I ME S .  
03 SPEC I E S-22  P IC S9 1 3 1  COHP-3. 
03 DATA-22 P lC X l 65 J . 
03 TOTAL-22 P IC SCJ l 3 )  COMP-3.  
01 VEAR- 2 2  P I C  x x. 
02 CARD- 23-NUM P IC 9. 
02 CAR0-23-DATA CCCURS 2 T I ME S .  
O l  SOURCE-23 P lC S CJ ( Sl COMP-3. 
03 DA JE-23 P I C  X l6 J .  
0 2  CARD-24-NUM P IC 99. 
02 CARD-24-DATA CCCURS 1 6  T I ME S .  
0 3  SPEC I E S- 24 P IC SCJ l l l  COHP-3. 
03 S I ZE-24 P IC  59 ( 41 COHP-3 . 
03 SAMPLE- 24 P IC S CJ l 3 1  COMP-3. 
03 AGE-GROUP-24 OCCURS CJ T I MES.  
04  AGE-GROUP-24-DATA P I C  S9 1 3 1 V9 COHP-3.  
02  CARD-25-NUM P lC 99. 
02  CARD-2 5-DATA CCCURS 16  T IMES .  
03  AGE-GROUP-25 P IC X l 36 ) . 
02 CAR0-26-NUM P IC 9 .  
0 2  CARD-26-0UA OCCURS l T J  MES.  
03  OATE-26 P I C  X l 6 ) .  
03 DATA-26 P l C  X l 2 1 1 . 
03 SPEC I E S- 26 OCCURS 4 T I ME S .  
0 4  SPEC I ES- 26-0ATA P l C  59 1 3 1 COMP-3 . 
OZ  CARD-27-NUM P IC 9. 
02 CARD-27-0A TA OCCURS l T I MES .  
03  ACCURAC V-27 P l C  X .  
03  SOURCE-27 P IC  59 1 41 COHP-3. 
03  DATE-27 P IC  X l 6 l .  
03 HOURS- 27 P it iCJ l 6 ) COMP-3 . 
03 AVE-OAY-21 P l C  5 9 ( 2 1 �9 COM P-3. 
03 WE IGHT-27 P [C S9 C 6 )  COMP-3.  
03 N UM8ER-27 P IC S9 1 6 )  COMP-3.  
02 C AR D-Z &-NUM P I C  9. 
02 CARD- 28-DA TA OCCURS l Tl  l'ES.  
03 OATA-28 OCCURS 8 T I MES.  
04  SPEC I E S- 28 P IC S9 1 3 1 COHP-3.  
04 CATCH-HR-28 P IC S9 C 3 1  COHP-3 . 
04 WT-HR-28 PIC SCJVCJ l Z I  COMP-3. 
CZ C ARD-29-NUM P IC 9. 
02 CARD-2'}-QATA OCCURS l T I MES .  
03  SOURCE- 29 P I C  S9 1 5 1 COHP- 3 .  
03 DATE- 29 P I C  X l 6 ) .  
0 3  HOURS-29 P IC S� l 6 1 COMP-3. 
03 ACT I V S-29 OCCURS l l  T I ME S .  
1 1 9  
006855 04 ACT I VS-29-DATA  P IC 59 1 4 1  COMP-3. 
00686 0  02 CAR0-30-NUM P IC 9. 
006870 OZ  CAR0-3 C-CA fA CCCURS Z T I ME S. 
006 880  03  SOUR CE- 10  P IC  59 1 5 1  COMP-3 . 
006890 03 DA TE-30 P I C  JC l6 1 . 
006900 03 REC S-30 P IC X I S ) .  
006910 0 2  CARD-3 1-NUM P IC 9 .  
006920 02 CAR0- 3 1-CATA CCCURS 6 T IMES .  
006930 03 OATA-3 1  OCCURS 2 T I ME S .  
006940 0 4  R EC- 3 1  P I C  x x .  
006950 04 SPEC I E S l- 3 1  P I C  59 1 3 1  COMP-3.  
006960 04 SPEC I E S Z- 3 1  P IC s c; C  3 )  COHP-3. 
0069 70 04 B ENE F I T-3 1 P I C  39 1 6 1 COHP- 3 .  
006980 04 YEAR-COMPLETE P IC X X .  
006990 04 COST- 3 1  P IC S9 1 6 )  COMP-l.  
006995 03 YEAR-3 1 P I C  xx.  
007000 02 CAR0- 32-NUM P I C  9.  
007010 CZ  CAR 0-32- CATA CCC URS 6 T I ME S . 
007020 03 DA TA- 32 CCCURS 2 T IMES. 
007030 04 L OCA T I 0�-32 P IC 59 1 3 )  COMP-3. 
007040 04 R EC-3 2  P I C  XX.  
007050 04 BENEF I T-32 P IC 59 1 6 1  COMP- 3 .  
007060 04 COST-32 P IC 59 ( 5 )  COMP- 3 .  
007070 04 R ECZ-32 P J C  xx. 
007080 04 B ENEF I T Z-32  P IC S9 ( 6 ) COMP-3 . 
007090 04 COS T Z- 3 2  P IC 5 9 1  S I  COMP-3 . 
007 l00 03 YEAR-32 P IC X X .  
007 l lO 02  CAR0-33-NUH P lC 9 .  
007 1 20 0 2  CAR0-33-DATA CCCURS Z T IME S .  
007 125 0 3  CARD-33- I NFO P I C  X l 74 1 .  
007 130 02 CARO-l't-1\UM P I C  9 .  
007 140 02 CAR 0- 34-CA TA CCCURS 1 T I ME S .  
007 1 50 03 SOI.RCE-34 P IC 59 ( 5 1 COMP-3 . 
001160 03 DATE-34 PIC X 1 6 1 . 
001 170 02 CAR0-35-NUM P IC 99. 
007 180 OZ CARD-J�OA TA CCCURS 49 T I MES.  
007190 03 LOCAT I ON-JS P I C  59 ( 3 )  COMP- 3 .  
007200 0 3  NAME-15 P IC X l l 5 ) . 
0072 10  03 FAC I L l J I E S- 3 5  P I C  X l 2 5 ) . 
OC7220 03 WATERFRONT- 3 5  P IC 59 1 6 )  COMP-3.  
007230 03 AR EA-35 P I C  5 9 ( 4 )  COMP-3. 
007240 03 MA IN TENANCE-JS P IC i9 1 6 1  COMP-3. 
007250 03 FAC I L-35 P IC S9 1 6 )  COMP-3.  
007260 03  ( NVE ST-35 P I C  59 1 6 1  COMP-3 . 
007270 03 YEAR- 35 P I C  XX.  
007280 PROC E CURE D IV I S ION . 
007290 SOR T-DATA S ECT ION.  
007300 SORT  SORT-F ILE 
007l l0 ASCEN O lNG  KEY SORT-LAKE-CODE 
0 07320 A SCEND ING  KE Y SORT-CARD-CODE 
001330 INPUJ PROCEDURE SORT-PREP 
007340 G I V ING T EMP-F I LE . 
007350 BU I L C-RECORO. 
007360 OP EN INPUT  TEM P-F I LE OUTPUT  TAPEOU T-F I L E .  
007365 MOVE SPAC ES TO T APEOUT-AEC .  
00737 0  READ TEMP-F I LE . 
007l80 MOVE T EMP-LAKE-CODE TO OLD-LAKE-CODE . 
007390 GO TO BRANCH. 
007400 REAO-TAP E. 
0 07•l0  R EAD TEMP-F I LE A T  END GO · TO NO-MORE-CATA. 
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001420 I F  TEMP-LAKE-COD E  [ S  NC T EQUAL TD OLD-L AKE-CODE P ERFOR� 
oc1•10 k R [ TE-LAK E-R ECORD. 
001•35 BRANCH.  
007440 GO ro CAR0- 1 , CARD- 2 ,  CAR0-3 , CARD-4 , CARD-5, CARD-6, CARD-7 ,  
001.50 CAR0-8 , CARD-9 , CARO- l C ,  C AR0- 1 1 ,  CAR0- 1 2 ,  CAR0- 1 3 ,  CARD-14,  
007.60 C ARD- 1 5 ,  CAR0- 16 , CARD- 1 7 , CAR0-18 , CAR0-19 ,  CAR0-20 1 CARD-2 1 ,  
007470 CAR0-22,  CAR 0-23 , CARD- 2 4 1 CARC-25 , CAR0-26 , CAR0-27 , CAR0-28 , 
001480 CAR 0-2 9 ,  CAR O- JO ,  CARD- 3 1 1 CARD- 3 2 ,  CAR0-33 1 CAR0-34 , CAR0-35 
007490 CEPENO [NG ON T EHP-CARD-CCDE . 
007500 D I SPLAY  • BAO RECCRO�LAKE CODE ' •  TEMP-LAKE-CODE , 
007510  • ,  CAR O  CODE • ,  TE�P-CA RC-CODE 
007520 GO TO R E AD-TAPE.  
007530 CARD- l .  
007540 IF CARD-1-NUH I S  NOT �U�ER IC CC�PUTE  CARD- l-NUM = o .  
001550 IF CAR0- 1-NUH I S  GREA T ER THAN O PERF O R� CARD-ERROR 
007560 GD TO READ-TAPE.  
007580 COH PUTE CAR 0- 1-NUH : C ARO- l-NU� • l .  
007590 HOVE CORRE iPONDI NG CARO- I- INPUT TD CARD- l-DATA (CARO-L-NU� I .  
007600 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
0076 1 0  CARD-2.  
00762 0 I f  CARD-Z-NU� I i  �CT NtMER I C  CCHPUTE CAR0- 2-NUH = O .  
001630 !F CAR0-2-NUH I S  GREATER  THAN 1 PERFCRH CARD-ERROR 
007640 GO TO REAO-TA P E .  
007660 COMPUTE C AR0- 2-NuH = C ARD-2-NU� • l .  
007670 MOVE CORR E iPONOI NG CARC-2- I NPUT  TO C ARD-Z-DATA ICAR0-2-NU H I . 
007680 GO TO qEAO-TAPE . 
007690 CAA0- 3 .  
007700 I F  CAR 0-3-NUM I S  NCT NLMER I C  CCMPUTE CARD-3-NUM = o. 
007710  IF  CAR C-3-NUM I i  GREATER  THAN O PERFGRM CARO-ERROR 
007720 GO TO READ-TA P E. 
007730 COM PUTE CAR D-3-NUH = C AR0-3-NU� + l .  
00774 0  PERFORH HO � E-CARD- 3 .  
007750 GO ro R EAD-TAPE.  
007760 CAAD- 4 .  
007770 I F  CAR0-4-NUH I S  NOT NL�ER l C  COMPUTE CARD-4-�UH = O .  
OC7780 IF CARC-4-NUM IS GREA T E R  THAN O PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
007790 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
007800 COMPUTE C AR O-'t-NUM = CAR0-4-NU� • l .  
0078 10 MOVE CORRE SPOND I NG C A R0-4- I NPUT TO  CAR0-4-0ATA I CAR0-4-NU H I . 
007820 GO ro R EAD-JAPE .  
007830 CARD-5.  
007840 IF CAR 0- 5-NUH I S  NCT N�MER I C  CCMPUTE  CAR0-5-NUM = O .  
007850 IF CAR 0- 5-NUH I S  GREATER  THAN O PERFORM CARD-ERROR 
007860 GO TO READ- JA P E .  
007870 COM PUTE C AR0- 5-NU� � CAR0- 5-NU� • 1 .  
007880 HCVE CORRESPOND I N G  CAR0-5- [ �PUT TO C AR0-5-0AT A I CAR0-5-NUM J .  
007890 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
007900 C ARD-6 . 
0079 10 I F  CAR0-6-NUM I S  NCT NLMER l C  CCMPUTE CAR0-6-NUM : o. 
007920 I F  CARD-6-NUH I S  GRE ATER THAN C PERfORH CARO-ERROR 
007930 GO  TO READ- T A P E .  
0079�0 COMPUTE C AR D-6-NUM � C AR0-6-NUM + 1 .  
007950 P ERFORM MOVE-CARD-6 . 
007960 GO TO READ-T A P E .  
0079 70 C ARD- 7 .  
00798 0  I F  CAR 0-7-NU M  I S  NOT NLMER I C  COM PUTE CARD-7-NUM = O .  
007990 [f CARD- 7-NUM r s  GREATER  THAN C P ERFORM CARU-ERROR 
008000 GO TO R EAD-TAPE . 
008010  COM PUT E  C AR 0-7-NUM a C ARD- 7-NU� + l .  
008020 . HOVE COR R E SPON D I NG CAR0- 7- lNPUT TO CARD-7-0A T A I CAR0-7-NUM I .  
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008030 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
0080lt0 C AR0- 8 .  
008050 IF CARD-8-NUM I S  �CT NL�ER IC CC�PUTE CARD-8-NU� : a .  
008060 IF C.AA0-8-NUM IS GREATER THAN � PERFCRH CA RO-ERROR 
008070 GO ro REAC-TAPE .  
008080 COMPUTE CAR D- B-NUM � CAR 0- 8-NU� • 1 .  
008090 MOVE CORRESPCNO ING  CARC- 8- I NPUT TO CAR0 -8-JATA (CAR0-8 -�UM I 
008 100 GO TC REAO-TAPE . 
008 1 10 CAAD-9 . 
008 1 20 IF  CARD-9-NUM I S  NOT N�HER l C  CCMPUTE CARD-9-NUM = O .  
008 1 30 I F  CAR0-9-NUM I S  GREA TER THAN  3 PERFCRH CARO-ERROR 
008 1�0 GO TO READ-TAP E .  
008 1 50 COMPUTE  CAR0- 9-NUM : C AAD-9-NU� • 1 .  
008 160 PERFORM MOVE-CARD-9. 
008 1 70 GO TO READ-TA P E .  
008 180 C ARD- 10 .  
008 190 1F CAR 0- 1 0-NUH I S  NOT NUMER I C  COMPU T E  C ARD- 10-NUM : O .  
OC8ZOO IF CAR0- 10-NUM I S  GREATER  THAN 3 PERFORM CARD-ERROR 
008 2 10 GO TO READ-TAPE .  
008220 COMPU T E  C ARD- 10-NUM = CAR0- 1 0-NUM • l .  
008230 P ERFORM HOVE-CARD- I O .  
008240 GO TO R EAD-TAPE . 
008 250 C ARO- L L .  
008260 I F  CARD-1 1-NUH I S  NOT N�MER lC CCMPUTE  CARD-1 1-NUM � O .  
008270 I F  CARD- 1 1-NUM I S  GREATER THAN O PERFORM CARD- ERROR 
008280 GO TO READ-TAPE . 
008290 COMPUT E C AR D- 1 1-NUM = CAR0- 1 1-NUM • l .  
008300 PERFORM MOVE-CARD- 1 1 .  
0083l 0  G O  T O  READ-TAPE .  
008 320 CARD- 12.  
008330 I F  CARD- 1 2-NUM I S  �OT N�ME R l C  COMPUTE  CARD- 12- �UH : O .  
008340 I F  CARD- 12-NUM I S  GREATER THAN 3 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
008350 GO TD READ-TAP E .  
008360 COMPUTE CAR 0- 12-NUM = CARD- 1 2-NUH • l .  
008370 PERFORM HOVE-CAR0- 12 .  
008380 GO TO READ-TAPE . 
008390 CARD- 13.  
008400 I F  CARD-1 3-NUM I S  NOT kUMER I C  COMPUT E CAR0-1 3-�UM = O .  
008410 IF CARD-1 3-NUM I S  GRE A T ER THAN O PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
008420 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
008430 COMPUT E  CAR D- 1.3-NUH 2 CARD- 1 3-NUH • 1 .  
008440 PERFORM MOVE-CAR0- 13 . 
008450 GO TO R EAD-TAPE . 
008460 C ARD- 14 . 
008470 I F  CARD-1 +-NUH I S  NOT �UMER I C  COMPUT E  CAR0- 1 4-NUH = O .  
00�80 I F  CAR0- 1 4-NUM I S  GREATER THAN O PERFOR� CARD-ERROR 
008490 GO TO READ-TAPE . 
008500 COMPUTE CAR D- 1+-NUM 2 CARD-14-NUH • l .  
008 5 10 P ERFORM MOVE-CARD- 1 4 .  
008520 GO TO READ- TA P E .  
008530 C ARD- 1 5 .  
008540 If CAR0- 15-NUM I S  �OT NUME R I C  COMPUfE  CAR0- 1 5-NUM 2 O .  
008550 I F  CARD- 1 5-NUH I S  GREATER THAN l PERFOR� CARO-ERROR 
008560 GO TO READ-TAPE . 
008570 COMPUT E C AR D- 1 5-NUM = CARD- 1 5-NUM • l .  
008580 P ERFORM MOVE-CARD- 1 5 .  
008590 GO TO R EAD-TAPE.  
008600 CAR0- 16.  
00861 0  IF  C AR D-16-NUM I S  �OT h�MER IC COHPU f E  CAR0- 16-�UM o.  
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008620 I F  CAR0- 16-NUM I S  GREATER THAN l PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
008630 GO TO REAO-TAPE.  
0086�0 COMPUTE C AR 0- 16-NUM = CARO- l6-NUM + l .  
008650 P ERFORM MOVE-CARD-16. 
008660 GO TO READ-TAPE . 
008670 CARD- 17 .  
008680 IF CAR0- 1 7-NUM I S  NOT NUMER I C  COMPUTE C AR0-1 7-NUM • O. 
008690 I F  CAR0- 1 7-NUM I S  GREATER THAN O PERFORM CARD-ERROR 
008700 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
008710 COMPUTE CAR 0- 1 7-NUM � CAR0-1 7-NUM + l .  
008720 MOVE CORRESPONDI NG C AR0- 17- I NPUT TO CAR0- 1 7-0ATA C CARD- 17-NUM I .  
008 730 GO TO REAO-TAPE.  
0087�0 C AR0- 18.  
008750 I F  CAR!r.-1 8-NUM I S  NOT NU�ER IC  COMPUTE CAR0-18-NUM � O. 
008760 I F  CARD- 18-NUM I S  GREAT ER THAN � PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
008 770 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
008780 COMPUTE CAR 0- 18-NUM 2 CARD- 1 8-NUM + l .  
008790 PERFORM MOVE-CAR0- 18.  
008800 GD TO R EAD-TAPE.  
008810  C ARD- 19.  
008820 I F  CARD-19-NUM I S  �OT NUMER IC  COMPUTE CARD-1 9-NU� = O. 
008830 IF CAR0- 19-NUM I S  GREATER THAN 3 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
0088�0 GO TO READ-TAPE .  
008850 COMPUTE C AR0- 19-NUM = CARD- 19-NUM + L .  
008860 MOVE CORRESPON D I NG CARD- 19-I NPUT TO C ARO-lq-OA TA C CARD- 19-NUMI . 
008870 GO TO REAO-TAP E4 
008 880 CAR0-20. 
008890 (F CAR 0-20-NUM I S  NOT NUMER I C  COMPUTE  CAR0-20-NUM = O.  
008900 I F  CAR0-20-NUH I S  GREATER THAN 39 PERFORM CARD-ERROR 
008910 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
008920 COMPUT E  C AR0-20-NUM = CAR0-20-NUM + L .  
008930 HOVE CORRESPOND ING CARD-20- l NPUT TO C AR0-20-DA TA C CARD-20-NUH I .  
008940 GO TO REAO-T4PE .  
008950 C ARD-21 .  
008960 I F  CAR0-2 1-NUM I S  NOT NUMER I C  COMPUTE CARD-2 1-NUM � O. 
008970 I F  CAR0-2 1-NUH I S  GREATER  THAN l PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
008980 GO TO READ-TAPE. 
008990 COMPUTE CARD-2 l-NUM = CARD-Z l-NUM + l .  
009000 MOVE CORR ESPONDI NG CARD- 2 l- l NPUT TO CARO-Z l-OATA CCAR0-2 1-NUM J .  
009010 GO TO READ-TAP E. 
009020 C ARO-ZZ .  
009030 I F  C ARD-22-NUM I S  NOT NUMER I C  COMPUTE CAR0-22-NUM = O. 
0090�0 I F  CARO-ZZ-NUH I S  GREATER THAN 9 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
OC9050 GO TD READ-TAPE.  
009060 COMPUTE CARD-22-NUM = CAR0-22-NU� + l .  
009070 MOVE CORR E SP ON D I NG CAR0-22-I NPUT TD CARD-ZZ-DATA(CARD-22-NUM ) .  
009080 GO TO READ-TAPE .  
009090 CAR0-23. 
009 100 I F  CARD-23-NUM I S  NO T NU�ER I C  CCMPUTE CARD-23-NUM z O. 
009 1 10 I F  CAR0-23-NUM I S  GREATER THAN l PERF ORM CARD-ERROR 
OC9 120 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
009 l30 COMPUT E C AR D- 2 3-NUM = CAR0-23-NUM + l .  
009 1+0 HOV E  CORRE SPONDI NG CAR0-23- l kPU J TO C ARO-ZJ-DA TA ( CAR0-23-NUM J .  
O C9 LSO GO 10 R EAD-TAPE.  
009160 C ARD-2�. 
009 170 IF  CARD-2+-NUM I S  NOT N�MER lC  CCMPUTE  CARD-24-NUM � O. 
009 180 I F  CAR0-24-NUH ( S  GREA TER  THAN 15 PERFORM CARD-ERROR 
009190 GO TO READ-TAPE. 
009200 COMPUTE C ARO- Zlt-NUM � CAR0-24-NUM + l .  
009Z l0 PERJ=ORM MO�E-CARD-24. 
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009 2 20 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
009230 CARO-ZS.  
009240 IF CAR 0-25-NUM I S  NOT NUMER I C  COMPU T E  C A R0-25-NUM = o.  
009250 I F CAR0-25-NUM I S  GREATER  THAN 15  PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
0 09 260 GO TO REAO-TAPE.  
009270 COMPUTE  C ARD-25-NU �  = CARD-ZS-N�M • l .  
009280 HOVE  CORR E iPONOI NG  CAR0-25- I NPUT TO CAR0-25-0ATA C CAR 0-25-NUM) . 
009290 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
009300 C AR 0- 26. 
0 09 31 0  IF  CAR0-26-NUH I S  kQ f NUMER I C  COMPUTE C AR0-26-NUM = O .  
0093 20 I F  CAR0-26-NUM I S  GRE A T E R  ThAN O PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
OC9330 GO TO RE AD-T APE. 
009340 COMPUTE  C AR0- 26-NUM = CAR0-26-NUM + l .  
009350 PERFORM HOVE-CARD-26 . 
009360 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
0093 70 CARD-27.  
009 380 IF CARD-2 1-NUM I S  NOT NUMER I C  CO�PU TE C ARD -27-NUM : O .  
009390 IF CARD- 2 1-NUM I S  GREAT ER THAN O PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
C09400 GO TO READ- TAPE.  
OOCJ4 l 0  COMPUTE C AR D- 2 7-NUM : CAR0-2 7-NUH • l .  
00942 0 MOVE CORREiPCN D I NG CAR0-27- I NPU T TO C AR D-27-0ATA ( CAR0-2 7-NUM I .  
0 09410 GO 10 READ-TAP E .  
009440 C AR0-28 .  
009450 (F C ARD-2 8-NUM I S  NOT NU�ER J C  COMPUTE C A R0-28-NUM = O .  
009460 IF CAR0-28-NUH I i  GREA T ER fHAN 7 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
009470 GO 10 READ- TAPE. 
009480 COMPUTE CAR0-28- NUH = C AR0-28-NU� • l .  
009490  PERFORM HOV E-CAR0-28. 
009500  GO  TO R EAD-T A P E .  
009510  CAR0-29.  
009520 l F  CAR0-29-NUM IS  NOT NU�ER I C  C CMPUTE C AR0-29-NUH 2 O.  
0 09530 I F  CARD-29-NUM I S  GRE A T ER fHAN O PERFOR M  CARO-E�ROR 
009540 GO TO READ-TAPE .  
009550 COMPUTE  CAR 0- 29-NUM a CAP0-29-NUM + 1 .  
009560 PERFORM MOV E-CAR0-29. 
0095 10 GO TO R EAD-TAPE .  
0 09580 C APD-30.  
009590 lF  CAR0-30-NUM I S  NOT NUMER I C  CCMPUTE C AR0-30-NUM : O.  
009600 IF CARD-30-NUM I S  GREA T ER THAN 1 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
00961 0  G O  ra REAO-fAPE.  
009620 COMPUTE C ARD-3 0-NUM � CAPD-30-NUM + l .  
009630 MOVE CORRESPON D I NG CARO-JO- I NPUT TO CAR0- 30-0A TA I C ARD-30-NUH I .  
009�0 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
009650 CAR0- 3 1 .  
009660 I F  CARO-J l-NUM I S  hOT �U�ER IC  CCMPUTE CAR D- 3 1 -NUM 2 o . 
009670 I F  CAR0-3 1-NUM I S  GREAT E R  THAN 5 PERFORM CARD-ERROR 
009680 GO ro READ- T APE.  
009690 COMPUTE C AR0-3 1-�UM � C A R0-3 1-NUM • l .  
009 700 PERFORM MOVE-C ARD-3 1 .  
009 7 10 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
0 09 72 0  CAR0-32.  
009 73 0  I F  CAR0-32-NUM I S  NOT hUMER I C  CC�PUTE  CARD-32-NUM 2 O .  
009 740 I f  CARD-32-NUM I S  GREA TER THAN 5 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
009 750 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
009 760 CO�PUTE C AR0- 3 2- NLH = C A R0-32-NUM • l .  
OC9 770 PERFORM MOVE-CAR0-32. 
009780 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
009 790 CAR 0- 3 3 .  
009800 I F  CAR0-33-NUM I S  NOT h��ER IC C O�PUTE C AR0-33-NUM = O .  
009810  I F  CAR0-3 3-N�M I S  GREAT ER T HAN l PERFORM CARD-ERROR 
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009820 GO TO READ-TAPE.  
009830 COMPUTE C AR0-33-NU� � CAR0-33-NU� • l .  
009840 MOVE CORRESPCNO I NG CARC-33- I NPUT TO CAR�-3 3-0A TA I CAR0-33-NU� J . 
009850 GO TO READ-JAPE .  
OC:9860 CARO-M. 
009 8 70 I F  CARO-lte-NUM I S  NOT NU�ER I C  COMPUTE  CARD-34-NUM � O .  
009880 IF CAR0-34-NUM I S  GREATER THAN 6 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
009890 GO 10 R EAD-TAPE .  
009900 COMPUTE C AR 0-3te-NUM 2 CARD-34-NU� + l .  
0099 10 HOVE CORR ESPON D I NG CARD-34- I NPUJ  TO  CAR0-34-0ATA ICAR0-34-NUM J .  
009920 GO TO READ-TAP E .  
009930 CAR0-35.  
009940 IF CAR0-35-NUH I S  NOT NU�ER I C  COMPUTE CARD-35-NUM � O .  
009950 IF CARD-35-NUH I S  GREA T ER THAN 48 PERFORM CARO-ERROR 
009960 GO 10 READ-TAPE.  
00997 0  COMPUTE C ARD- 35-NUH � CAR0- 35-hU� + l .  
009980 MOVE CORRESPCND I NC CAR0-35- I NPUT TO CAR0-35-0A TA ICAR0-3 5-NUM I .  
009990 GO TO READ-JAPE. 
010000 CARO-ERROR . 
0100 1 0  D I SPLAY ' TOO MAN Y RECOPOS--LAKE CODE • , TE MP-LAKE-CODE , 
O lOOZO ' •  CARD CODE • ,  T E�P-CARC-CCOE . 
0 10030 WR I TE-LAK E-RECCRC . 
0 10040 �R I TE TAPEOU T-RECORD FRO� TAPECUT-REC . 
010050 MOVE SPAC E S  TO T APECLT-REC . 
0 10055 MOVE TEMP-LAKE-CODE TO CLO-LAKE-CODE . 
0 10060 SOR r-PREP SEC T I ON .  
0 10070 READ-SOR T .  
0 10080 OPEN INPUT T A P E I N-F I LE . 
0 10090 R EAD-N EXT-CARO .  
010100 READ TAPE l N-F I L E  A J  ENC GO TO RE AO-SCRT-END . 
0 10 1 10  I F  CARO-CODE- I N � SPAC E S  OR  LA�f-CODE- I N  = S PACES 
0 10 1 20 D I SPLA Y  C ARO-CODE- I N ,  CARD- I NFC- I N ,  LAKE-CODE- IN  
010 130 EL S E  MOVE TAP E I N-REC TC SOR f-REC RELEASE SCR J-REC . 
0 10l35  C I SPLAY SORT-LAKE-CODE , SORT-C ARO-CODE.  
010140 GO TO R EAD-N E XT-CARD . 
010150 READ-SORT-ENC . 
0 10160 CLOSE TAPE I N-F IL E .  
0 10 165 READ-SORT-EX I T .  
0 10 1 70 EX IT . 
0 10099 MO�E-CARO S EC T ION. 
0 10 100 MOVE-CAR0-3. 
010 1 1 0  MOVE SOURCE-3 O F  CARD- ?- I NPUT T O  SOURCE-3 O F  CA� 0-3-0ATA 
010120  I C AR0-3-NUM J .  
0 10 1 30 PERFORM MOVE-R I V ER-3 VARY I NG I SU8 FROM l BY  l UN f l L  
0 10 140 I SUS I S  GREATER THAN 2 .  
0 10 150 MOVE OATE-3  OF C ARD-3- INPUT TO OATE- 3  OF C AR0-3-DATA 
0 10 160 C CAR0-3-NUM J .  
0 10 1 70 HOVE DATA-3 O F  C ARD-3- [NPUT TO OA IA-3 OF  CAR0-3-0ATA 
0 10 180 C CAR0-3-NUM J .  
0 10 190 PERFORM MOVE-SPEC I ES-3 · V ARY l hG l SUB FRO� l BV  l UNT I L  
O lOZOO I SUB I S  GREATER ThAN 4 .  
0 10 210  PERFORM HOVE-ORA INAGE-3 VAR Y ING I SUB FROM 1 ev l U N T I L  
0 10220 I SUB I S  GREATER THAN 3 .  
OlOZ30 "OVE MAP-DAT E-3 OF CAR0-3- I NPUT TO  M AP-OAT E-3  OF 
0 10 240 CAR 0-3-DA TA ( CA R0-3-NUH I .  
0 10250 PERFORM MOVE-POPULATE-3 VARY I NG I SUB FROM l ev l UNT IL  
0 10260 I SUB [ S  GR EA T ER T�AN 3 .  
0 10270 MCVE-A [VER-3 . 
0 10280 MOVE R IVER-3-DATA OF CARD-3- I NP U J C I SUB I TO R I VER-3-DATA 
0 102�0 OF TAPEOU T-REC ICAR D-3-Nl�.  1 sue , • .  
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0 10300 HOVE-SPEC I E S- 3 .  
0 103 10 MOVE SPEC IE S-3-DATA OF CARD-3- l NPU T ( l SUB ) TO 
0 10320 SPEC IE S-3-0ATA OF TAPEO�T-REC ICAR0-3-NU", l SUB ) .  
0 10330 HOVE-ORA INAGE-3.  
0 10 340 MOVE ORAI NAGE-3-0A TA OF CAR0-3- l NPUT C I SUB I  ro 
0 10350 ORA INAGE-3-DATA OF TAPEOLT-REC ICAR0-3-NUM, I SUB I .  
0 10360 HOYE-POPULATE-3.  
010370 MOVE POPULATE-3-DATA OF CAR0-3- I NPUT I ISUB ) TO 
0 10380 POPUL A IE-3-DATA OF TAPEOUT-REC ICAR0-3-NUH,  [ SU B ) . 
0 10390 HOVE-CARD-6. 
0 10400 MOVE BOTTOM-STRATI QF CAR0-6- I NPUT TO BOTTO�-STRATA OF 
0 10410 CARD-6-0ATA ( CAR0-6-NUM ) .  
0 10420 PERFORM HOVE- F I S H I NG-WAT ER-6 VAR Y I NG ( SU B  FROM l BY l 
0 10430 UNT IL I SUB I S  GREA TER THAN 3 .  
0 10�0 HOVE-F I SH ING-WAT ER-6 . 
010450 MOVE F I SH lNG-WAT ER l-OATA OF CAAD-6-I NPUT ( I SU B )  TO 
0 10460 F I SHING-WATER l-DATA OF JAPE CUT- REC ( CARD-6-NUM ,  ( SUB J .  
010470 HOVE F I S� ING-WAT ER 2-DATA OF CARD-6- lNPUT I I SUB I TO 
0 10480 F l SHING-WATER2-DATA OF TAPEOUJ-REC ICAR0-6-NU� ,  ( SUB I . 
0 10�90 MOVE-CARD-9. 
0 10 500 HOVE SOURCE-9 OF CAR0-9- I NPUT TO SOURCE-9 OF 
0 10510 CAR0-9-0ATA ( CARD-9-NUM J .  
0 10 520 MOVE OAT E-9 OF C AR0-9- lNPUT TO OATE-9 OF C ARD-9-0AJA 
010530 l CAR0-9-NUM J .  
0105� �ave LOCAT I ON-9 OF CARO-Ci- ( NPUT TO LCCAT (ON-9 OF 
0 10550 CAR0-9-0ATA l CARD-9-NUM J .  
0 10560 MOVE SECCH I Of C AR0-9- INPUT TO S ECCH I OF CAR0-9-DAT A 
0 10 570 I CAR0-9-NUM ) .  
0 10580 HOVE COLOR OF CAR0-9- l hP�T TO COLOR OF CAR0-9-DATA 
010590 ( CARD-9-NUH ) .  
0 10600 PERFORM HOVE- TEHP-OXY-q VARY I NG I SUB FROM l BY 1 UNT I L  
0 10610  I SUB I S  GREAT ER THAN 5 .  
0 10620 MCVE-TEMP-OXY-9. 
0 10630 MOVE DEPTH-9 OF CAR0-9- l �PUT I I SUB I TO DE PJH-9 
0 10640 OF TAP EOUT-R EC (CAR0-9-�L�,  I SUB J .  
0 10630 MOVE TEMP OF CARD-9- INPL T l l SUB I  TO T EMP 
0 10640 OF TAPEOUT-REC I CAR0-9-hU�,  I SU8 J .  
0 10630 HOVE D I SS-OXY  OF CARO-�- INPUT ( l SU B )  TO D l i i-OXY 
0 10640 OF TAP EOUT-R EC ICAR0-9-NU,. I SUB J .  
0 10690 HOVE-CARD- 10 . 
0 10700 HOVE THERMO-LO� OF CARD- 10- I NPUT TO THERMO-LOW Of 
0 10710 CAR0-10-DATAC CAR0-10-NUH J. 
010720 MOVE THERMO-HIGH OF CARD-LO- I NPUT TO THERMO-H I GH OF 
0 10730 CARO- lO-OATA I CAR0- 10-NLH J .  
010740 PERFORM MOVE-CARD- 10-AL�AL I N ( JY VARY I NG I SUB FROM l BY  
0 10150 �N i il I SUB I S  GR EATER THAN 3. 
0 10760 MOVE PH-10 OF CAR0- 10- l�PUT TO PH- 1 0  OF CARO- LO-DAT A 
0 10770 I CARD-10-NUM J .  
0 10780 HOVE C02 OF CAR0- 10- INPL T TO CC2 OF CARD-L O-DATA 
0 10 790 ( C ARD-10-NUM I .  
0 10800 MOVE HARDNESS  OF tARD- 10-JNPUT TO HARDNES S  OF 
0 10 8 10 CAR0- 10-0ATA CCARD- 10-NUM J .  
0 10820 MOVE CONDUCT I V I T Y  OF CARO- L O- I NPUT TO CON DUC T I V I TY OF 
0 10830 CARD-10-0ATA C CAR D- 10-NU� J .  
0 10 840 PERFORM MOVE-SPC-CAR0- 10 VAR Y ING I SUB  FROM l BY 1 _UNT IL  
0 10850 I SUB I S  GREATER T hAN 2. 
0 10860 HOVE CHLOR I DE- ION  OF CARC-10- INPUT TO CHLOA IOE- I CN OF 
0 10170 CAR0- 10-DAT A ( CARD- LO-N�• I.  
0 10 180 PERFORM HOYE-N ITROGEN- LC VAR Y I NG I SUB FROM l BY l UNT I L  
0 10890 I SUB I S  GR EATER THAN 4 .  
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O L0900 MOVE DATE- LO OF CARO- LO- INPUT TC DATE-LO Of CARD-LO-DATA 
O L09 l0 f CAR0- 10-NUM I .  
0 10920 MQVE-CARD- 10-ALKAL l N l TY .  
0 10930 HOVE ALKAL I N I TY-DATA  O F  CAR0- 10- INPU T ( I SUB I TO 
010940 ALKAl. lN l T Y-OA TA Of TAPECliT-REC ICARD- 10-NUM • l SUB J .  
0109 50 MCVE- SPC-CARO- LO .  
0 10960 MOVE SOL I DS-DA TA CF CA�D- LO-I NPUT I I SUB J  TO 
0 10970 SOL I DS-DATA OF TAPEOUT-REC ICARD- 10-NUM , 1 s ua , .  
0 10980 MOVE PHOS-OATA OF CARD- 10- I NPUT I I SUB I TO PHO >-DA rA OF 
0 10990 TAPEOUT-REC ( CARD- 10-NUM , I SUS J .  
0 1 1000 MOVE CHLOROPHYLL-DATA CF C ARO- LO- I NPUT C I SU B )  TC  
0 110 10  C HLOROPHYLL-DATA CF  TAPEOUT-REC C CARO- LO-NUM ,  I SUB J .  
O l l020 MOVE-N I TROGEN- LO . 
0 1 1030 MOVE N I TROGEN-DATA  OF CARO� LO- I NPU T ( I SUB I TO 
0 1 1040 N IT ROGEN-DATA OF TAPEOLT-REC CCAR0- 10-NUM , I SUB I .  
0 1 1050 MOVE-CARO- L L .  
0 11060 HOVE SOURCE- L L  OF  CARO- L L- I NPUT ro SOURCE- L L  OF 
0 1 1070 CAR D- 1 1-DA JA ( CARO- l l-NLH l. 
0 1 1080 PERFORM MOVE-R IVER- 1 1  V A RY I NG [ SUB FROM l BY l UNT I L  I SU B  
01 1090 I S  GREATER T HAN 2 .  
0 11100 HOVE DATE- 1 1  OF C AR 0- 1 1- lNPUT TO OATE- 1 1  O F  CAR0- 1 1-0ATA 
011 1 1 0  ( CAR0- 1 1-NU� I .  
0 1 1 120 MOVE COVERAG E- 1  OF  CARD- 1 1- I NPUT TO COVERAGE-1 OF  
0 11 130 CARO- l l-OA TA I CAR0- 1 1-NUM I .  
0 1 1 1�0 PERFORM MOVE-STANO-SUB�ERG- 1 1  VARY ING I SUS F RCM l SY 1 
0 1 1 1 50 UNT IL  l SUB  l S  GREAl ER l�AN 5. 
0 1 1 1 60 �a ve COVERAGE-2 OF CAR0- 11- I NP�T TO COVERAGE-Z OF 
O l l  1 70 CAR 0- 1 1-0A 1A (CAR0- 1 1-NUM I .  
0 11 1 80 HOVE GROWTH- L L  OF CARD- 1 1- INPUT TO GROWTH- 1 1  OF 
0 11 190 CARO-l l-DATA I CARD- 1 1-NU � I .  
011200 MOVE OTHER-L I F E  OF CARD- 1 1- I NPU T ro C THER- L l F E  OF 
0 11 2 10 CAR 0- 1 1-DATA ( CAR O- l l-NUM J .  
0 1 1220 MCVE-R lVER-1 1 .  
0 1 1 230 MOVE R IVER - L L-DATA OF CARO- l l- l NPUT I I SUB I TO 
0 11240 R I VER- 1 1-DATA OF fAPEOL T-REC l CARD-1 1-NUH , l iUB ) .  
0 1 1 2 50 MOVE-STANO-SUBHER G- 1 1 .  
0 11 260 MOVE SPEC l ES l- 1 1  OF CAR0-1 1- I NPUT I I SUB I  TO SPEC I ES L- 1 1  
0 1 12 70 OF TAPEOUT-REC I CARD- 1 1-NUM , I SUS I .  
0 1 1280 HOVE ABUN D l- 1 1  OF CAR0- 1 1- I NPUT I I SUB I TO ABUND l- 1 1  
0 11 290 Of TAPEOUT-R EC CCAR0- 1 1-N�M , I SUS I .  
0 11280 MOVE SPEC IESZ- 1 1 OF  CARD-1 1- I NPUT I I SUS I  TO 
01 1290 S P EC I E S2- l l  OF TAPECUT-REC I CARD- 1 1-NUH , l SUB I .  
0 11291  MOVE ABUND2- l l  OF CARD- 1 1- I NPUT C I SUB I TO  
0 11 292 A8UN02- 1 1  OF TAP ECUT-R EC lCAR0- 1 1-NUM , I SUB I .  
0 11300 MOVE-CARD- 12. 
0 11310 PERFORM HOVE-iPE C I E S- 12  VAR Y ING I SUB FROH l BY l UNT I L  
0 1 13 20 [ SUB I S  GREA TER THAN 1 8 .  
0 1 1330 MCVE-SPEClES- 1 2 .  
0 1 1 38 0  MOVE SPEC IES L- 12 OF CA R0-12-I NPUT I I S USI  T O  iPEC I E i l - 12 
0 1 1390 O F  TAP EOUT- R EC C CAR0- 12-NUM , I SUB I .  
0 11 39 1  HOVE ABUNDl- lZ  O F  CARD- 12-I NPUT I I SUB ) T O  ABUNOl-lZ  
0 1 1392 OF T APEOUT-R EC C CAR0- 12-NUM , I SUB I .  
0 1 1420 MCVE-CARD- 13. 
0 1 1430 PERFORM MOVE-SPEC I ES- 13  VAR Y I NG I SUS FROM BY l UNT I L  
0 1 1440 I SUB I S  GR EA TER TMAN 5 .  
0 11 450 MOVE-SPEC I E S- 1 3 .  
0 1 1460 HOVE SPEC I E S- 13 OF CARD- 13- l NPU T ( I SU B I  TO 
0 1 1470 SP EC I ES- 1 3  Of TAPEOUT- RECI CARD- 1 3-NU M ,  I SUB I .  
0 1 1480 MOVE EVALUAT ION OF C ARD- 13- I NPUT I I SUB I TO 
0 1 1 490 EVALUA T I ON OF TAPEOUT-RECICAR0-·1 3-NU,., ,  I SUB l .  
1 2 7  
0 1149 1  PERFORM MOVE-LOCAT ION- 13 VAR Y I NG JSU8 fROM l BY  l UNT I L  
0 11 492 J SUB IS GRE A T ER T�Ah 3 .  
0 1 1 493 MO�E-LOCA T ION- 1 3 . 
O l l SOO MOVE LOCA T ION- 1 3  OF CARD- 1 3- I NPU T ( I SUB ,  J SUB ) TO 
0 1 1 510 LOCAT ION- 1 3  OF  TAPEOUT-R EC I CARD- 13-NUM,  l SUB, JSUB I .  
0 1 1 520  MCVE-CARD- 14. 
0 1 1 53 0  MOVE  DA T E-14  OF CAR0- 1 4- I NPUT  TO  DA T E- 14 OF  CAR0- 14-DATA 
0 1 1540 I C AR0- 14-NUM J .  
0 1 1 550 PERFORM MOVE-STOCK ING- 14 VAR Y I NG I SU8  FROM L BY  l UNT IL  
0 1 1 560 I SUB IS  GRE A T ER THAN 4 .  
0 1 1 570  HOVE- S TOCK I NG- 1 4. 
0 1 1 573 �OVE SOURCE- 1 4  OF  CAR0-1 4- I NPUT TO SOUR C E- 14 OF  
0 1 1 5 74 CAR0- 14-DATA C CARD- 14-NU� J .  
0 1 1 580 MCVE SPEC I E s- 1 ,  OF CARD- 14- I NPUT I I SUB )  ro 
0 11 590 S P EC I E S- 1 4  OF TAPEO�T- REC ( CARD- 14-NU � ,  I SU B ) .  
0 1 1 59 1  MOVE NUHBER- 1 4  O F  CARO- l 4- I NPUT l 1 SU 8 )  TO 
0 1 1 592 NUHBER-1 4  OF T APEO�T-REC ICARD- 1 4-NUM , ! SUB J .  
0 1 1 593 MOVE S I Z E- 14 OF C ARD- 14- I NPUT I I SUB ) ro 
0 1 1 594 S I Z E- 1 4  OF T AP EOUT-REC ICAR0- 14-NU M ,  ( SUB J . 
0 1 1640 HOVE-C ARD- 15.  
0 1 1650  MOVE  ME THOD OF  CARD- 1 5- l hPUT  TO METH CO OF CAR0-15-0ATA  
0 1 1 660 (CAR0- 15-NUM I .  
0 1 1 670 MOVE HAULS OF  CARD- 15- l� PUT TO HAULS OF CARD- 15-0ATA 
0 1 1 680 I CAR0-15-NUM I .  
0 1 1690 PERFORM MOVE-COMHERC I AL- 1 5  VARY I NG I SUB FROM l BY  l UNT I L  
0 1 1 700 I SUB J S  GR EATER THAN 6 .  
0 1 1 71 0  MCVE-COMMERC I AL- 1 5 .  
0 1 1 720 MOVE SPEC I ES - 1 5  O F  CAR0- 1 5- I NPUT ( I SU B J TO  
01 1 730 SPEC IES- L S OF  TAPECL T- RE C l CARD- 1 5-NU� ,  I SU8 J .  
0 11 7 3 1  MOVE •E I GHT- 15 O F  C ARD-15- I NPUT ( I SUS J TO  
0 1 1 732 •E IGHT- 1 5  OF TAPECUT-AEC (CARD- 1 5-NUM , l SUB I .  
0 1 1 733 HOVE YEAR- 15 OF CAR0- 1 5- ( NPUT TO  
0 1 1 734 YEAR- 1 5  O F  TAPEOUT- R EC (CAR0- 15-NU� J .  
0 1 1 780 MOVE-CAR0- 16. 
0 1 1 790  P ERFORM MOVE-COHH- 16 VAR Y I NG I SUB  FRCM l BY l UN T I L  I SUB 
0 1 1800 I S  GRE A J ER f�AN  2.  
0 11850 PERFORM HOVE- GAMEl-16  VAR Y I NG l SUB FROM l BY l U h T I L  I SUB  
0 1 1860 I S  GREATER T �A N 5 .  
0 1 1 870 PERFORM HOVE-GAHEZ- 16 VARY I NG I SUB FROH l BY 1 UNT I L  I SUB 
01 1 880  I S  GRE ATER THAN 2. 
0 1 1 890 MOVE YEAR- 16 OF CAR0- 16- INPUT T O  YEAR-16 OF CAR0-16-0ATA 
0 1 1900 ( CARD- 16-NLH I .  
0 1 1902 MO�E-COHM-16. 
011904  MOVE SPEC I E S l- 16 OF C ARD- 1 6- l NP U T l I SUB ) TO  
011906 S P EC IE S l- 16 OF TAPECUT-REC l C AR0-16-NUM,  I SUB I .  
0 1 190 7 MOVE WE l GHT l- 16 OF CARD- 16- I NPU T l l SUB J TO 
0 1 1 908 NE IGH T l- 16 O F  T APECUT- P E C I CAR0- 1 6-NUM , I SUB I . 
0 1 1 910  MOVE-GAMEl-16.  
0 1 1920 HOVE SPEC I ES2- l6 OF CARO- l6- l kPUT I I SU8 J  TO 
0 1 1930 SPEC I E S2- 1 6  OF TAPEOLT-REC C C AR 0- 16-NU M ,  I SUB ) .  
0 119�0 HOVE NUHBERZ- 1 6  OF CAR0- 16- I NPUT l l SUB I TO 
0 1 1950 NUM8ER2- 16  OF TAPEOUT-PEC I CAR0- 1 6-NU � ,  I SUB I .  
0 1 1 960 MO�E-GAHE2- L6. 
0 1 1970 HOVE SPEC I E S 3- l6 O F  CA�D- 16- l NPU T I I SU B I  TO 
0 1 1 980 S P EC I E SJ- 16 OF  TAPECUT-R EC l CARD- 1 6-NU�, I S Ub l .  
0 1 1 990 MOVE NUMBERl- 16 OF CARD- 16- I NPU T I I SU B I TO 
012000 NUMBERl- 1 6  OF TAPECU J-P EC l CAR0- 16-NU � ,  I SU B I . 
0 120 10  MOVE-C AR0-1 8 .  
012020 PERFORM M OVE-OAT A- 18  VAR Y I NG I SUS FRCM 1 BY l U�T IL  ( SUB  
0 12030 IS  GRE AT ER THAN 6.  
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0 12040 MOVE-DATA- 18.  
0 12050 HOVE SP EC I ES- 1 8  OF CARD- 18- I NPU T ( I SU B I  TO 
0 12060 SPEC IE S-18  O F  TAPEOUT-REC ICARD- 18-hU� t I SUB J .  
0 12070 HOVE NUHBER-18  Of CAR0-18-I NPUT ( I SUB I TO 
012080 NUMBER-18 OF  TAPECUT-REC (CAR0- 18-NUH , I SUB J . 
012090 MO� E-CAR0-24. 
012100 MOVE SPEC lfS-24 OF CARD-Z4- I NPUT TO SPEC I E S-24 OF 
0 12 1 10 CARD-24-DA TA C CAR0-24-NU� I .  
0 12 120  MOVE S IZE-24 O F  CARD-24- I NPUT TO S IZ E-24 OF CAR0-24-DATA 
0 12 1 30 I CAR0-24-N�M J .  
012 140 MOVE SAMPLE-24 OF CARD-2�1NPUT TO SAMPLE-24 OF  CAR0-24-DA TA 
0 12 150 ( C ARD-24-NU� I .  
012 160 PERFORM MOVE-AGE-GRCUP-24 VAR Y I NG I SUB F ROM l BY l UNT I L  
0 12 1 70 I SUB I S  GRE A TER THAN 9 .  
0 12 180 MO�E-AGE-GROUP-24 . 
012 190 HOVE AGE-GROUP-Z4-DATA OF CAR0-24- I NP UT ( I SU B J  TO 
0 12200 AGE-GROUP-Zit-DATA OF TAPEOUT-REC ICARD-24-NUM, I SUB ) . 
0 12210 MOVE-CAR0-26. 
0 12220 MOVE DATE-26 OF  CAR0-26- I NPUT TO DATE-26 OF  CAR0-26-0ATA 
012230 I CAR0-26-NUM J .  
0 12240 HOVE DATA-26 OF CAR0-26- l NPUT TO OATA-26 OF CAR0-26-0ATA 
0 12250 CCAR D-26-NUM I .  
0 12260 PERFORM MOVE-SPEC I ES-26 VARY I NG l SUB FROM 1 BY 1 UNT IL I SUB 
0 12 2 70 I S  GREA TER T �AN 4-
0 12280 HOVE-SPEC I E S-26. 
0 12 290 HOVE SPEC I E S-26-DA TA OF  CAR0-26- INPU T C I SUB I TO 
012300 SP EC lE S-26-DAT A OF TAPEO�T-REC I CAR0-26-NUH, I SUB ) .  
0 123 10  MO�E-CARD-28. 
0 12320 PERFORM MOVE-DATA-28 VARYING I SUB  FROM 1 BY L UNT I L  I SUB 
0 12330 I S  GREATER T HAN  8. 
0 12340 HOVE-DATA-28. 
0 12350 MOVE SPEC I E S-28 OF CAR0-28- I NPUT ( I SU B J  TO 
012360 SPEC I E S-28 OF TAPEOUT-REC(CAR0-28-NU � ,  I SUB J .  
0 12 370 MOVE CATCH-HR-28 OF CAR0-28- I NP UT I I SUB J TO 
012380 CA TCH-HR-28 OF TAPEOUT-REC ICAR0-28-NUHe [ SUB ) .  
012390 HOVE WT-HR-2 8 OF CARD-28-I NPU T I I SU B J  TO 
0 12�0 �T-HR-28 OF TAPEOUT-REC ( CARD-2 8-NUM,  I SUB I . 
012410 MOVE-CAR 0-29. 
0 12 420 MOVE SOURCE-29 OF CARD-29- I NPUT TO SOURCE-29 OF CARD-29-DATA 
0 12 430 I CAR0-29-NUM J .  
· 0 12440 �ave OATE-29 OF CAR0-29- lNPUT TO DATE-29 OF CAR0-29-DATA 
0 12450 I CARD-29-NUH I .  
012460 HOVE HOURS-29 OF CARD-29- I NPUT TO HOURS-29 O F  CAR0-29-0ATA  
0 12470 ( CAR0-29-NUM J .  
0 12 480 PERFORM HOVE-ACT I VS-29 VARY I NG I SUB FROM 1 BY l UNT IL I SUB 
0 12 490 I S  GRE ATER T HA N  1 1 .  
012500 HCVE-AC T I V S-29. 
0 125 10  HOVE ACT I VS-29-DATA OF  C AR0-29- I NPUT ( lSUB ) TO  
0 12 520 ACT I VS-29-0A TA OF TAPECUT-REC IC ARD-29-NUM, I SUB J . 
0 12 530 MOVE-CAR0-3 1 .  
0 12540 PERFORM MOVE-OATA-31  VARY ING I SUB FRCM L BY l UNT IL I SUB 
0 12550 I i  GREATER ThAN 2 .  
0 12560 MOVE-DATA-31.  
012570 HOVE R EC-3 1 OF CAR0-3 1 - l hPUT ( I SUB J TO 
012580 R EC-3 1  OF  TAPEOU T-REC I CAR0-3 1-NUH, I SUB I .  
0 12 590 HOVE SPEC I ES l- 3 1  OF CAR0-3 1- I NPUT I I SUB I  TO 
012600 SP EC IE S L-3 1 O F  TAPEOUT-REC C CARD-3 1-NUM, l SUB J .  
0 1261 0 MOVE SPEC I E S Z- 31 Of CAR0-3 1- I NPUT I I SUB ) TO 
0 12620 SP EC l E S2-3 1  OF TAPEOUT-R EC I CARD-3 1-NUH, I SUB ) .  
0 12630 HOVE BENE F I T- 3 1  OF CARD-3l� I NPUT I I SUB J TO 
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0 126�0 BENEF I T-3 1 OF TAPEOUT-REC I CARD-3 1 -NU� . [ SUB J .  
0 12650 HOVE VEAR-COMPLETE OF CAR0-3 1- I NPUT I I SUB J TO 
0 12660 VEAR-COMPLETE OF TAPECLT-R EC ICARD-3 1 -NUM, [ SUB ) .  
0 12 6 70 HOVE CO ST-3 1 OF CARD-3 1- INPUT I I SUB J  TO 
0 12680 COST-3 1 OF TAPEOU J-REC ( C ARD-3 1-NUM , I SUB J .  
0 12690 MOVE-CARD-32 . 
012 700 PERFORM HOVE-DATA-32 VAR � ING I SUB  FROM 1 BY l UNT IL [ SUB 
0 12710 I S  GREATER THAN 2 • .  
0 12720 HOVE VEAR-32 OF CARD-32- I NPUT TO VEAR-32 OF  CAR0-32-DAJA 
012 730 ( CAR0-32-NUM J .  
0 12 7�0 MOVE-OATA-32.  
0 12750 MOVE LOCAT ION-32 OF CARD-3Z-I NPUT I I SUB ) TO 
012760 LOCAT I ON-32 OF  rAPEOUT-REC I CARO-JZ-NUM,  I SUB J .  
0 12790 HOVE REC�32 OF CARD-3 2- INPUT I I SUB J TO 
012800 R EC-32 OF TAPEOUT-REC I CARD-32-NUM , I SUB J .  
0 12810  MOVE B ENEF IT-32 OF  CAR0-32- I NPU J ( I SU B J JO 
0 12820 BENEF I T-32 OF TAPEOUT-REC CCAR0-32-NUM , I S UB J .  
012830 "OVE COST-32 OF  CARD-32- INPUT I I SUB J TO 
012840 COS T-32 OF TAPEO�T-REC (CAR0-32-NUM , I SUB I .  
0 12860 MOVE REC2-32 OF CAR0-32- INPU J I I SUB J TO  
0 12870 R EC2-32 OF  TAPEOUT-REC I CARD-32-NUM , I SUB J .  
012880 HOVE BENEF IT2-3Z  OF  CARD-32- INPUT ( I SUB J  T O  
012890 B ENEF I T2-3 2 OF T APECUT-REC ICAR0-32-NUM, [ SUB J .  
0 12900 HOVE COST2-32 OF CARD-32-I NPUT I I SUB J TO 
0 12910 - COSTZ-32 OF TAPEOUT-R EC ICAR0-32-�U�, I SUB J . 
0 12 850 NC-MORE-DATA. 
0 12 860 CLOSE TEMP-F IL E.  
012870 S TOP RUN. 
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